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Measurements of the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) have proved pivotal
over the last few decades in the development of ΛCDM, the standard model of cosmology.
Coupled with the standard model of particle physics, these two theories describe a majority
of our observations of the Universe’s structure, dynamics, and evolution. Beyond discovering
the specifics of how our Universe was formed, remaining open questions regarding our
Universe include the masses of neutrino species, the exact nature of dark matter, and the
equation of state of dark energy – to name a few. The CMB is imprinted with information
xxii
that can help answer all these questions, making measurements of the temperature and
polarization field of the CMB at high precision an effective path to increasing our under-
standing of fundamental physics. The polarization field especially, composed of parity even
E-mode and parity odd B-mode patterns, possesses untapped constraining power, at both
very large and very small angular scales.
This dissertation describes the design and characterization of cryogenic receivers for
the Simons Array CMB polarization experiment. The Simons Array is located at 5200 m
elevation in the Atacama desert, Chile and consists of three off-axis Gregorian-Dragone
telescopes, each coupled to a Polarbear-2 cryogenic receiver. Each receiver’s focal plane
is comprised of 7,588 transition edge sensor (TES) bolometers cooled to 250 mK and
read out using 4 K superconducting quantum interference devices (SQUIDs) using digital
frequency division multiplexing (DfMUX). The Polarbear-2 receiver cryostat consists of
an optics tube and backend cryostat, which are built and tested separately, then integrated
for final testing before deployment to the Chilean site. Here we describe fabrication
and cryogenic validation of two Polarbear-2 backends, and of the complete second
Polarbear-2 receiver: Polarbear-2b. Additionally, we discuss readout and detector
integration, including detailed SQUID characterization and TES array measurements, and
demonstration of deployment readiness of all selected devices and subcomponents. Finally,
we describe efforts and progress towards final lab validation of the Polarbear-2b receiver
and final demonstrations of deployment readiness.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In the beginning there was nothing, which exploded.
— Terry Pratchett
1.1 The Standard Model of Cosmology
The current best description which agrees with the multitude of both micro and
macro physical observations humans have made of our Universe over the past few centuries
is known as the Lambda Cold Dark Matter (ΛCDM ) model. This model is a specific
case of Big Bang cosmology, and uses a cosmological constant Λ general relativity to
describe expansion and gravity, and the standard model of particle physics to describe
the majority of other dynamics (non-zero neutrino masses are not currently predicted
by the standard model of particle physics). In ΛCDM the expansion if the Universe is
driven by the cosmological constant Λ (i.e. dark energy) and cold dark matter. The
major strengths of ΛCDM are that it accurately describes the expansion of the Universe,
1
light element abundances, existence of the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB), and
large-scale structure of the Universe [21].
The first step in deriving ΛCDM cosmology is determining expressions which describe
the macroscopic evolution of the Universe. Using general relativity and assuming our
Universe is homogeneous and isotropic (an assumption we will discuss further in later
sections), the metric tensor which exactly solves Einstein’s equations
𝐺𝑎𝑏 =𝑅𝑎𝑏−
1
2
𝑔𝑎𝑏𝑅 = 8𝜋𝐺𝑇𝑎𝑏 (1.1)
is the Friedmann-Lemaître-Robertson-Walker (FLRW) metric
𝑑𝑠2 = 𝑔𝑎𝑏𝑥
𝑎𝑥𝑏 =−𝑐2𝑑𝑡2+𝑎2(𝑡)(
𝑑𝑟2
1+𝑘𝑟2
+𝑟2𝑑𝜃2+𝑟2 sin2 𝜃𝑑𝜙2). (1.2)
Here 𝑅 and 𝑅𝑎𝑏 are the Ricci scalar and tensor, 𝐺 is Newton’s gravitational constant,
and 𝐺𝑎𝑏 and 𝑇𝑎𝑏 are the Einstein and stress-energy tensors, respectively. The parameter 𝑘
describes the curvature and can take values of ±1 or 0. 𝑎(𝑡) is known as the dimensionless
“scale factor” which relates the proper distance between two objects at time 𝑡. The
time derivatives of 𝑎(𝑡) describe the evolution of the Universe which can encompass both
expansion and contraction depending on the sign of ̇𝑎(𝑡).
Our observations of the Universe’s history show that ̇𝑎(𝑡) is positive for all times
2
since the Big Bang, in which case we may define the cosmic redshift
1+𝑧 =
1
𝑎(𝑡)
. (1.3)
The redshift provides a measure of the age of the Universe, and thus size, when light was
emitted from a given source (𝑧 = 0 corresponds to the present) [21].
Solving Einstein’s equations (i.e. Equation 1.1) using the FLRW metric results
in the Friedmann equations, the most ubiquitous formulae in modern cosmology. The
time-time Einstein equation yields the first Friedmann equation
[
̇𝑎(𝑡)
𝑎(𝑡)
]
2
=
8𝜋𝐺
3
𝜀(𝑡)
𝑐2
−
𝑐2𝑘
𝑎2(𝑡)
, (1.4)
where 𝜀(𝑡) is the energy density. We define the Hubble parameter
𝐻(𝑎) ≡
̇𝑎(𝑡)
𝑎(𝑡)
(1.5)
which describes the relative expansion of the Universe as a function of time. As previously
mentioned, for much of the history of the Universe 𝐻(𝑎) ∼ const. If the curvature 𝑘 in
Equation 1.4 is zero then a special value of the energy density is obtained, referred to as
the critical energy density:
𝜀(𝑡)𝑐𝑟 =
3𝑐2
8𝜋𝐺
𝐻2(𝑡). (1.6)
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The dimensionless density parameter
Ω(𝑡) =
𝜀(𝑡)
𝜀𝑐𝑟(𝑡)
(1.7)
is commonly used to describe the energy density and can be used to write Equation 1.4 in
terms of the contribution to the total energy density due to each constituent:
𝐻2(𝑎) = 𝐻20∑
𝑖
Ω𝑖
𝑎3(1+𝑤𝑖)
−
𝑐2𝑘
𝑎2
. (1.8)
Here 𝐻0 is the value of 𝐻(𝑎) at the current time, and 𝑤𝑖 = 𝑃/𝜀𝑖 is the equation of state of
the 𝑖th energy form.
Using Equation 1.4 in the trace of Equation 1.1 yields the second Friedmann equation
relating the Universe’s acceleration to both the energy density and pressure 𝑃:
̈𝑎(𝑡)
𝑎(𝑡)
=
4𝜋𝐺
3𝑐2
(𝜀(𝑡)+3𝑃). (1.9)
𝜀 < 𝜀𝑐𝑟 yields 𝑘 < 0, corresponding to perpetual and accelerated expansion. 𝜀 > 𝜀𝑐𝑟 yields
𝑘 > 0 and is referred to as a “bounce,” in which the Universe expands until the energy
density drops low enough to change the sign of 𝑘, and cause contraction. We shall discuss
in the following section the implications of the observed value of the energy density, which
is very near the critical energy density.
A remarkable feature of ΛCDM is that it describes the majority of the Universe’s
evolution and large scale structure using only six independent, variable parameters. These
4
parameters are:
1. Physical baryon density: Ω𝑏ℎ
2
2. Physical dark matter density: Ω𝑐ℎ
2
3. Age of the Universe: 𝑡0
4. Scalar perturbation spectral index: 𝑛𝑠
5. Curvature fluctuation amplitude (at reference scale 𝑘0 = 2 kpc
−1): Δ2𝑅
6. Optical depth at reionization: 𝜏
1.2 Cosmic Inflation
While the accuracy with which the ΛCDM model can be used to describe the
Universe we observe today, it does not provide solutions to what are referred to as the
“horizon” and “flatness” problems. In this section we will describe the theory of cosmic
inflation [22], proposed as a modification of ΛCDM cosmology in order to provide an elegant
and simultaneous solution to both these problems, as well as a potential explanation of the
“heavy relic” problem.
The horizon problem refers to difficulties explaining the cosmological principle: that
the Universe is statistically homogeneous isotropic on scales larger than ∼ 108 pc (i.e.
scales encompassing many galactic clusters). This applies not only to the distribution of
ordinary matter and energy in the local Universe, but also to the remarkable uniformity in
5
the temperature of the CMB. For statistical isotropy there must have been a mechanism
allowing interactions between energy and matter which, under a constant or even modestly
accelerating Hubble expansion rate [23], remain outside of causal contact over the known
age of the Universe (∼ 14 Gyr). For reference, the horizon size at the time of formation of
the CMB corresponds to roughly 2 degrees on today’s sky but we observe a sky temperature
of 2.725 K which is uniform to one part in 104 across the entire sky. Thus, the cosmological
principle mandates a more exotic and rapid expansion at some point early in the lifetime
of the Universe in order to allow the space-like separated matter and energy to interact
and thermalize to an extraordinary degree.
The flatness problem refers to the fact that observations imply fine-tuning in the
value of the energy density. The energy density we observe today Ω0 is equal to 1 to less
than 1% [24]. Using our results from Section 1.1, we can write down a useful expression for
Ω(𝑡) :
Ω(𝑡)−1 =
𝑘𝑐2
𝑅20𝐻
2(𝑡)𝑎2(𝑡)
, (1.10)
where 𝑅0 is the spacetime radius of curvature [25]. Equation 1.10 demonstrates the fine-
tuned nature of Ω(𝑡) equaling 1. Perturbations away from Ω= 1 are amplified over time in
a runaway fashion, while Ω= 1 results in 𝑘 = 0 and no evolution (i.e. constant curvature).
Thus we arrive at the flatness problem: observations today indicate Ω0 = 1, therefore we
must have Ω(𝑡 = 0) = 1 to a very high precision.
Cosmic inflation is the theory by which, in the primordial stages of the Universe (the
first ∼ 10−35 s or so), spacetime underwent an exponential expansion and the size of the
6
Universe increased by as much as a factor of ∼ 1026 (60 e-foldings) [26]. This superluminal
expansion would have been extremely brief but would solve both the horizon and flatness
problems. A simple model for inflation in an FLRW Universe is one which is exactly
exponential and where the Hubble parameter remains constant:
𝑎(𝑡) = 𝑎(0)𝑒𝐻𝑡. (1.11)
In such a model, the horizon size diminishes exponentially during inflation, and once it
ends the more prosaic dark-energy-driven expansion resumes and the horizon size grows
according to Hubble expansion. Locally significant primordial matter and energy density
anisotropies are smoothed out, leading to the cosmological principle and providing a solution
to the horizon problem. The flatness problem is similarly solved with cosmic inflation as,
if Ω(𝑡 = 0) is allowed to take an arbitrary value, then the expansion of the horizon by a
factor of ∼ 1026 takes this initial energy density and reduces Ω(𝑡 = 0)−1 to nearly 0.
One example of the heavy relic problem is the complete lack of observation of
magnetic monopoles today. The existence of such particles is permitted, and even expected,
as they would symmetrize Maxwell’s equations (i.e. quantum electrodynamics), but their
rest mass would need to be extremely large – potentially above even Grand Unified Theory
(GUT) energies of ≳ 1015 GeV. If the temperature of the Universe was once above the
magnetic monopole energy, many such particles would be created, but as the Universe
cooled production ceases. Scenarios where monopole production halted before inflation
ended would result in a vanishingly dilute concentration today when compared to leptons
7
and baryons, which continued to be produced for hundreds of seconds after inflation ended.
Monopole detection using this model is extremely difficult as a direct result of their low
spatial density.
1.3 The Cosmic Microwave Background
Immediately following the Big Bang, the Universe was a hot plasma consisting of
fundamental particles (leptons, quarks, gluons, photons etc.). As the Universe cooled in
the time following the Big Bang, a series of phase changes corresponding to the formation
of composite matter occurred. Initially, within the first second or so, protons and neutrons
formed from the quark-gluon plasma. The nucleons then began to fuse and form primordial
deuterium and helium nuclei over timescales of a few minutes. After nuclear fusion, the
matter in the Universe consists primarily of a proton/electron/nucleon plasma and cooling
continues for ∼380,000 years. During this cooling phase the Universe is optically opaque,
due to the very short photon mean free path in the plasma. However, once the temperature
drops to ∼12,000 K (∼1 eV), neutral hydrogen is able to form, causing photons to largely
decouple from matter and free-stream to us today at 𝑡 ∼ 14 Gyr. Radiation from the epoch
of decoupling forms a surface, or shell, in the sky beyond which we cannot see (due to the
plasma’s opacity), making these the photons which Coulomb scattered longest ago. We
refer to this as the “surface of last scattering.” Photons from the surface of last scattering
make up the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) and carry a wealth of information
regarding the physics and composition of the early Universe.
8
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Figure 1.1: CMB spectrum measurement from the COBE FIRAS spectrometer.
Traditionally, error bars for these data are magnified by 400 times to become visible
around the data points, for this reason they are omitted here. Data from [27].
Any object at temperature 𝑇 emits electromagnetic radiation with an intensity at
frequency 𝜈 according to the Planck blackbody distribution:
𝐵(𝜈,𝑇 ) =
2ℎ𝜈
𝑐3
1
𝑒ℎ𝜈/𝑘𝐵𝑇−1
(1.12)
Measurements of the intensity spectrum of the CMB reveal that it is extremely well-
described by the blackbody equation. The FIRAS measurement gives a temperature as
measured today of 2.726±0.010 K (95% confidence level) [27], [28], which means the age of
the Universe can be calculated to be 13.8 Gyr [21]. The tight agreement with the blackbody
spectrum is demonstrated in Figure 1.1, which shows the measured CMB spectrum from
the FIRAS instrument on the COBE satellite [27]. The remarkable agreement with the
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blackbody theory of Equation 1.12, and the fact that the FIRAS results contain data for
large portions of the sky which indicate temperature uniformity to a single part in 104,
imply that prior to the formation of the CMB the Universe was extremely well-thermalized.
Here we have direct observational evidence for the cosmological principle: uniformity
and isotropy. The CMB’s thermal uniformity implies that at some point, parts of the
Universe which are not in causal contact today, i.e separated by a distance greater than the
light travel distance for the age of Universe, must have been in contact before the CMB
was emitted. In combination with measurements showing nearly scale-invariant scalar
fluctuations, and that the Universe’s curvature is very flat [24], we have strong evidence
motivating an early inflationary epoch.
Figure 1.1 also demonstrates that experiments hoping to observe the CMB today
should choose an observing frequency roughly between 50 and 300 GHz where the spectrum
peaks. A number of observational concerns regarding the fidelity of detecting CMB photons,
as opposed to those coming from other interactions in the Universe, can influence the exact
choice of frequency bands and will be discussed further in Section 1.4. The most common
“CMB” observing frequencies are in the range of ∼70–180 GHz, with other frequencies
used to remove spurious signal from final CMB maps. Primary CMB observing frequencies
are often chosen with band centers around 90 and 150 GHz.
1.3.1 Temperature Anisotropies
In spite of the extreme uniformity in the average CMB temperature, we also observe
anisotropic temperature fluctuations on the order of ±100 𝜇K at large scales and across a
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wide range of frequencies as can be seen in Figure 1.2. Anisotropies are generated by a
variety of phenomena and are separated into both primary and secondary components.
The former describes effects generated before decoupling, and the latter refers to effects
from interaction between CMB photons and the Universe as they travel towards us from
the the surface of last scattering. In this sense, primary anisotropies carry information
about the early Universe, where secondary anisotropies carry information about the matter
and energy distribution after decoupling.
Temperature anisotropies are typically discussed in terms of an angular power
spectrum, which contains statistical information of the fluctuations across a range of scales
on the sky. This is done by first decomposing the measured perturbation map at direction
?̂? into spherical harmonics using the dimensionless temperature
Θ(?̂?) =
Δ𝑇(?̂?)
𝑇0
=
𝑇(?̂?)−𝑇0
𝑇0
, (1.13)
where 𝑇0 is the mean CMB temperature. We then compute the spherical harmonic
coefficients:
Θℓ𝑚 =∫𝑑Ω Θ(?̂?)𝑌
∗
ℓ𝑚. (1.14)
The power spectrum 𝐶ℓ, as a function of angular multipole moment ℓ, is formed by
integrating over all 𝑚 for each ℓ value
⟨Θ∗ℓ𝑚Θℓ′𝑚′⟩ = 𝛿ℓℓ′𝐶ℓ, (1.15)
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This averaging is performed because we have no knowledge of the specific orientation of
the particular 𝑌ℓ𝑚 which best describes the perturbation at direction ?̂?. Another common
method used in CMB power spectrum analysis is the “flat sky” approximation, which can
be made when the patch size on sky under study is small and allows use of a traditional
Fourier series in computing the 𝐶ℓ from Equation 1.15. Flat skies may not be assumed
for patches more than a few degrees on a side and will result in spurious high angular
frequency power in 𝐶ℓ due to ringing of the Fourier modes at the patch edges.
To appropriately scale the power at multipole moment ℓ, the logarithmic power per
wave number
Δ𝑇 2 =
ℓ(ℓ+1)
2𝜋
𝐶ℓ𝑇
2, (1.16)
is useful to employ [31]. Figure 1.3 shows the theoretical CMB temperature anisotropy
power spectrum, with
𝐷ℓ =
ℓ(ℓ+1)
2𝜋
𝐶ℓ, (1.17)
and using the current best-fit values for the six ΛCDM cosmological parameters at the end
of Section 1.1.
A fundamental limitation of estimating the power spectrum from cosmological
observations arises from the averaging over all 2ℓ+1 values of 𝑚 at each multipole. As ℓ
decreases the number of components available to average over decreases and uncertainty in
the 𝑌ℓ𝑚 orientation grows. We refer to this as the “cosmic variance” limit, which places a
fundamental limit on the precision at which the power spectrum may be measured at large
angular scales (small ℓ). The power spectrum error thus depends directly on the number of
13
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Figure 1.3: CMB temperature anisotropy power spectrum calculated using the CAMB
package [32] and the current best fit values for ΛCDM parameters.
available 𝑚 values:
Δ𝐶ℓ =√
2
2ℓ+1
𝐶ℓ. (1.18)
Discussion of the CMB power spectrum in Section 1.3.1 focused on the temperature
anisotropies of the CMB but, as it happens, the CMB is also weakly polarized. Net polar-
ization arises in a system dominated by Compton scattering when there is inhomogeneity
resulting in a quadrupole temperature anisotropy around a central free electron. Figure 1.4
shows a diagram of this effect, where the output net polarization is aligned along the cold
axis of the quadrupole (𝑌2𝑚). The output polarization cross section is
𝑑𝜎
𝑑Ω
=
3
8𝜋
| ̂𝜀′ ⋅ ̂𝜀|2𝜎𝑇, (1.19)
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Figure 1.4: Cartoon diagram of CMB polarization due to Thomson scattering off an
electron surrounded by a quadrupolar temperature anisotropy. The left depicts the
quadrupole temperature anisotropy (red is hot, blue is cold). Radiation with net zero
polarization is incident on an electron at the origin from the hot and cold regions. Due
to the Thomson scattering cross section’s angular dependence, an observer looking along
the ̂𝑧 axis will only see polarization in the 𝑥𝑦 plane. Finally, since radiation from the
hot region is more intense, this polarization dominates, and the observed polarization is
thus aligned with the cold axis of the quadrupole.
where 𝜎𝑇 is the Thomson scattering cross section and ̂𝜀
′, ̂𝜀 are the incoming and scattered
polarization unit vectors. Note that no polarization in the ̂𝑧 (i.e. the unit normal vector of
the last scattering surface) is emitted from quadrupoles with the hot axis aligned with ̂𝑧.
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Electromagnetic polarization can be fully characterized by the Stokes parameters
𝐼 = |𝐸𝑥|
2+|𝐸𝑦|
2 (1.20)
𝑄= |𝐸𝑥|
2−|𝐸𝑦|
2 (1.21)
𝑈 = 2Re(𝐸𝑥𝐸
∗
𝑦 ) (1.22)
𝑉 = −2Im(𝐸𝑥𝐸
∗
𝑦 ) (1.23)
with the wave traveling in the ̂𝑧 direction. 𝐸𝑥 and 𝐸𝑦 are the ̂𝑥 and ̂𝑦 components of
the electric field. 𝐼 is the total intensity, 𝑄 and 𝑈 relate to the two linear polarization
components, and 𝑉 is the circular polarization. Since the Stokes parameters depend on
a particular choice of coordinate systems it is useful to define new quantities which are
coordinate-independent. We call these E-modes and B-modes, where the former carries
information of the parity-symmetric (divergence) component and the letter the parity-
asymmetric (curl) component of the polarization field. These are constructed using a
Helmholtz decomposition.
Once a polarization map is made we can follow the same recipe as laid out in
Section 1.3.1 to construct the E-mode and B-mode power spectra 𝐶𝐸𝐸ℓ and 𝐶
𝐵𝐵
ℓ . In this
case we would refer to the power spectrum in Equation 1.15 explicitly as the temperature
power spectrum: 𝐶𝑇𝑇ℓ . Cross correlation two- and four-point spectra are also routinely used
in CMB analysis, i.e. 𝐶𝐸𝐵ℓ , 𝐶
𝐸𝐸𝐵𝐵
ℓ etc. – where the four-point spectra are constructed as
in Equation 1.15 but with four Θ𝑖ℓ𝑚 terms.
Figure 1.5 shows the theoretical E-mode spectrum. As can be seen in Figure 1.6,
16
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Figure 1.5: CMB E-mode anisotropy power spectrum calculated using the CAMB
package [32] and the current best fit values for ΛCDM parameters.
temperature and E-mode anisotropies, in part due to their shared parity symmetry,
are correlated. In a spacetime which respects parity conservation, correlations between
parity-even and parity odd phenomena such as 𝐶𝑇𝐵ℓ and 𝐶
𝐸𝐵
ℓ are manifestly vanishing as
mandated by the parity symmetry. Nonzero correlations here can be used interchangeably
as experimental calibration, or if systematic errors are well-controlled, provide bounds on
the degree of parity violation permitted by effects such as cosmic birefringence, defects,
axions, or the magnitude of primordial magnetic fields [18].
1.3.2 Gravitational Waves
Early Universe perturbations, modeled as small changes to the primordial metric
tensor 𝑔𝑎𝑏, may be decomposed into scalar (density), vector, and tensor components in
17
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Figure 1.6: CMB temperature-E-mode correlation power spectrum calculated using
the CAMB package [32] and the current best fit values for ΛCDM parameters. Both
plots show the same curve and, as can be seen from the bottom plot, the TE correla-
tions/anticorrelations peak between ℓ ∼ 100 and ℓ ∼ 2000 — corresponding to relatively
small angular scales.
order to separate which component may be affected by different physics [33]:
𝑔𝑎𝑏 = 𝜂𝑎𝑏+ℎ𝑎𝑏. (1.24)
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Here 𝜂 (𝑔) are the unperturbed (perturbed) metrics, and ℎ is the perturbation tensor.
Working in the transverse-traceless gauge for ℎ𝑎𝑏 gives the irreducible decomposition
ℎ00 = 2𝜙 (1.25)
ℎ0𝑖 = 𝛽𝑖++𝜕𝑖𝛾 (1.26)
ℎ𝑖𝑗 = ℎ
TT
𝑖𝑗 +
1
3
𝐻𝛿𝑖𝑗𝜕𝑖𝜀𝑗 +(𝜕𝑖𝜕𝑗−
1
3
𝛿𝑖𝑗∇
2)𝜆. (1.27)
Where Equations 1.25, 1.26, and 1.27 are the scalar, vector, and tensor components
respectively. The quantities 𝜙 and 𝛾 are free scalar parameters, and 𝛽𝑖 and 𝜕𝑖𝛾 are the
transverse and longitudinal components of ℎ𝑡𝑖.
Further insight is gained by enforcing the “no source” constraint by setting the
divergence of 𝛽𝑖, 𝜀𝑖, and ℎ
TT
𝑖𝑗 to zero. ℎ
TT
𝑖𝑗 is also traceless by our choice of gauge, and we
enforce the asymptotic boundary conditions that 𝛾, 𝜀𝑖, 𝜆, and ∇
2𝜆 vanish as 𝑟 →∞. It
can also be shown that ℎTT𝑖𝑗 is gauge invariant and, once Einstein’s equations are solved
with an appropriate stress-energy tensor, it is the only component of the metric which
satisfies the wave equation:
 ℎTT𝑖𝑗 =−16𝜋𝜎𝑖𝑗, (1.28)
with = 𝜕𝑎𝜕𝑎 the d’Alembertian operator. Here we have relaxed the no source condition
but in vacuum the right hand side of Equation 1.28 is zero. ℎTT𝑖𝑗 represents the form which
gravitational radiation can take, which can be decomposed into two polarization states ℎ+
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and ℎ×
ℎTT =
⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣
0 0 0 0
0 ℎ+ ℎ× 0
0 ℎ× ℎ+ 0
0 0 0 0
⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦
, (1.29)
corresponding to a traveling in the ̂𝑧 direction. Figure 1.7 schematically demonstrates the
effects of a gravitational wave of both polarizations on a test mass ring.
t = t0 t1 t2 · · ·
h×:
h+:
Figure 1.7: Diagram showing the qualitative effects of the two gravitational wave
polarization states ℎ+ and ℎ× on a test mass ring. The gravitational wave travels in/out
of the page (± ̂𝑧 direction).
1.3.3 Inflationary Gravitational Waves
Primordial metric perturbations seed the anisotropies imprinted on the CMB at last
scattering and, in some cases, go on to influence the growth of large scale structure seen
today. This means primordial metric perturbations seed primary anisotropies, the accurate
measurement of which allows us to test different physical models of the Universe — such as
ΛCDM. One of the most important and popular theories we test using CMB power spectra
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are the legion of inflationary models, nearly all of which share a critical common feature in
the generation of an almost scale-independent, stochastic, gravitational wave background.
Primordial density perturbations source from dark matter over/under densities
which, due to their parity-symmetric (isotropic) nature, manifest in both the temperature
and E-mode spectrum only. For this reason there is strong correlation between the
temperature and E-mode spectrum (𝐶𝑇𝐸ℓ ≠ 0). Conversely, the primary B-mode spectrum
can only be generated due to parity violating physics, i.e. vector and tensor modes. Vector
modes from axions, cosmic defects, heavy relics and other models often contribute weakly
and at very small scales as a result of dilution during inflation. Inflation generates all three
types of perturbations (again, vector modes are suppressed), but is unique in its ability
to generate tensor modes via emission of gravitational waves with nearly scale-invariant
power. These primordial gravitational waves are stretched to horizon and super-horizon
scales during inflation and leave their signature on the CMB by imprinting parity-odd
perturbations at large angular scales. Measuring B-modes with increasing sensitivity and
precision means we are able to search for signatures both from cosmic inflation, and other
exotic physics depending on the angular scales we observe and models we select.
The energy scale of inflation directly affects the amount of power in the B-mode
signal and is typically quantified as the ratio of the amplitudes of the scalar and tensor
perturbations (the “tensor-to-scalar ratio”) at a given scale
𝑟 =
𝑃𝑡
𝑃𝑠
. (1.30)
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Here the tensor and scalar spectrum is modeled as an amplitude 𝑃𝑡 and 𝑃𝑠 respectively,
with a simple power law dependence and spectral tilt 𝑛𝑡 and 𝑛𝑠. Modeling the Universe
prior to and during inflation as a quantum mechanical wavefunction traversing a potential
𝑉, we have a relation to 𝑟 and a crude method for measuring the inflationary potential (i.e.
energy scale) [21]:
𝑉 1/4 ∼ 1016(100 𝑟)1/4, (1.31)
where the units of 𝑉 are in GeV. Typically, constraining 𝑟 involves measuring the tempera-
ture and/or E-mode spectrum to construct the scalar perturbation power spectrum, and
measuring the B-mode spectrum to obtain the tensor spectrum. However, to date 𝑟 has
not been detected and the most stringent upper bounds place 𝑟 ≲ 0.06 [34]. The following
sections will discuss limiting factors in constraining 𝑟 further, and mitigation methods for
current and upcoming experiments.
1.3.4 Gravitational Lensing
One challenge in measuring the map of CMB polarization is due to gravitational
lensing, i.e the existence of secondary anisotropies. As photons propagate for 14 Gyr between
the surface of last scattering and earth today there is ample time for their trajectories to be
deflected by gravitational affects from intervening matter/energy. This process is known as
weak gravitational lensing, and acts to soften the sharpness of otherwise clearly delineated
hot/cold regions (large peaks in the power spectrum) by reducing the fluctuation coherence
[35]–[37]. Lensing essentially “remaps” CMB photons around a matter distribution through
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Figure 1.8: Effects of gravitational lensing on the temperature power spectrum due to
neutrino mass. The top row shows the temperature power spectrum 𝐶𝑇𝑇ℓ both unlensed,
and lensed at two different values of ∑𝑚𝜈. ∑𝑚𝜈 = 0.06 eV is the current best upper
bound, and ∑𝑚𝜈 = 6 eV is used to exaggerate the effects of neutrino mass on lensing
of 𝐶𝑇𝑇ℓ . The bottom left plot shows the difference in the power spectra unlensed and
lensed, for the two neutrino mass values. Plots made from calculations using the CAMB
python package [32].
a deflection which is dependent on the integrated spacetime curvature along the photon
trajectory. High-ℓ power in 𝐶ℓ is suppressed on scales smaller than the lensing deflection
scale. If photons from a patch of the CMB, which has only an E-mode polarization, travels
through a matter-dense region, such as a galaxy cluster, gravitational lensing “converts”
some of the E-mode power into B-mode power by remapping the observed polarization.
In terms of temperature, lensing reduces the amplitude and shifts the angular scale of
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Figure 1.9: Effects of gravitational lensing on the E-mode power spectrum due to
neutrino mass. The top row shows the E-mode power spectrum 𝐶𝐸𝐸ℓ both unlensed,
and lensed at two different values of ∑𝑚𝜈. ∑𝑚𝜈 = 0.06 eV is the current best upper
bound, and ∑𝑚𝜈 = 6 eV is used to exaggerate the effects of neutrino mass on lensing
of 𝐶𝐸𝐸ℓ . The bottom left plot shows the difference in the power spectra unlensed and
lensed, for the two neutrino mass values. Plots made from calculations using the CAMB
python package [32].
the power spectrum peaks. Both these effects are shown in Figures 1.9 and 1.9, with the
neutrino mass the free parameter causing the variation in the degree of lensing.
Gravitational lensing thus traces the matter distribution of the Universe, and because
most of the structure has sub-degree angular scales, for the B-mode signal this effect peaks
at ℓ ∼ 1000, as can be seen in Figure 1.10. Conversely, the primordial B-mode signal which
could be from inflationary gravitational waves peaks at much larger degree scales (ℓ less
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Figure 1.10: Pure lensing (i.e. 𝑟 = 0) CMB B-mode power spectrum. The only
contribution to the B-mode power spectrum in this cosmology is due to lensing conversion
of E-modes to B-modes. Plots made from calculations using the CAMB python package
[32] and the current best fit values for ΛCDM parameters.
than a few hundred). Depending on what the value of 𝑟 may be, it could be possible
to separate these two effects in the B-mode spectrum and independently detect both
contributions based on the angular scales at which they dominate. The recent history in
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the CMB polarimetry field has progressively lowered the upper bound on 𝑟 by measuring
the lensing B-mode spectrum with increasing precision, and now further bounds on 𝑟
depend critically on an experiment’s ability to “de-lens” the B-modes and more faithfully
reconstruct the CMB polarization map as it was emitted at last scattering. Based on
recent measurements of the lensing spectrum amplitude and maximum possible de-lensing
capabilities, the lowest 𝑟 can be while still being detectable is ∼ 2×10−4 [38].
Since the amount of lensing depends on the distribution of large scale structure, we
may use lensing information to compare the observed and expected matter power spectrum
[39] to provide constraints on physical parameters which affect structure formation. One
such example is the masses of the three neutrino species and their sum ∑𝑚𝜈. Lighter
neutrinos are able to free-stream and carry more energy out of dark matter potential
wells in the early Universe than heavier neutrinos. The degree of suppression of structure
formation as compared to ΛCDM models allows us to constrain ∑𝑚𝜈 and the effects of
∑𝑚𝜈 of different values in the power spectra are demonstrated in Figures 1.9 and 1.9.
1.4 Foregrounds
As we have just discussed, the CMB we observe today is not actually the CMB
that was emitted when the Universe was 380,000 years old and is due to the existence
of secondary anisotropies. On top of this effect, we also measure spurious signal from a
number of other sources which do not involve photons sourced from the last scattering
surface. We refer to this effect as “foreground contamination,” which includes emission
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from the earth’s atmosphere (ground-based experiments only), galactic synchrotron, and
polarized thermal dust. When considering foregrounds and their effects it is important to
keep in mind whether it is known or expected to be polarized, as the latter has a much
more significant effect in the measured B-mode spectrum.
Results from the BICEP/Keck experiment in 2014 reported a measurement of
nonzero large scale B-mode signal, indicating the first ever measurement of 𝑟 and detection
of signatures of inflationary gravitational waves [40]. However, later analysis and results
from the Planck satellite mission showed that the foreground model used was too simplistic
and the B-mode power seen by BICEP was consistent with the thermal emission from
interstellar dust in the Milky Way. A joint analysis was conducted [41], ending with an
upper bound on 𝑟 (i.e. a non-detection). These results underscore the importance of
accurate foreground removal in the B-mode spectrum for future CMB experiments. As will
be discussed in the following sections, the frequency dependence of most foregrounds is key
in their measurement and removal, mandating that all future experiments observe at many
frequencies.
1.4.1 Atmosphere
Due to the complexity of the atmosphere, its physics is quite rich and results in
possible emission in the millimeter from a variety of constituents. Additionally, atmospheric
effects are by nature transient (slowly changing) and contribute significantly to low frequency
(1/𝑓) experimental noise. Water vapor fluctuations are most predominant for CMB
experiments. This can be a large hindrance in experiments requiring observation of
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Figure 1.11: Atmospheric transmission model at Cerro Chajnantor using the am
atmospheric model package [42] . Chajnantor is located at ∼ 5200 m in the Atacama
Desert, Chile, making it one of the driest places on earth. Year-average PWV calculated
from radiometer data at the APEX site near Chajnantor typically falls in the range of
1−2 mm.
large fractions of the sky. Atomic and molecular transitions contribute narrow emission
lines, while thermal loading from the thickness/optical depth of the atmosphere results in
broadband millimeter wave emission. The most significant contribution to these features is
from total water vapor content, quantified as the precipitable water vapor (PWV):
PWV=
1
𝜌𝑔
∫
0
𝑝(𝑧)
𝑑𝑝 𝑥(𝑝). (1.32)
Here 𝜌 is the density of water, 𝑔 is the gravitational acceleration, 𝑝(𝑧) is the atmospheric
pressure at altitude 𝑧, and 𝑥(𝑝) is the (dimensionless) gaseous mixing ratio. PWV measures
the height per unit area of condensed water for an entire column of atmosphere. Reduction
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of PWV, and thus atmospheric loading, is achieved by locating the experiment in a
dry location at high altitude. Common choices include the Antarctic plateau (elevation
∼3000 m), the Chilean Atacama Desert (∼5000 m) and, more recently, the Tibetan plateau
(5000-6000 m) [43], [44]. Further mitigation is possible with balloon-borne or space-based
experiments, however, as the atmospheric optical depth decreases signal contamination
from dust emission is more significant. Figure 1.11 shows the atmospheric transmission at
the site of the Simons Array experiment as a function of PWV. The Simons Array site is
located on Cerro Toco (near Chajnantor) in the Atacama desert, Chile at ∼ 5200 m.
Emission from the atmosphere is generally taken to be unpolarized, however, recent
detection of polarized signals from ice crystals in the lower atmosphere provides evidence
that this may be true only of the gaseous constituents [2].
1.4.2 Galactic Synchrotron
A significant source of polarized foreground contamination arises from synchrotron
interactions of cosmic ray electrons with the Milky Way magnetic field. The galactic
synchrotron spectrum is often modeled as a power law, where the apparent synchrotron
temperature is
𝑇𝑠𝑦𝑛𝑐ℎ = 𝑇
synch
0 𝜈
−𝛽synch , (1.33)
with 𝑇 synch0 the overall amplitude, and 𝛽synch ∼ 2−3 dependent on location (magnetic field
strength and free electron concentration) and frequency via the cosmic ray energy spectrum
[45]. Due to the power law dependence, synchrotron contributes most significantly at low
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frequencies and becomes subdominant around 70 GHz. Correlation of an experiment’s
CMB maps at 90 and 150 GHz with their own maps below 70 GHz, or others such as the
Planck 30, 44, and 70 GHz maps, are effective methods currently used to subtract the
synchrotron foreground.
1.4.3 Thermal Dust
Interstellar dust in the Milky Way is distributed in a complex manner and, as
previously mentioned, can spoil detection of the faint B-mode signal at certain angular
scales. If a mechanism exists to preferentially align dust particles in a coherent way then
this radiation can also contribute as a significant polarized foreground. Anisotropic dust
grains larger than ∼ 10−7 m in a magnetic field can align their principle axes with the
magnetic field via the existence of a “radiative alignment torque” (RAT) [46]. Dust grain
emission is also generally polarized along the grain principle axis, so any configuration
with sufficient dust and magnetic field density can spuriously contribute to the measured
polarization power spectrum. Furthermore, magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) turbulence
in the ionized interstellar medium, resulting from the Navier-Stokes MHD component,
create odd-parity magnetic field distributions. Coupled with RAT and dust this poses large
problems for faithfully measuring CMB B-mode polarization without detailed dust removal
methods.
The dust spectrum is modeled analogously to the synchrotron spectrum:
𝑇𝑑𝑢𝑠𝑡 = 𝑇
dust
0 𝜈
𝛽dust . (1.34)
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The dust spectrum is relevant for essentially all CMB observing frequencies above 70 GHz,
although at very high frequencies the atmospheric opacity attenuates most of this signal.
The dust power contribution also depends on the portion of the Milky Way being observed,
and can be dominant even if observations are performed away from the galactic plane.
Scaling the Planck 353 GHz map using 𝛽dust ∼ 2 in Equation 1.34 to reach typical CMB
observing frequencies of 90 or 150 GHz is a common practice to estimate the B-mode
contribution from dust. Similarly to synchrotron contamination, simultaneous observation
at frequencies above 150 GHz provide a means to subtract some of the dust signal.
1.5 Modern CMB Observations
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Figure 1.12: Comparison of the temperature, E-mode, and B-mode CMB power
spectra using the current best upper bound on 𝑟 of 0.06.
In Section 1.3 we covered the basic features and observations of the CMB, its
radiation spectrum, and the power spectra of temperature and polarization anisotropies.
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Due to the complicated nature of foregrounds, the effects of gravitational lensing, the
faintness of the B-mode signal in general (see Figure 1.12 for a comparison of all power
spectra), and the tight constraints bounding 𝑟 to be small, modern CMB experiments
hoping to measure the B-mode spectrum with increasing precision must implement a
number of techniques and capabilities to increase their sensitivity. In combination with the
routine use of detector technology whose inherent noise levels are subdominant to noise
in the CMB photons themselves (discussed further in Chapter 2), the landscape is this:
increasing B-mode sensitivity requires an experiment observing at multiple frequencies, in
dry locations, and often for hundreds or thousands of detector hours. Only in the last few
years have CMB experiments been able to detect the lensed B-mode spectrum, with the
Polarbear-1 collaboration the first to do so in 2014 using CMB data only [47]. Since
then, other experiments including the ACT, BICEP/Keck, and SPT collaborations have
also detected the lensing B-mode signal. Many technical efforts now focus on increasing
telescope sensitivity and foreground removal capabilities by increasing the number of
detectors in a single receiver and the number of observation frequencies, respectively — as
well as enhancing delensing capabilities.
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Chapter 2
CMB Detector and Readout
Instrumentation
I chose to pursue a career in physics
because there the truth isn’t so easily bent.
— Angela Merkel
In the previous Section we discussed the fundamentals and basic theory of the
Universe, its cosmology, and how we may measure and constrain various physical parameters
using the CMB to gain a better understanding of the Universe’s constituents and evolution.
In this Chapter we will cover the basics of instrumentation, specifically the detector and
readout technologies, which enable so-called “quantum-limited” CMB observations where
the noise spectral density of the detector signal (i.e. sensitivity) is dominated by intrinsic
properties of the detected radiation itself. Therefore, it is not possible to increase a CMB
instrument’s sensitivity by implementing lower noise detector technologies, rather we must
rely on approaches in increasing the number of detectors – which gives an ideal 1/
√
𝑁
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reduction in the overall instrument noise level. This feature, along with the need for
simultaneous observation at multiple frequencies, has been and is one of the major driving
design goals of current and future CMB polarization experiments.
2.1 Transition Edge Sensor Bolometers
The main technology responsible for quantum-limited observations of the CMB is
the transition edge sensor (TES) bolometer. A bolometer is a device which measures the
intensity of radiation incident by means of detecting the radiative heat deposited on an
absorber, a schematic of which is shown in Figure 2.1.
A bolometer consists of a thermistor 𝑅𝑇𝐸𝑆(𝑇 ) which is located on an absorbing
island at temperature 𝑇 and possessing heat capacity 𝐶. The island is weakly connected to a
thermal bath of temperature 𝑇𝑏𝑎𝑡ℎ via the thermal conductance 𝐺𝑏𝑎𝑡ℎ. During operation the
bolometer is electrically biased into a favorable regime using 𝑉𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠. Background radiation
𝑃𝑜𝑝𝑡 and radiation from a source of interest 𝛿𝑃𝑜𝑝𝑡 ≪ 𝑃𝑜𝑝𝑡 is incident on the absorbing
island which, along with the bias power 𝑃𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠 = 𝐼𝑇𝐸𝑆𝑉𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠, raises the island temperature by
Δ𝑇 = (𝑃𝑜𝑝𝑡+𝛿𝑃𝑜𝑝𝑡+𝑃𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠)/𝐺𝑏𝑎𝑡ℎ and is measured using the thermistor. This heat dissipates
through the weak link to the bath with a characteristic time constant 𝜏 = 𝐶/𝐺𝑏𝑎𝑡ℎ.
In the case of millimeter-wave astronomy, the most sensitive bolometers use thermis-
tors formed from a superconducting film which is biased into its superconducting-normal
transition; a so-called transition edge sensor (TES) bolometer. TES bolometer sensitivity
is large due to the steepness of the transition from the normal resistive state to that
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Figure 2.1: Schematic diagram of a bolometer showing the bolometer island (red)
which is thermally connected to the thermal bath (blue) by conductance 𝐺𝑏𝑎𝑡ℎ. A TES
thermistor possessing a variable resistance 𝑅𝑇𝐸𝑆 that is a steep function of temperature
is located on the bolometer island and voltage biased by 𝑉𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠. The island temperature 𝑇,
and thus 𝑅𝑇𝐸𝑆 and 𝐼𝑇𝐸𝑆, is modulated by 𝛿𝑃𝑜𝑝𝑡. The current measured by a low-noise
ammeter, and the variation of electrical power dissipated on the island provides a
measurement of 𝛿𝑃𝑜𝑝𝑡.
of the zero resistance superconducting state, which occurs when the temperature of the
superconducting film is lowered below its critical temperature 𝑇𝑐. 𝑑𝑅/𝑑𝑇 is nonnegative for
all 𝑇, i.e. TESs are positive temperature-coefficient devices, therefore in order to achieve a
stable bias point in the transition TESs must be voltage biased during operation. Because
𝑑𝑅/𝑑𝑇 ≥ 0, TESs possess an additional benefit when voltage biased: the power dissipated
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on the island remains constant on time scales faster than 𝜏, enabling measurements of
quickly-varying signals. This phenomenon is referred to as electrothermal feedback (ETF).
When the optical power incident on the bolometer increases, the temperature of the TES
increases and the resistance of the film increases, which in turn lowers the bias power
𝑃𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠 = 𝑉
2
𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠/𝑅𝑇𝐸𝑆; cooling the film and restoring it to its original temperature.
If 𝑇𝑏𝑎𝑡ℎ < 𝑇𝑐, decreasing 𝑉 lowers the bolometer temperature and begins to drop
the TES into its superconducting transition (𝑅 decreases rapidly), at which point 𝐼𝑇𝐸𝑆
increases, as is shown in the 𝐼 −𝑉 curve in Figure 2.3. The point in the 𝐼 −𝑉 curve (𝐼𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛,
𝑉𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛) at which 𝑑𝐼/𝑑𝑉 = 0 is called the “turnaround” point, after which ETF begins to turn
on and the TES’s sensitivity increases dramatically. The TES relation between resistance
𝑅 = 𝑉 /𝐼 and power 𝑃 = 𝐼𝑉 is also shown in Figure 2.3. From these curves it is evident
that above 𝑃𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛 the TES responsivity is significantly reduced since even large changes in
power only change 𝑅 by a small amount.
The strength of the ETF determines the TES’s responsivity to power fluctuations and
is parameterized by 𝛼, the logarithmic derivative of resistance with respect to temperature
𝛼 =
𝛿log𝑅
𝛿log𝑇
=
𝑇
𝑅
𝛿𝑅
𝛿𝑇
. (2.1)
For materials with a narrow superconducting transition, as can be seen for a Polarbear-2
TES in Figure 2.2, 𝛼 can be as large as 103.
The role of 𝛼 becomes apparent after balancing the power flowing through the
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Figure 2.2: Resistance (top) and 𝛼 = 𝛿log𝑅/𝛿log𝑇 (bottom) as a function of tem-
perature for a Polarbear-2 AlMn TES as it enters the superconducting state. The
transition critical temperature 𝑇𝑐 for this device is 0.473 K. Data are noisy and not
shown for 𝛼 once the TES resistance is fully superconducting (𝑅 ≲ 0.1 Ω).
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Figure 2.3: (Top) The current-voltage or 𝐼-𝑉 relation of a dark Polarbear-2 bolometer
as 𝑉𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠 is lowered to allow the TES to drop into the transition. (Bottom) Corresponding
resistance-power or 𝑅-𝑃 relation. In both plots the red point indicates where 𝑑𝐼/𝑑𝑉 = 0,
which also corresponds to ℒ= 1, and the green point indicates the operating point at
𝑅𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑐 =𝑅/𝑅𝑁 = 0.7, where Polarbear-2 bolometers have demonstrated ℒ≳ 10. Stray
impedances in the readout circuit have not been corrected for in either plot.
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bolometer [48]
𝑃𝑜𝑝𝑡+𝛿𝑃𝑜𝑝𝑡𝑒
𝑖𝜔𝑡+
𝑉 2𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠
𝑅
(1−
𝛿𝑅
𝛿𝑇
𝛿𝑇𝑒𝑖𝜔𝑡) = ̄𝐺(𝑇 −𝑇𝑏𝑎𝑡ℎ)+(𝐺+𝑖𝜔𝐶)𝛿𝑇𝑒
𝑖𝜔𝑡 (2.2)
where 𝛿𝑃𝑜𝑝𝑡 is the small signal power characterized by frequency 𝜔, causing time-varying
island temperature 𝛿𝑇. 𝑇 ≫ 𝛿𝑇 and 𝑅 are the steady-state temperature and resistance of
the bolometer. ̄𝐺 = 𝑃𝑎𝑣𝑔/(𝑇𝑐−𝑇𝑏𝑎𝑡ℎ) and 𝐺= 𝛿𝑃/𝛿𝑇 are the time-averaged and differential
thermal conductances. Power flows through the bolometer to the bath of temperature 𝑇𝑏𝑎𝑡ℎ
according to the complex thermal conductance which is modified by ETF
𝐺𝑒𝑓𝑓 = (
𝛼𝑃𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠
𝑇
+𝐺+𝑖𝜔𝐶)𝛿𝑇𝑒𝑖𝜔𝑡, (2.3)
where we have used our result from Equation (2.1).
ETF decreases the operational bolometer time constant 𝜏 according to
𝜏 =
𝜏0
𝛼𝑃𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠/𝐺𝑇 +1
(2.4)
with 𝜏0 ≡𝐶/𝐺. The system loopgain ℒ is defined as the ratio of the change in bias power
to the change in the total power
ℒ=
𝛼𝑃𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠
𝐺𝑇
. (2.5)
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The frequency-dependent ETF loopgain is then
ℒ(𝜔) = −
𝛿𝑃𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠
𝛿𝑃𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
=
𝛼𝑃𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠
𝐺𝑇(1+𝑖𝜔𝜏0)
=
ℒ
1+𝑖𝜔𝜏0
, (2.6)
which leads to
𝜏 =
𝜏0
ℒ+1
. (2.7)
For a TES it is often difficult to directly measure 𝐺 and/or 𝐺𝑒𝑓𝑓 so, in order to
characterize a detector through measurements of 𝜏 (and/or ℒ(𝜔)) the response of the TES
is determined as a function of 𝜔 by providing an optical signal which is chopped at 𝜔. This
can then be fit to a single-pole thermal filter model
𝐴(𝜔) =
𝐴0
√(𝜔𝜏)2+1
(2.8)
with 𝐴0 an overall normalization factor.
Holding a stiff voltage bias 𝑉𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠 on a TES allows determination of incident power
not due to 𝑉𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠, i.e. the modulated optical power 𝛿𝑃𝑜𝑝𝑡, by measuring the TES current 𝐼.
Modulating the bolometer temperature, 𝛿𝑃𝑜𝑝𝑡 in turn modulates the TES resistance and
thus the TES current 𝛿𝐼. The relationship between 𝛿𝑃𝑜𝑝𝑡 and 𝛿𝐼 is the current responsivity
𝑆𝐼 [49]:
𝑆𝐼 =
𝛿𝐼
𝛿𝑃𝑜𝑝𝑡
=−
1
𝑉𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠
ℒ
ℒ+1
1
1+𝑖𝜔𝜏
. (2.9)
If ℒ ≫ 1 then for low-frequency signals (𝜔 ≪ 1/𝜏) the responsivity reduces to
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𝑆𝐼 = −1/𝑉𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠 and, without compromising the linearity of the TES response, can be
increased by decreasing 𝑉𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠. Decreasing 𝑉𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠 lowers the TES further into the transition
and increases the loopgain up to the point of instability, at which point the voltage bias is
longer able to prevent the TES from superconducting. This is referred to as “latching” a
TES, which occurs due to multiple factors including stray impedances in the bias circuit,
as well as the limit imposed by the electrical time constant of the readout electronics (most
often limited by the input inductance of the TES pre-amplifiers).
2.1.1 Bolometer Saturation Power
The linear response of a TES we have just discussed is valid only while the TES
remains biased in the superconducting transition, i.e. in the small-signal limit. In the
steady state, with 𝑃𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑟 = 𝑃𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠+𝑃𝑜𝑝𝑡,
̄𝐺 =
𝑃𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑟
𝑇𝑐−𝑇𝑏𝑎𝑡ℎ
(2.10)
the power balance is
𝑃𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠+𝑃𝑜𝑝𝑡 = ̄𝐺(𝑇 −𝑇𝑏𝑎𝑡ℎ). (2.11)
The point at which TES linearity is no longer preserved is when 𝑃 = 𝑃𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠+𝑃𝑜𝑝𝑡 = 𝑃𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛.
Any additional power exceeding 𝑃𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛 raises the bolometer temperature and forces the TES
fully out of the transition and into the normal metal state. In the case of large optical
loading this may occur regardless of 𝑃𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠 so, while characterizing a particular device,
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it is important to ensure that during a 𝑃𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛 measurement, the bolometer is truly dark
(𝑃𝑜𝑝𝑡 = 0).
Measuring 𝑃𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛 contains information about the properties of the thermal link and
allows us to quantify the power delivered to the bath 𝑃𝑏𝑎𝑡ℎ in terms of the properties of the
thermal link. The conductance of the link is
𝐺(𝑇 ) =
𝐴
𝐿
𝜅(𝑇 ) (2.12)
where 𝐴 is the cross-sectional area, 𝐿 is the length, and 𝜅(𝑇 ) = 𝜅0𝑇
𝑛 is the temperature-
dependent thermal conductivity of the link material. Nearly all bolometers, including
those used in the Polarbear-2 receivers, possess links composed of electrical insulating
low-stress silicon nitride and silicon dioxide, and superconducting niobium. The expected
thermal conductivity index for such a link is 𝑛 = 3 due to the fact that both insulators
and superconductors only have contributions to their thermal conductivities from phonon
interactions (𝑛 = 3). It has been shown that links produced for the Polarbear-1 and
Polarbear-2 receivers have 𝑛 ≈ 2.7 [50].
The power conducted to the bath through the link is
𝑃𝑏𝑎𝑡ℎ =∫
𝑇𝑐
𝑇𝑏𝑎𝑡ℎ
𝐴
𝐿
𝜅(𝑇 ) 𝑑𝑇 =
𝐴
𝐿
𝜅0
𝑛+1
(𝑇 𝑛+1𝑐 −𝑇
𝑛+1
𝑏𝑎𝑡ℎ ) =
𝐴𝜅0
4𝐿
(𝑇 4𝑐 −𝑇
4
𝑏𝑎𝑡ℎ), (2.13)
where the bolometer is at temperature 𝑇 = 𝑇𝑐.
Equation 2.13 allows us to define the bolometer’s optical saturation power 𝑃𝑠𝑎𝑡 at
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each bias point in the TES transition, which is simply the value of 𝑃𝑜𝑝𝑡+𝛿𝑃𝑜𝑝𝑡 that may
be incident on the bolometer without exceeding 𝑃𝑠𝑎𝑡 (𝑃𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠 is turned down to zero as the
optical power approaches 𝑃𝑠𝑎𝑡) [51]:
𝑃𝑠𝑎𝑡 = (1−𝑅𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑐)𝑃𝑏𝑎𝑡ℎ(𝑇𝑐). (2.14)
Here 𝑅𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑐 =𝑅/𝑅𝑁 is the fractional resistance at the TES bias point, with 𝑅𝑁 the TES
normal state resistance. 𝑃𝑏𝑎𝑡ℎ(𝑇𝑐) is from Equation 2.13.
Experiment design plays a crucial role in determining what value of 𝑃𝑠𝑎𝑡 to choose
during detector fabrication (i.e. tuning 𝐺 and 𝑃𝑏𝑎𝑡ℎ) as increasing 𝐺 also adds noise to
the detector. 𝑃𝑠𝑎𝑡 must be selected carefully based on loading not just from the CMB, but
also from loading from the radiative environment of the receiver and, for ground-based
experiments, the atmosphere.
2.2 Bolometer Noise
When observing the CMB, TES bolometers are used as power sensors so the noise
in the detector is most usefully quantified in terms of the noise equivalent power (NEP),
which describes the spectral response of the bolometer in the noise-dominated regime,
typically in W/
√
Hz. A convenient way of defining the NEP is the power required to
achieve a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of 1 over 1 second of integration. Often it is useful
to characterize noise sources as being Gaussian (i.e. “white”), in which case the NEP is
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related to the power variance 𝜎𝑝 by
𝜎2𝑝 =∫
𝑓𝑚𝑎𝑥
0
|NEP|2 𝑑𝑓 (2.15)
where 𝑓𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 𝑓𝑁𝑦𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑠𝑡/2 and 𝑓𝑁𝑦𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑠𝑡 is the Nyquist frequency for a digitally sampled signal.
A further useful observation is that integration over the bandwidth is not necessary [52] as
all samples (characterized by variance 𝜎2𝑖 ) are independent, so the mean variance ⟨𝜎
2
𝑝⟩ is
⟨𝜎2𝑝⟩ =
⟨𝜎2𝑖 ⟩
𝑓𝑁𝑦𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑠𝑡
=
⟨𝜎2𝑖 ⟩
2𝑓𝑚𝑎𝑥
=
|NEP|2
2
. (2.16)
The NEP associated with a timestream, NEP𝑡, is related to the actual NEP by the square
root of the mean variance – i.e. √⟨𝜎2𝑝⟩, which is the root-mean-square (RMS) of the NEP
– so we have
NEP𝑡 =
NEP
√
2
. (2.17)
The fundamental noise contributions to TES bolometers is CMB applications are:
• Thermal carrier (“phonon”) noise: NEP𝑔
• Johnson-Nyquist (“electronic”) noise: NEP𝐽
• Photon noise: NEP𝛾.
All noise sources are again assumed to be white and uncorrelated so the total noise, NEP𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
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is the quadrature sum of each individual contribution:
NEPtotal =√NEP
2
𝑔+NEPJ
2+NEP2𝛾. (2.18)
2.2.1 Thermal Carrier Noise
Phonon noise arises from the fluctuations in the energy ⟨𝜎𝐸⟩ of any macroscopic
thermodynamic system and can be expressed in terms of its heat capacity 𝐶𝑣 [53]:
⟨𝜎2𝐸⟩ = 𝑘𝐵𝑇
2𝐶𝑣. (2.19)
If two identical systems at the same temperature 𝑇 are thermally connected by conductance
𝑔 then the corresponding power fluctuations are:
⟨𝜎2𝑃 ,𝑔⟩ = 𝑘𝐵𝑇
2𝐶𝑣
𝑔2
𝐶2𝑣
=
𝑘𝐵𝑇
2𝑔2
𝐶𝑣
. (2.20)
Thermal power transferred across the link is attenuated at high frequencies by the single-
pole thermal filter created by 𝐶𝑣 and 𝑔 with a 3 dB frequency of 𝑓0 = 𝑔/2𝜋𝐶𝑣. Below
𝑓0 the power spectral density (PSD) of the thermal fluctuations is white so we can use
Equations 2.15 and 2.20 to calculate NEP𝑔:
⟨𝜎2𝑃 ,𝑔⟩ =∫
∞
0
NEP2𝑔
1+( 𝑓𝑓0)
2 𝑑𝑓 =
𝑘𝐵𝑇
2𝑔2
𝐶𝑣
, (2.21)
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which simplifies to
NEP𝑔 =√4𝑘𝐵𝑇 2𝑔. (2.22)
For the incorrect case of 𝑇𝑐 ≈ 𝑇𝑏𝑎𝑡ℎ
NEP𝑔 =√4𝑘𝐵𝑇 2𝑐 𝑔 (2.23)
and using Equation 2.10 and setting 𝑔 = ̄𝐺 (also incorrect for a bolometer operating with
appreciable ℒ) we have
NEP𝑔 =√4𝑘𝐵
𝑇 2𝑐
𝑇𝑐−𝑇𝑏𝑎𝑡ℎ
. (2.24)
This is instructive as it provides an example of how tuning apparatus parameters (such
as 𝑇𝑐 and 𝑇𝑏𝑎𝑡ℎ) can minimize independent noise terms. While 𝑇𝑏𝑎𝑡ℎ is typically set by
cryogenic limitations, 𝑇𝑐 can be taken as freely tunable. Minimizing NEP𝑔 according to
Equation 2.24 yields 𝑇𝑐 = 2𝑇𝑏𝑎𝑡ℎ so our assumption that 𝑇𝑐 ≈ 𝑇𝑏𝑎𝑡ℎ is not valid if we want
to minimize NEP𝑔 by tuning 𝑇𝑐.
A more general treatment requires using a temperature-dependent expression for 𝑔:
𝑔 =
𝑑𝑃
𝑑𝑇𝑐
(2.25)
in the region 𝑇 ∈ [𝑇𝑏𝑎𝑡ℎ,𝑇𝑐]. We parameterize the link conductance in this temperature
range using
Γ =
∫𝑇𝑐
𝑇𝑏𝑎𝑡ℎ
( 𝑇𝜅(𝑇 )𝑇𝑐𝜅(𝑇𝑐))
2
𝑑𝑇
∫𝑇𝑐
𝑇𝑏𝑎𝑡ℎ
𝜅(𝑇 )
𝜅(𝑇𝑐)
𝑑𝑇
=
1
𝑇 2𝑐 𝜅(𝑇𝑐)
∫𝑇𝑐
𝑇𝑏𝑎𝑡ℎ
(𝑇𝜅(𝑇 ))2 𝑑𝑇
∫𝑇𝑐
𝑇𝑏𝑎𝑡ℎ
𝜅(𝑇 ) 𝑑𝑇
, (2.26)
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and if we again assume the link conductivity model of 𝜅(𝑇 ) = 𝜅0𝑇
𝑛 this reduces to
Γ =
𝑛+1
2𝑛+3
1−(𝑇𝑏𝑎𝑡ℎ/𝑇𝑐)
2𝑛+3
1−(𝑇𝑏𝑎𝑡ℎ/𝑇𝑐)𝑛+1
. (2.27)
Now we can write NEP𝑔 in terms of only 𝑇𝑐, 𝑇𝑏𝑎𝑡ℎ, and 𝑃𝑏𝑎𝑡ℎ:
NEP𝑔 =√4𝑘𝐵𝑃𝑏𝑎𝑡ℎ𝑇𝑏𝑎𝑡ℎ√
(𝑛+1)2
2𝑛+3
(𝑇𝑐/𝑇𝑏𝑎𝑡ℎ)2𝑛+3−1
((𝑇𝑐/𝑇𝑏𝑎𝑡ℎ)𝑛+1−1)2
. (2.28)
As previously mentioned, phonon contributions to 𝜅(𝑇 ) have 𝑛= 3, which for Polarbear-
2 with 𝑇𝑏𝑎𝑡ℎ ∼ 0.27 K means the minimal value of Γ (and thus NEP𝑔) is Γ ∼ 2 is achieved
at 𝑇𝑐/𝑇𝑏𝑎𝑡ℎ ∼ 1.7. In principle NEP𝑔 can be further minimized if we have freedom to choose
𝑛, but this would require changing the fabrication procedure to introduce a dominantly
electronic thermal link and could also raise issues in biasing and operating bolometers
using the Polarbear-2 readout system.
2.2.2 Johnson-Nyquist Noise
Charge-carrier noise, also known as Johnson-Nyquist noise, is also present in TES
bolometers due to the finite operating resistance 𝑅. Modeling the TES as a single lumped
element of resistance 𝑅 at temperature 𝑇𝑐, the Johnson noise contribution is suppressed by
the loopgain, which we first write as a noise equivalent current (NEI):
NEI𝐽 =
1
ℒ
√4𝑘𝐵𝑇𝑐
𝑅
. (2.29)
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The contribution in terms of NEP is obtained using the above, Equation 2.9 (while setting
𝜏 = 0), and using 𝑃𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠 = 𝑉
2
𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠/𝑅:
NEP𝐽 =
ℒ+1
ℒ2
√4𝑘𝐵𝑇𝑐𝑃𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠. (2.30)
It is useful to note that for ℒ≫ 1 a dark Polarbear-2 bolometer’s noise is dominated by
NEP𝑔.
2.2.3 Photon Noise
The final contribution to the intrinsic noise of TES bolometers arises when the
bolometer is made optical, i.e. when observing the CMB, and is due to photon quantum
mechanics. Since the photon noise contribution NEP𝛾 is a property of the source and
cannot be altered, it is standard practice to design TES bolometers such that their overall
noise is dominated by NEP𝛾, which we refer to as a photon noise-limited detector.
Recall the thermal blackbody intensity relation of Equation 1.12:
𝐵(𝜈,𝑇 ) =
2ℎ𝜈3
𝑐2
1
𝑒ℎ𝜈/𝑘𝐵𝑇−1
, (2.31)
where we can define the Boltzmann photon occupation number as
𝑛𝑜𝑐𝑐 =
1
𝑒ℎ𝜈/𝑘𝐵𝑇−1
. (2.32)
The total optical power deposited on a detector with area 𝐴, whose beam subtends solid
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angle Ω, and frequency-dependent optical efficiency 𝜂(𝜈) is
𝑃𝑜𝑝𝑡 =𝐴Ω∫
∞
0
𝜂(𝜈)𝐵(𝜈,𝑇 ) 𝑑𝜈. (2.33)
Using the throughput 𝜆2 = 𝑐2/𝜈2 =𝐴Ω we have
𝑃𝑜𝑝𝑡 =∫
∞
0
𝑛𝑜𝑐𝑐𝜂(𝜈)ℎ𝜈 𝑑𝜈. (2.34)
If the detector bandwidth Δ𝜈 is small and we approximate the detector efficiency as a
constant over frequency range Δ𝜈 centered at 𝜈0 gives
𝑃𝑜𝑝𝑡 ≈ 𝜂𝑛𝑜𝑐𝑐ℎ𝜈0Δ𝜈. (2.35)
The variance of radiative power fluctuations from a thermal source incident on a
detector and integrated over time 𝜏 is [54]:
⟨𝜎2𝑜𝑝𝑡⟩ =
1
𝜏
∫(ℎ𝜈)2𝜂𝑛𝑜𝑐𝑐(1+𝜂𝑛𝑜𝑐𝑐) 𝑑𝜈. (2.36)
The first term in the integral of Equation 2.36 which is proportional to 𝜂𝑛𝑜𝑐𝑐 is referred to
as “photon bunching noise.” The second term proportional to (𝜂𝑛𝑜𝑐𝑐)
2 is the photon shot
noise. Photon bunching and shot noise dominate for different temperatures and frequencies.
In the ℎ𝜈 ≫ 𝑘𝐵𝑇 (optical) limit, 𝑛𝑜𝑐𝑐 ≪1 and power fluctuations are dominated by photon
arrival times with ⟨𝜎2𝑜𝑝𝑡⟩ ∼
√
𝑁 – where 𝑁 is the total number of photons collected in time
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𝜏. At radio frequencies, where most CMB observations are performed, 𝑛𝑜𝑐𝑐 ∼ 0.2 so both
terms must be considered in evaluating NEP𝛾. It should also be noted that for a noiseless
detector observing at radio frequencies, both signal and noise scale linearly with signal
power, so SNR cannot be improved by increasing the power received by the detector (i.e.
by increasing the size of the detector or optical efficiency). Increasing Δ𝜈 increases SNR
for a TES bolometer, but not for a detector fully in the radio limit, which leads to the
common practice of making ground-based observing bands as wide as permitted by certain
atmospheric windows.
The NEP at the bolometer input due to the optical fluctuations of Equation 2.36 is
obtained using the result of Equation 2.16:
NEP𝛾 =√2∫(ℎ𝜈)2𝜂𝑛𝑜𝑐𝑐(1+𝜂𝑛𝑜𝑐𝑐) 𝑑𝜈. (2.37)
Employing our earlier simplification that the detector bandwidth Δ𝜈 is narrow and sharply
peaked around frequency 𝜈0, the noise is dependent only on the intensity of the source for
GHz frequency CMB observations:
NEP𝛾 ≈√2𝑃𝑜𝑝𝑡(ℎ𝜈0+
𝑃𝑜𝑝𝑡
Δ𝜈
). (2.38)
This approximation breaks down when 𝑛𝑜𝑐𝑐 ≳ 10, i.e. for high temperature (𝑇 ≳ 10 K) and
low frequency (𝜈 ≲ 10 GHz) sources.
In the Rayleigh-Jeans limit of ℎ𝜈 ≪ 𝑘𝐵𝑇 the emitted power for a source at temper-
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ature 𝑇𝑅𝐽 is
𝑃𝑜𝑝𝑡 = 𝜂Δ𝜈𝑘𝐵𝑇𝑅𝐽. (2.39)
We use this to simplify Equation 2.38 and obtain the detector’s NEP𝛾:
NEP𝛾 ≈√2𝜂Δ𝜈𝑘𝐵𝑇𝑅𝐽(ℎ𝜈0+𝜂𝑘𝐵𝑇𝑅𝐽). (2.40)
2.3 Superconducting Quantum Interference Devices
(SQUIDs)
Figure 2.4: Circuit diagram of a SQUID, formed from a superconducting loop broken
by two Josephson junctions (denoted as an “x”). Magnetic flux incident on the loop
results in the formation of screening current which act to null the field interior to the
loop due to the Meissner effect. The magnetic collecting area of SQUIDs fabricated
using photolithography is often too small to be practical and an input inductor 𝐿𝑖𝑛 is
often patterned in close proximity (or completely over) the SQUID loop to increase the
field collected by the SQUID.
Due to the low impedance of typical TES bolometers (𝑅∼1 Ω), and small changes in
current (𝛿𝐼 ∼ 1−10 𝜇A), a low-noise preamplifier with a low input impedance is necessary
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to preserve the low-noise properties of the TES. The device used in nearly all modern CMB
experiments to achieve this is the superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID)
[55]. In fact, much of the motivation for use of TES detectors lies in their low input
impedance. Many neutron transmutation doped (NTD) germanium detectors can achieve
comparable performance but at much higher impedances – making them significantly more
susceptible to environmental variations [56].
SQUIDs are extremely sensitive magnetometers created by a loop of superconducting
wire and two Josephson junctions (JJs). A JJ is formed when two superconductors are
brought near each other with a “weak-link” between them, which can either be a normal
metal or an insulator. A circuit diagram if a SQUID is shown in Figure 2.4. The individual
JJ critical current is 𝐼𝑐,𝐽𝐽, thus the SQUID critical current is 𝐼𝑐 = 2𝐼𝑐,𝐽𝐽. Cooper pairs of
electrons [57] on one side of the superconductor utilize the dc Josephson effect to tunnel
across the potential barrier formed by the weak link to the other superconductor. This
allows for the creation of circulating “screening” currents (𝐼𝑠) in the SQUID loop which, due
the Meissner effect [58], are created whenever a magnetic field is incident on the SQUID,
and act to null the magnetic field in the loop.
The Meissner effect allows integer units of the magnetic flux quantum Φ0 = ℎ/2𝑒,
where ℎ is Planck’s constant and 𝑒 is the elementary charge, to exist interior to a su-
perconductor (depending on the superconductor type) or superconducting loop. As the
external field is increased, 𝐼𝑠 also increases until it exceeds 𝐼𝑐,𝐽𝐽. Once 𝐼𝑠 ∼ 𝐼𝑐,𝐽𝐽 the JJs
transition briefly to the normal state and allow integer Φ0 to thread the loop, at which
point 𝐼𝑠 reverses sign (same magnitude) and begins to increase again. This is referred to
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as “flux-jumping,” which can, but does not always, deleteriously affect the operation of
a SQUID. Typically SQUIDs are biased into operation soon after transitioning into the
superconducting state after being heated to 𝑇 > 𝑇𝑐 in order to take the number of quanta
threading the loop as small. After the superconducting transition, a negative feedback loop
is commonly implemented which helps prevent flux-jumping and also increases the linear
dynamic range (discussed in Section 2.4.1).
2.3.1 SQUID Operation
For 𝐼𝑠 < 𝐼𝑐,𝐽𝐽, the SQUID remains purely superconducting and no output voltage
develops. In order to use a SQUID as a transimpedance amplifier it must first be biased
into a regime where 𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡 is nonzero due to small changes in a current 𝐼. The first step is
to apply a bias current 𝐼𝑏 = 𝐼𝑐 directly across the SQUID JJs. Often, 𝐼𝑐 is defined as the
current required to observe 𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡 above some threshold or noise floor.
Second, a flux bias must be applied to the input coil which linearizes the SQUID.
For a given current through the input coil 𝐼𝑖𝑛, the resulting magnetic flux incident on the
SQUID is given by
Φ𝑖𝑛 =𝑀𝑖𝑛𝐼𝑖𝑛, (2.41)
where 𝑀𝑖𝑛 is the mutual inductance of the SQUID flux input coil and the SQUID loop.
The current required to present a field of Φ0 to the loop is then
𝐼Φ0 =
Φ0
𝑀𝑖𝑛
. (2.42)
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Figure 2.5: Voltage-flux (𝑉 −Φ) relation for a STAR Cryoelectronics SQUID array
used in the Polarbear-2b receiver. A SQUID current bias (𝐼𝑏) is chosen and then the
input coil current (𝐼𝑖𝑛) is swept to create each family of curves.
An example of the output voltage-flux relation (𝑉 −Φ curve) is shown in Figure 2.5 for
multiple values of 𝐼𝑏. After setting 𝐼𝑏 ≥ 𝐼𝑐, ramping the flux bias results in oscillations of
𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡 with Φ0 periodicity. This is because Φ𝑖𝑛 causes the SQUID to oscillate between two
𝐼 −𝑉 curves of Figure 2.6. The 𝑉 −Φ oscillations are approximately sinusoidal for 𝐼𝑏 ≳ 𝐼𝑐
𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡 ≈ 𝑉𝑝𝑝 sin(2𝜋𝐼𝑖𝑛/𝐼Φ0), (2.43)
where 𝑉𝑝𝑝 is the peak-to-peak voltage swing.
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Figure 2.6: Current-voltage (𝐼 −𝑉) relation for a STAR Cryoelectronics SQUID array
used in the Polarbear-2b receiver for two different flux biases. Also shown is the
maximum peak-to-peak output voltage of the SQUID at each current bias.
Small changes in flux 𝛿Φ𝑖𝑛 cause the output voltage to change:
𝛿𝑉Φ =
𝛿𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝛿Φ𝑖𝑛
, (2.44)
where 𝛿𝑉Φ is the voltage-flux transfer coefficient, or gain of the SQUID [51]. This quantity
is maximized, as can be seen in Figure 2.5 and Equation 2.43, at quarter integer flux quanta
Φ𝑉 𝑝𝑝,𝑚𝑎𝑥 =Φ0
2𝑛+1
4
. (2.45)
As can be seen in Figure 2.6, the JJs undergo the superconducting-normal transition
at different values of 𝐼𝑏 depending on the flux bias. Thus, the purest measurement of 𝐼𝑐
and 𝐼𝑐,𝐽𝐽 is with integer Φ0 flux bias applied.
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2.3.2 SQUIDs as Transimpedance Preamplifiers
Using a SQUID as a preamplifier for measuring TES bolometer current modulations,
i.e. as a transimpedance amplifier, requires biasing the SQUID into regime of maximal
sensitivity and linearity, referred to as “tuning” the SQUID [59]. Maximizing the SQUID
sensitivity amounts to maximizing the transimpedance
𝑍𝑡 =𝑀𝑖𝑛
𝛿𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝛿Φ𝑖𝑛
=
𝛿𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝛿𝐼𝑖𝑛
, (2.46)
which is achieved by first sweeping 𝐼𝑏 to determine 𝐼𝑐. Then 𝐼𝑖𝑛 is swept to trace out one
member of the family of 𝑉 −Φ curves shown in Figure 2.5. 𝐼𝑏 which yields in the maximal
𝑉𝑝𝑝 is then selected and 𝐼𝑖𝑛 is again swept to determine the flux bias value leading to the
largest 𝑍𝑡, resulting in maximal SQUID sensitivity. For Polarbear-2 we choose to bias on
the descending portion of the 𝑉 −Φ curve in order to maintain inverting feedback for the
first stage warm amplifier, enabling implementation of a “low-frequency” analog feedback
loop with 𝒪(102) Hz bandwidth. The SQUID output impedance is
𝑍𝑜𝑢𝑡 =
𝛿𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝛿𝐼𝑏
. (2.47)
Once the SQUID is tuned, the output voltage is carried to room temperature to
the input of a traditional low-noise semiconductor amplifier which is configured to provide
inverting feedback to the SQUID input coil. This is called the “flux-locked loop” (FLL)
configuration, which keeps departures in Φ𝑖𝑛 due to modulations of the input coil current –
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Figure 2.7: Shunt-feedback flux locked loop SQUID configuration diagram. DC current
(𝐼𝑏) and flux (𝐼𝑖𝑛) biases are provided by 300 K electronics and the signal of interest – i.e.
from modulated bolometer currents at 250 mK – 𝐼(𝑡) is coupled to the SQUID input coil.
Inverting feedback 𝐼𝑓𝑏 (also applied by 300 K electronics) extends the SQUID dynamic
range by keeping departures in Φ𝑖𝑛 small, which also helps to suppress flux-jumping. In
this configuration the error signal due to 𝐼(𝑡) is the signal of interest.
i.e. from performing a CMB scan – small, in a process often referred to as “nulling.” Nulling
plays the extremely important role of extending the SQUID’s dynamic range and keeping
its input impedance low so it matches the TES impedance. An example configuration
of an FLL system is shown in Figure 2.7 depicting the shunt-feedback FLL used in the
Polarbear-1 readout system. The discriminating feature here is that the flux feedback in
applied directly to the SQUID input coil 𝐿𝑖𝑛, rather than the flux feedback coil. A proper
FLL implementation has the benefit of lowering the SQUID input impedance to ≲100 mΩ
if 𝑅𝐹𝐵 = 10 kΩ, and can apply a nulling signal across the entire system bandwidth of a
few MHz [60].
The primary limitation of a shunt-feedback FLL is its limited bandwidth when
compared to the potential SQUID bandwidth of ∼100 MHz. The reason for this limitation
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is signal delay in the feedback signal due to the fact that a finite wiring length is needed to
connect the cold (4 K) SQUIDs to the room temperature electronics. A theoretical upper
bound for the FLL with a 1 m wiring length is ∼20 MHz [61]. Of course a real-world system
may experience significantly lower bandwidths due to nonidealities in the warm electronics
beyond simple phase/timing delays, such as component variation and undesired resonances
in the cold circuit. For example, the Polarbear-1 readout system demonstrated only a
1.3 MHz bandwidth using wiring lengths of ∼20 cm and multiplexing 8 TESs per SQUID
[60]. Increasing the number of TESs that can be read out on a single SQUID was a
major design goal for the Polarbear-2 readout system and was achieved by replacing
the shunt-feedback circuit with digital baseband feedback – i.e. application of narrowband
(𝒪(102) Hz) feedback using a set of discrete tones. For Polarbear-2 this extends the
system bandwidth to ∼10 MHz, which will be discussed in Section 2.4.1.
2.3.3 SQUID Series Arrays
For a single SQUID the maximal 𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡 is typically too small to be useful (tens of
𝜇V), so it is common practice to assemble many individual SQUIDs in series. These are
often referred to as “SQUID series arrays” (SSAs) which, if properly fabricated and phased
(i.e. if JJ 𝐼𝑐 and the Φ𝑖𝑛 applied to each loop is uniform), can be treated as a single SQUID
with the aggregate properties of all individual SQUID loops in the array. In later sections
we will refer to SSAs as “SQUIDs” and will emphasize when behavior is applicable only to
a single SQUID loop in the array.
Configuring SQUIDs in arrays comes at a cost: while the SSA output voltage and
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transimpedance scale as the number of SQUIDs in series (the “array factor”) 𝑁𝑆𝑄, the
voltage noise also increases. However, this only increases by the factor of √𝑁𝑆𝑄. Array
factors of ∼100 are typical in order to achieve both mV level peak-to-peak voltages and
transimpedances of a few hundred Ohms. For these SSAs, typical current noise levels at 4 K
are less than 10 pA/
√
Hz [55]. The SSAs used in the Polarbear-2b receiver from Star
Cryoelectronics have an array factor of 112. Due to the increased size of an SSA (hundreds
of mm2) when compared to that of an individual SQUID (tens of 𝜇m2) care must be taken
to eliminate gradients in the magnetic field across the SSA chip. Traditional solutions
include encompassing the SSA in a high-permeability (“𝜇-metal”) or superconducting shield
to attenuate magnetic fields and thus minimize cross-chip gradients. Recent SSA mask
designs from NIST and other institutions incorporate first or second order gradiometric
input coils which drastically reduce the SSA sensitivity to both static and time-varying
external magnetic fields [62], [63].
2.3.4 SQUID Tuning
Following the discussion in Section 2.3.1, a suitable array current and flux bias must
be chosen in order to provide transimpedance amplification. A number of considerations
are important in selecting the bias point, which we refer to as “tuning” the SQUID, the
most notable of which are balancing linearity, gain, and tuning speed. The DfMUX tuning
algorithm balances the speed at which hundreds of SQUIDs may be tuned in parallel, since
SQUID tuning occurs frequently during observation, with choosing the exact optimal bias
point for each device. The tuning procedure, starting with all SQUID and detector biases
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already zeroed, is roughly summarized below:
1. Determine the input coil current bias required for integer (𝐼𝑖𝑛,1) and half-integer
(𝐼𝑖𝑛,2) flux bias. This is done by taking a 𝑉 −Φ curve using a reference SQUID
current bias which is guaranteed to produce voltage modulation as the flux bias is
swept. The reference current is user-specified and most commonly corresponds to a
value close to optimal in terms of 𝑉𝑝𝑝.
2. Find the maximum voltage modulation. Dither 𝐼𝑏 to determine the value yielding
the maximum voltage modulation 𝑉 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑝𝑝 , i.e. 𝐼
𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑏 . 𝑉𝑝𝑝 is calculated by measuring
𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡 using 𝐼𝑖𝑛,1, 𝐼𝑖𝑛,2, and two points on either side of each. A parabola is fitted to
each peak and trough and the difference in the vertices is taken as 𝑉𝑝𝑝.
3. Set the current bias. Increase 𝐼𝑏 above 𝐼
𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑏 and continue measuring 𝑉𝑝𝑝 until
𝑉𝑝𝑝 = 0.9𝑉
𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑝𝑝 .
4. Set the flux bias. Measure a “final” 𝑉 −Φ curve and re-compute 𝐼𝑖𝑛,1 and 𝐼𝑖𝑛,2. Set
the flux bias to the midpoint of 𝐼𝑖𝑛,1 and 𝐼𝑖𝑛,2.
5. Measure and record 𝑍𝑡 using a 50 kHz (i.e. ∼dc) tone. This measurement of the
SQUID gain is typically used as a proxy for SQUID “health” during stress testing.
The factor of 0.9 in step (3) above is arbitrary and was determined empirically using the
NIST SA4 SSA design. The purpose of this “detuning” is to avoid choosing a current
bias where the JJs remain fully superconducting at integer Φ0 flux bias, corresponding
to the minimum screening current in the SQUID loop. It is not clear that such a choice
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deterministically results in the best tuning point in terms of balancing gain and linear
range for all SQUID designs.
Figure 2.8: Comparison of the bias points from a high resolution 𝑉 −Φ measurement
and the DfMUX tuning algorithm. (Top) demonstration of the deliberate increase in 𝐼𝑏
above the value yielding 𝑉 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑝𝑝 and comparison between the selected tuning point and
maximal gain bias point measured with a high resolution 𝑉 −Φ curve. (Bottom) 𝑍𝑡
calculated at every point in the high resolution 𝑉 −Φ curve.
This choice of flux bias actually helps to increase the linearity and dynamic range
while detector biases are active. All un-nulled currents flowing through the input coil
manifest as an RMS current, pushing the mean bias away from the tuned bias point (in
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the positive direction). The reason for this is that the flux bias point chosen via tuning is
a few 𝜇A discrepant with the bias corresponding to the maximum 𝑍𝑡, as can be seen in
Figure 2.8.
2.3.5 SQUID Noise
As mentioned in Section 2.2, CMB experiments pay careful attention to individual
noise contributions in the system and go to great lengths to ensure the overall system
noise is dominated by CMB photon noise. We shall now determine expressions for the
SQUID’s contribution to the system noise. Using a SQUID as an ammeter for measuring
TES bolometer currents means the SQUID contributes a noise equivalent current NEI𝑆𝑄
which, when referenced to the bolometer input, becomes a noise equivalent power NEP𝑆𝑄
if the bolometer is operating at high loopgain and responsivity. Equation 2.9 gives
NEP𝑆𝑄 =
NEI𝑆𝑄
(𝛿𝐼/𝛿𝑃𝑜𝑝𝑡)
=
NEI𝑆𝑄
𝑆𝐼
≈ 𝑉𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠NEI𝑆𝑄. (2.48)
Additionally, there is a voltage noise contribution from the first stage warm amplifier
used to measure the SQUID’s output. The SQUID transimpedance converts this to a
noise equivalent current referenced to the SQUID input and we again reference this as an
𝑁𝐸𝑃 at the bolometer input using the responsivity. The contribution from the first stage
amplifier is
NEP𝑎𝑚𝑝 ≈
𝑉𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠𝐸𝑛
𝑍𝑡
, (2.49)
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where 𝐸𝑛 is the amplitude of the (white) power spectral density voltage noise of the
amplifier.
In the Polarbear-2 receivers, NEP𝑆𝑄 and NEP𝑎𝑚𝑝 can be significant and nearly
equal to NEP𝛾. Since both these terms depend on bolometer voltage bias, one of the more
effective ways of minimizing the SQUID and first stage amplifier contribution to the system
noise is to devise strategies for operating at a lower 𝑉𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠. This can be done by tuning the
bolometer geometry so that 𝑃𝑏𝑎𝑡ℎ is at most a small multiple of 𝑃𝑜𝑝𝑡, reducing the electrical
power required to remain in the superconducting transition. Additionally, lowering the
operating 𝑅𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑐 by lowering 𝑉𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠 is beneficial, with the caveat that for bolometer stability
𝑅𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑐 cannot be set arbitrarily low.
2.4 Multiplexing
Due to the faintness of the 𝐵-mode signal, and the fact that all modern CMB
experiments are engineered so the system is CMB photon noise-limited, the primary path
towards increasing the sensitivity of such an experiment is by increasing the number of
detectors. Current experiments employ thousands of TES bolometers which must all be
simultaneously read out for observation times of a few thousand hours. If every TES was
read out using one pair of wires the parasitic heat load delivered to the cold stages would
quickly become intractable for even a few hundred bolometers. Cooling capacities of most
millikelvin refrigeration technologies are on the order of tens to hundreds of 𝜇W, which
is easily overwhelmed even if small gauge, low thermal conductivity cryogenic wiring is
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implemented. Instead of reading out a single bolometer per pair of wires we now employ
multiplexing methods allowing many detectors to be read out on a single pair. The number
of bolometers read out per pair of wires is the multiplexing factor 𝑁𝑚𝑢𝑥, which reduces
the number of wires needed by 𝑁−1𝑚𝑢𝑥. Modern multiplexing factors of 10-100 are quite
common, with certain configurations showing promise of factors in the thousands [64], [65].
Other motivations for implementing multiplexing besides mitigation of thermal
loads include cost, the amount of space physically available in the cryostat, and system
complexity. Many readout components, such as SQUIDs, FPGAs, and tone generators are
quite expensive, so reducing the number needed greatly improves the sensitivity of a receiver
for a fixed cost. Additionally, space within the anterior portion of the cryogenic receiver
is often at a premium and dominated by efforts to maximize the detector count. Thus
multiplexing also plays a key role in extending sensitivity beyond what would be possible
otherwise given the amount of physical space available for the cold readout components.
Multiplexing schemes come in two varieties: time-division multiplexing (TDM) and
frequency-division multiplexing (FDM). Each technology takes advantage of the fact that
the SQUID (or any amplifier for that matter) bandwidth is often tens or hundreds of MHz
– much larger than the 𝒪(102) Hz bandwidth required to readout the CMB signal while a
telescope is scanning the sky [66]. Both these technologies have demonstrated success in
deployed instruments [67]–[70], with TDM occupying the older more established position.
In TDM, each TES is coupled to a first-stage SQUID, often located on the millikelvin
detector stage, which act as switches and are controlled by a row address boxcar signal
which sequentially selects each TES in the row (much the same way information is read out
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of computer memory). Outputs of the first stage SQUIDs are then summed along a row
and fed into a second-stage SQUID at ∼4 K. TDM suffers from one primary limitation: for
𝑁𝑚𝑢𝑥 =𝑁𝑟𝑜𝑤 TESs in each row, each TES can only be read out for a fraction 1/𝑁𝑟𝑜𝑤 of
the time. This means that (1) the SQUID noise bandwidth is 𝑁𝑟𝑜𝑤 times larger than the
Nyquist sampling frequency – which requires addition of “Nyquist inductors” to properly
limit bandwidths and the effects of this “TDM multiplex disadvantage,” and (2) because
the multiplexing factor depends on the switching speed of the first stage SQUID, there is a
practical limit to 𝑁𝑚𝑢𝑥. Recent efforts at NIST have achieved 𝑁𝑟𝑜𝑤 = 32 [71] but extending
the multiplexing factor beyond this by more than a few multiples will be difficult. Code-
division multiplexing (CDM) is a new technology currently under development [72] which
modifies the manner in which the boxcar row address waveform is generated and samples
each TES according to a Walsh matrix of dimension 𝑁𝑚𝑢𝑥. Applying the inverse Walsh
matrix then de-multiplexes the signal for each row. CDM has the ability to increase the
multiplexing factor by as much as 𝑁 1/3𝑚𝑢𝑥, where 𝑁𝑚𝑢𝑥 is the traditional TDM multiplexing
factor.
The second variety of multiplexing for TES bolometers, FDM, relies on the orthog-
onality of sinusoidal bias tones to increase the number of TESs that can be read out on a
single wire pair. In FDM, each TES is connected in series to a distinct channel-defining
inductor-capacitor (LC) resonator, allowing each TES to be biased or read out using a
unique carrier tone. Within FDM there are two major delineations. The first, referred
to as the digital frequency division multiplexing (DfMUX) system [60], operates at lower
resonator frequencies in the MHz range, supplied the detector bias solely using the sinu-
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soidal bias tone, and uses only a single dc ∼4 K SSA to read out one comb of detectors.
The second, referred to as the microwave multiplexing (𝜇mux) system [65], supplies a
common dc detector bias to an entire TES comb and achieves individual detector read out
using low-amplitude probe tones in the GHz range (corresponding to the LC resonator
frequencies). The TES comb signals are preamplified using a front-end rf SQUID for every
TES and a single low-noise coherent amplifier for reading out each comb.
The DfMUX system, is used in the Polarbear-1 and SPTpol receivers, as well as
the APEX-SZ and SPT-SZ experiments. A continuation of the DfMUX system is what
is used in the Polarbear-2 and SPT-3G receivers which increases the bias frequencies
from just around 1 MHz, to ∼ 1.5−4.5 MHz and multiplexing factors from 8 to ∼ 100
[73]. The 𝜇mux system has only recently been deployed for systems using microwave
kinetic inductance detector (MKID) arrays [74] and is currently undergoing development
for deployment with TES detectors for the Simons Observatory [6], [75] and BICEP
collaborations, with indications that 𝑁𝑚𝑢𝑥 can routinely be in the range of 𝒪(10
2−103).
2.4.1 Digital Frequency Division Multiplexing
The DfMUX readout system used in the Polarbear-1 and SPTpol experiments
(DfMUX) which has a bandwidth of 1.3 MHz and 𝑁𝑚𝑢𝑥 = 8 [59]. A diagram of the DfMUX
system is shown in Figure 2.9. This system has undergone modifications to extend the
bandwidth to ∼10 MHz, enabling 𝑁𝑚𝑢𝑥 as high as 128 currently, which is primarily achieved
by replacing the shunt-feedback FLL with digital baseband feedback in a narrow band
around each bias frequency. This is referred to as “digital active nulling” (DAN). As
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Figure 2.9: Circuit diagram of the DfMUX system with the approximate stage tem-
peratures of each component. TESs are denoted as variable resistors connected to their
respective channel-defining LC filter.
mentioned in Section 2.4, each TES (modeled as a variable resistor 𝑅) in the DfMUX
system is wired in series to an LC resonator of frequency
𝑓0 =
2𝜋
√
𝐿𝐶
. (2.50)
The full width at half maximum (FWHM) bandwidth of each LCR resonator is
Δ𝑓 =
2𝜋𝑅
𝐿
, (2.51)
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where 𝑅 is the total effective series impedance of one LCR resonator, i.e. this includes any
stray or parasitic impedances present in the circuit. Similar to the FWHM, the quality
factor describes the “sharpness” of the resonance by relating the resonant frequency to the
bandwidth:
𝑄=
𝑓0
Δ𝑓
2𝜋
𝑓0𝑅𝐶
. (2.52)
The readout time constant is the inverse of the resonator bandwidth
𝜏𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑜𝑢𝑡 =
2𝜋𝐿
𝑅
, (2.53)
and to maintain stability in the TES transition we require 𝜏𝑏𝑜𝑙𝑜 > 5.8𝜏𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑜𝑢𝑡 [51]. The
bolometer time constant is determined by its thermal time constant and electrothermal
loopgain (see Section 2.1) which must be fast enough to resolve the science signal. During
a typical CMB scan, and using a continuous polarization modulator operating at ∼2 Hz,
the science signal is < 100 Hz; therefore the readout bandwidth must be of order 100 Hz
at each resonator tone. As can be seen in Equation 2.53, for a fixed TES resistance the
readout time constant is determined solely by the inductance. To implement DfMUX,
we choose a fixed 𝐿 and vary 𝐶 with each resonator to ensure the readout bandwidth is
constant for all channels.
The inductance also plays a role in determining the electrical bias power dissipated
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on the bolometer island at bias frequency (𝜔0 = 2𝜋𝑓0)
𝑃𝑎𝑣𝑔(𝜔) =
𝑉 2𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠,𝑟𝑚𝑠𝜔
2𝑅
𝜔2𝑅2+𝐿2(𝜔2−𝜔20)
. (2.54)
At 𝜔 = 𝜔0, Equation 2.54 reduces to 𝑃𝑎𝑣𝑔 = 𝑉
2
𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠,𝑟𝑚𝑠/𝑅. This illustrates a need for tightly
controlling all inductances in the system, especially stray/parasitic inductances, due to
their ability to spoil TES stability by increasing the readout time constant and broadening
the LC resonances – especially if bias tones used are not exactly at each 𝑓0.
In addition to the readout time constant and the resonator inductance, care must
be taken in determining the frequency spacing of each resonator in order to minimize
off-resonance induced currents (i.e. crosstalk) between neighboring channels. Increasing
the channel spacing with increasing bias frequency is commonly implemented in order to
mitigate this effect. This also has the added benefit of reducing the amount of Johnson-
Nyquist noise that is able to crosstalk and refer to the bolometer. For the frequency spacing
used in the Polarbear-2 receivers this is sufficient to ensure that this effect (on paper) is
less than 1% [51].
2.4.2 Cryogenic Circuit
In FDM, the primary component in the circuit which defines the multiplexing factor
is the bank of parallel LC filters connected to the input coil of the SQUID. These are
referred to as an LC “comb” (blue portion of Figure 2.9), each of which is connected in series
to its own bolometer. To extend the multiplexing factor one simply needs to add more LC
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resonators to the comb and accordingly attach a bolometer to each. If care is taken in the
design of other system components to eliminate crosstalk, stray impedances, and unwanted
resonances, the response of the comb due to a swept carrier bias tone, called a “network
analysis”, is simply the linear combination of every resonator. Due to the existence of stray
impedances and temperature dependence in the inductance, network analyses are routinely
taken to empirically determine 𝑓0 for each resonator in each configuration of the system.
The admittance 𝑌 of a comb at frequency 𝜔 for an 𝑁-channel comb with fixed inductance
𝐿, capacitance 𝐶𝑗, and resonant frequencies 𝜔0,𝑗 = 1/√𝐿𝐶𝑗, is simply a sum of Lorentzians
𝑌 (𝜔) =
𝑁
∑
𝑗=1
[𝑖𝜔𝐿+𝑖
1
𝜔𝐶𝑗
]
−1
=
𝑁
∑
𝑗=1
[𝑖𝐿(
𝜔2−𝜔20,𝑗
𝜔
)]
−1
. (2.55)
Figure 2.10 shows an example network analysis of a Polarbear-2 comb with 36 out of a
maximum of 40 connected channels over the readout band of approximately 1.5-4.5 MHz.
Figure 2.11 shows the difference in the resonant frequencies as measured using a network
analysis. At MHz frequencies 𝑓𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠 ≫ 𝜏
−1
𝑇𝐸𝑆 (𝜏𝑇𝐸𝑆 is the bolometer time constant) so the
bolometers always see this bias tone as an average electrical power. Due to the complexity of
the cold circuitry, lack of redundancy, and difficulty in verifying assembly of the LC combs
used in the Polarbear-2 receivers before cooldown, yield loss is a common concern as a
single connection failure between the SQUID and bolometer results in inoperable detectors
which cannot be repaired while the receiver is cold (i.e. during testing/observation).
Mounted at 4 K is a low resistance bias resistor with 𝑅𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠 ≪𝑅𝑇𝐸𝑆 which creates
a voltage bias across the comb even at very low TES operating resistance; although the
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Figure 2.10: Network analysis of a Polarbear-2 LC comb with 36 connected channels
above (top) and below (bottom) the TES superconducting transition temperature of
∼ 450 mK. Clearly visible is the effect on the resonator quality factor due to the
fact that at 600 mK 𝑅𝑇𝐸𝑆 ∼ 1 Ω and at 250 mK 𝑅𝑇𝐸𝑆 = 0. The frequency spacing
increases logarithmically with frequency to help minimize neighboring channel crosstalk.
Imperfections during fabrication and stray impedances do, however, result in some
scatter in the actual resonant frequencies away from the design values – contributing to
crosstalk.
stiffness of this voltage bias can be spoiled by stray impedances present after the bias
resistor and before the SQUID input coil (discussed in Section 2.4.3). Additionally, a
precision resistor is used for sensing the current output by both the carrier and nuller
tones in order to precisely measure the voltage bias across each leg in the LC comb. While
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Figure 2.11: Difference in resonant frequencies 𝑓0,𝑖 as measured from a network analysis
with an LC comb at temperatures of 600 mK and 250 mK. A typical resonance has a
∼1 kHz FWHM so these shifts are significant enough that separate bias frequencies must
be used if the bolometer stage temperature is raised and if effects of biasing off-resonance
need be eliminated.
operating at 4 K the power dissipation in the bias resistor is negligible compared to the
cooling power of the 4 K mechanical refrigerator, however if this component were moved to
the millikelvin stage, where cooling powers are many orders of magnitude lower, this would
result in unacceptably high heat loads. This would also require a bias resistor for every
detector, which would occupy a large amount of physical space on the focal plane. Moving
the bias resistor to a colder section of the cryostat does have the advantage of reducing its
Johnson-Nyquist noise contribution to the overall system noise. However, even at 4 K, this
noise is not a significant contribution to the readout noise in DfMUX. Investigations into
architectures locating a “front-end” SQUID at millikelvin temperatures with the bolometer
arrays in order to reduce the effects of parasitic impedances and increase multiplexing
factors are currently underway [76].
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Preamplification of the bolometer plus LC comb is achieved using an SSA, which
is also mounted at 4 K and tuned to a regime of maximal linearity as described in
Section 2.3.2. All current through the LC comb is summed and passed into the SQUID
input coil, producing a modulated output voltage. This output voltage is amplified at
300 K and the error signal, i.e. the un-nulled current through 𝐿𝑖𝑛, is determined and
injected using inverting feedback in order to null 𝐼𝑖𝑛. The error signal typically contains
contributions from dc up to a few hundred Hz, and at each bias frequency (corresponding
to the LC resonant frequencies 𝑓0,𝑖). It is also possible for intermodulation distortion (IMD)
products, which arise from mixing between two or more bias tones that are transmitted
on the same wire pair, to exist in the error signal. Nulling these contributions to the
error signal is often difficult and/or impossible if the feedback circuit is not designed to
operate over the entire bandwidth, as in the case of DAN. Nulling is critically important
in extending the dynamic range of the SQUID and ensuring its input impedance is well
matched to the ∼1Ω bolometers it is being used to readout. In Chapter 4 will discuss in
detail how imperfect nulling can affect the SQUID dynamic range and noise performance.
2.4.3 Parasitic Impedances
A major requirement for successful FDM systems is that the parasitic (or “stray”)
impedances due to lossy conductors, circuit board trace inductances, and interconnects are
all effectively minimized so the LCR resonators’ behavior is dominated by the nominal design
values of the resonator inductor and capacitor. If 𝑅𝑇𝐸𝑆 is not the dominant resistance,
the resonator peaks broaden, increasing crosstalk, and the voltage drop across the TES
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becomes less certain and can lead to instability, especially if the other resistive contribution
is an unknown stray. In order to ensure 𝑅𝑇𝐸𝑆 dominates the resistive contribution in
each leg of the comb, low-loss inductors and capacitors must be used. Superconducting
resonators made from lithographed niobium or aluminum spiral inductors and interdigitated
capacitors are excellent choices for this. Stray inductance can affect not only the readout
time constant, but also crosstalk and will be discussed in Section 2.5.1. To enforce a
uniform readout time constant the resonator 𝐿 is chosen to be much larger than the strays,
which are often on the order of nH. In the case of channel-dependent stray inductances,
this results in variations in bolometer stability. Minimizing the stray inductance is more
difficult as cable runs from the 4 K bias resistor, to the 250 mK focal plane, and back to
the SQUID input coil can be 100–200 cm in total. A twisted pair using typical cryogenic
wire gauges (𝐿𝑝 ∼ 3 nH/cm) results in parasitic inductances of 300–600 nH. Within the
bias frequency range of 1.5–4.5 MHz, the parasitic reactance due to this stray inductance is
in the range of 1.4−8.5 Ω, which is clearly too high for bolometers with normal resistances
of ∼ 1 Ω. Instead, broadside-coupled NbTi striplines are used in Polarbear-2 DfMUX
to reduce this parasitic to ∼60 nH. Additional measures to reduce strays include the use
of superconducting materials wherever possible, high purity copper with high residual-
resistance-ratio (RRR), superconducting tin-lead eutectic solder joints and plated traces,
and connectors with low contact resistance and inductance. Note that the stray inductance
of the bias resistor, which can be ∼1 nH, can result in stray reactances on the order of 1 Ω
at 4.5 MHz, which can reduce the stability of bolometers with higher bias frequencies.
Another complication due to the existence of parasitic impedances is that the actual
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TES RMS voltage bias is not what is commanded by the tone generators, even after taking
into account the known/measured warm-to-cold transfer function composed of cable loss,
bandwidth-limiting filters, and impedance mismatches. Generally, each channel has its own
unique parasitic impedance which causes some variation in the TES bias voltage. For a
given channel we model this as a Thevenin equivalent series impedance 𝑍𝑝 [7]. The true
voltage bias 𝑉 ′𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠 of the TES is then obtained using a voltage divider
𝑉 ′𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠 = 𝑉𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠
𝑅𝑇𝐸𝑆
𝑅𝑇𝐸𝑆+𝑍𝑝
, (2.56)
where 𝑅𝑇𝐸𝑆 is the operating resistance of the TES and 𝑉𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠 is the RMS voltage bias
across the 4 K bias resistor at 𝑓𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠 = 𝑓0,𝑖. Figure 2.12 shows the DfMUX system with
each channel’s unique parasitic impedance 𝑍𝑝,𝑖 (in actuality these are complex, but our
Thevenin equivalent model assumes a purely resistive stray). This model does not include
parasitic-induced crosstalk and, in reality, there is a network of parasitic impedances
bridging all bolometer legs in a comb. We assume these affects are small when compared
to the voltage drop across 𝑍𝑝,𝑖.
Fortunately, there are multiple methods for measuring 𝑍𝑝,𝑖. Taking a network
analysis with the bolometers in the superconducting state allows us to measure the parasitic
impedance due to the fact that 𝑅𝑇𝐸𝑆 = 0. The LC resonator bandwidth is then determined
purely by the stray impedance and the total series inductance:
Δ𝑓𝑝 =
2𝜋𝑅𝑝
𝐿+𝐿𝑝
→
2𝜋𝑍𝑝
𝐿
. (2.57)
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Figure 2.12: Circuit diagram of the DfMUX FDM system showing Thevenin equivalent
parasitic series impedances for each channel 𝑍𝑝,𝑖. Generally, each 𝑍𝑝,𝑖 is distinct.
Again, we stress that in actuality the impedance on resonance is complex and affected
by parasitic-induced bias leakage from the rest of the comb, but due to the complexity
of this model we choose the aforementioned simplification. Taking a network analysis
above the TES 𝑇𝑐 and fitting the resonator bandwidths then provides a measurement of
the total resistance present in one channel 𝑅 = 𝑅𝑇𝐸𝑆+𝑍𝑝. Obtaining 𝑅𝑇𝐸𝑆 is then a
simple matter of subtracting the parasitic. An example of this correction is shown for one
comb of Polarbear-2 bolometers in Figure 2.13. The network analyses corresponding
to these measurements are those shown in Figure 2.10. This method of stray-correction
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Figure 2.13: Measurement of, and correction for, the parasitic impedance for one
comb of Polarbear-2 bolometers by fitting to each Lorentzian found in the network
analysis with the stage at 600 mK. Based on geometric measurements of the AlMn TES
after fabrication, these bolometers are expected to have 𝑅𝑛 ∼ 1.5 Ω. The corrected TES
normal resistance is simply 𝑅′𝑛 =𝑅𝑛−𝑍𝑝.
does rely heavily on knowing a-priori actual values for the inductance of the spiral inductor
and typical values for the mean parasitic inductance which is present on all channels for
all combs. In the Polarbear-2 receivers these correspond to 59.7 𝜇H and ∼ 60 nH,
respectively.
A second method for measuring the parasitic impedance is by taking 𝐼 −𝑉 curves of
a bolometer at voltage biases below the point where it becomes unstable and latches. Once
the bolometer has latched, the 𝐼 −𝑉 curve traces out the behavior due to the presence of 𝑍𝑝,
i.e. it will be linear with a slope of 𝑍𝑝 = 𝑑𝑉 /𝑑𝐼. An example of this measurement is shown
in Figure 2.14. In this measurement, the voltage bias is set to a large value (≳ 5 𝜇V𝑟𝑚𝑠)
with the bolometer thermal stage above 𝑇𝑐. The stage is then cooled to 250 mK and
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Figure 2.14: Measurement of, and correction for, the parasitic impedance for a single
Polarbear-2 bolometer by fitting to the latched portion of the 𝐼 −𝑉 curve. When the
bolometer latches, a large jump in current occurs due to the sudden decrease in the total
channel resistance. Below this point the behavior is dominated by the stray impedance.
the 𝐼 −𝑉 curve is measured by iteratively lowering the voltage bias to zero amplitude.
Typically in this measurement the voltage bias for entire combs of bolometers is adjusted
simultaneously, which can cause anomalies in the latched portion of the 𝐼 −𝑉 curve, such
as nonlinearity due to crosstalk between channels. Performing the measurement serially,
i.e. adjusting 𝑉𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠 for a single bolometer on a comb at a time, helps mitigate the effects of
crosstalk. This measurement may also be performed serially with the bolometer beginning
in the latched state with the stage at 250 mK, which also helps minimize crosstalk and
improve the accuracy of the parasitic measurement.
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Figure 2.15: TES bolometer current-voltage (𝐼 −𝑉) and resistance-power (𝑅−𝑃)
relation corrected for the Thevenin equivalent series impedance 𝑍𝑝. Here the voltage
shown is the actual voltage across the TES, as opposed to simply the voltage output by
the carrier tone generator at 300 K. Comparing to Figure 2.3 we can see the effects 𝑍𝑝
has on the measured voltage and power. This is most evident in how the power does
not begin to increase significantly at low voltage bias, corresponding to the bolometer
operating in “constant” (total) power mode. Curvature towards higher power below
0.4 Ω is from the onset of instability due to the parasitic.
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Figure 2.15 shows the effects of removal of 𝑍𝑝 on the 𝐼 −𝑉 and 𝑅−𝑃 curves for the
same bolometer shown in Figure 2.3 where parasitics are not accounted for.
2.4.4 DfMUX 300 K Electronics
The custom room temperature (300 K) electronics responsible for biasing and
controlling the cold circuit described in Section 2.4.1 is part of the “ICE” electronics system
developed by McGill University [59], [60], [73], [77], [78]. Beginning at the far left of
Figure 2.9, there are three banks of sinusoidal tone generators operating at their respective
channel’s resonant frequency 𝑓0,𝑖, each of which are also referred to as combs. The carrier
comb is responsible for providing the voltage bias for each LCR channel and is only changed
when a change in the bolometer’s operating resistance is desired. Each tone here is summed
and dropped across the bias resistor to create a voltage bias across the bolometer comb.
The nulling tone is responsible for zeroing the current (i.e. the error signal) present
at the junction where the nulling comb, bolometer comb, and SQUID input coil meet
– creating a virtual ground at this point. In the absence of a sky signal this is simply
the inverse of the current due to the carrier comb, however, when a sky signal is present
(𝑓𝑠𝑘𝑦 ∼ 100 Hz) the error signal contains content not only at 𝑓0,𝑖 but also in the sidebands
𝑓0,𝑖±𝑓𝑠𝑘𝑦. In order to null this portion of the error sigma,l the SQUID output is mixed
with a comb of demodulators (also with tones at 𝑓0,𝑖 to determine the sideband signal.
The nulling comb then applies inverting feedback with content at each 𝑓0,𝑖 that has a slow
modulation envelope corresponding to 𝑓𝑠𝑘𝑦. This process of baseband feedback only around
the LC channel resonant frequencies is referred to as Digital Active Nulling (DAN), which
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can be configured to have an effective bandwidth about 𝑓0,𝑖 of up to a few hundred Hz.
Measurements of the bolometer current are performed using I/Q mixing techniques
which contain the amplitude component I, and the phase Q. In this system the science
signal is almost entirely present in the I component of the bias frequency sidebands.
2.4.5 Operating Bolometers with DfMUX
A general procedure for operating bolometer combs using DfMUX (see Section 2.4.1)
entails first raising the detector stage above the bolometer 𝑇𝑐, typically 500–600 mK.
SQUIDs are then tuned and the carrier, nuller, and demodulator combs are turned on (i.e.
DAN is enabled) for each bolometer comb (one comb per SQUID). This is referred to as
“overbiasing.” The stage is then cooled to ∼250 mK. Carrier voltages of ∼ 5−10 𝜇V𝑟𝑚𝑠 are
typical in order to ensure Joule heating is sufficient to keep the bolometer island above 𝑇𝑐
despite the fact the substrate is colder. “Tuning” a bolometer, i.e. biasing it to a specific
𝑅𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑐, simply involves reducing the Joule heating (𝑃𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐) by lowering the carrier amplitude.
This drops the TES into the superconducting transition. At high carrier bias the TES is in
the normal state with normal resistance 𝑅𝑛 ∼ 1 Ω for Polarbear-2 .
As the carrier amplitude is lowered bolometers may abruptly transition into the
superconducting state, which is referred to as “latching.” At this point, further operation
of the detector must be abandoned because the 300 K bias electronics do not possess
sufficient dynamic range to exceed the TES critical current and bring the bolometer island
back to or above 𝑇𝑐. The most common reasons for latching detectors are noise, feedback
latency, and instability due to softening of the TES voltage bias. Noise leads to latching by
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causing DAN to apply improper nulling signals, which may momentarily drop 𝑃𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐 below
the threshold required to remain in the transition. Softening of the voltage bias primarily
stems from parasitics. When the TES operating resistance is low enough to be nearly equal
to the parasitic, only ∼half of the bias voltage is actually dropped across the TES. Proper
feedback in this regime is difficult without explicitly compensating for 𝑍𝑝.
For routine CMB observations the TES operating point is set based on two main
parameters discussed in Section 2.1: 𝜏 and 𝑃𝑠𝑎𝑡. Both may be increased by choosing a
lower 𝑅𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑐, which lowers the electrical power dissipated on the bolometer island (and thus
operating resistance) and allows a larger 𝛿𝑃𝑜𝑝𝑡 before the TES is pushed fully out of the
transition. In terms of 𝜏, ETF increases after the turnaround is reached, up to an effective
saturation point – set by stray impedances, the readout time constant, and the island heat
capacity – which correspondingly increases 𝜏. Moving the operating point deeper into the
transition must be balanced by latching effects. For Polarbear-2 bolometers, the optimal
bias point is 𝑅𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑐 ∼ 0.7 where 𝜏 ≲ 5 ms and the “tuning yield,” the number of overbiased
channels that do not latch before the target 𝑅𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑐 is reached, can be higher than 90%.
2.5 Readout Noise
One of the major technical difficulties in implementation of the DfMUX system
is maintaining the SQUID dynamic range and linearity by effectively nulling all current
through the input coil. This can be difficult due to the fact that the nulling feedback is
baseband with DAN as opposed to broadband with a traditional FLL. Spurious signals
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outside the baseband feedback bandwidth from rf contamination are major contributors to
limiting the SQUID dynamic range as all un-nulled signals present through the input coil.
If the SQUID is pushed into a non-linear regime, large signals through the input coil at
the bias frequencies are distorted after amplification by the SQUID. These large signals
can, in principle, experience a shift in frequency which is sufficient to push them outside of
the DAN bandwidth and leaving them un-nulled, – quickly reducing the SQUID dynamic
range. Signal crosstalk is a final concern as any error signal measured after demodulation in
a channel on one comb can include crosstalk from channels on other combs. In this case the
nulling signal for the original channels/comb includes content which does not correspond
to a physical bolometer current and cannot cancel, leading to an overall increase in system
noise . Additionally, so-called “optical” crosstalk may be present due to imperfections in
the optical design resulting in reflections of the sky signal, and from signal correlation due
to tightly packed detectors and the mm-wavelength CMB photons being observed. This
maps the sky signal erroneously to focal plane position and for Polarbear-2 receivers is
expected to be on the order of 1%. Thus, measures are taken to attempt to reduce the
signal (i.e. electrical) crosstalk to less than the 1% expected optical crosstalk.
2.5.1 Crosstalk
Crosstalk between channels comes from three main sources: (1) channel-to-channel
inductive coupling, (2) thermal effects in neighboring detectors due to nonzero impedances
in the SQUID or wiring, and (3) bias tone leakage [59]. For (1), the crosstalk magnitude
results in coupling between the inductors in the 𝐿𝐶 resonators and depends on the mutual
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inductance between two channels 𝑖 and 𝑗
𝑀𝑖,𝑗 = 𝑘𝑖𝑗𝐿𝑖𝐿𝑗, (2.58)
where 𝑘𝑖𝑗 is the coupling coefficient of the two channels’ inductors. Current modulations in
one channel 𝐼𝑖 lead to voltage modulations in another channel
𝑉𝑗 = 𝜔𝑖𝑀𝑖,𝑗𝐼𝑖. (2.59)
In DfMUX implementations, LC combs are installed in close proximity (a few mm chip-
to-chip typically) but it is possible to reduce this contribution by shuffling the physical
position on-chip of each resonator so the closest LC pairs between chips are separated by
many factors of the channel spacing Δ𝜔, which in turn reduces 𝑘𝑖𝑗 to approximately 0.01
or less.
Nonzero SQUID input impedance and wiring parasitics 𝑍𝑝,𝑤𝑖𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 between the SQUID
and the LC resonators causes a discrepancy in the commanded voltage bias and the
actual voltage bias 𝑉 ′𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠 = 𝑉𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠−𝑉𝑝 where 𝑉𝑝 is the voltage drop due to 𝑍𝑖𝑛 and 𝑍𝑝,𝑤𝑖𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔.
Typically the reactive portion of 𝑍𝑖𝑛 and 𝑍𝑝,𝑤𝑖𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 is dominated by inductive contributions.
The majority of the current 𝐼𝜔𝑖𝑖 in channel 𝑖 at resonant frequency 𝜔𝑖 flows through the 𝑖th
LC channel but some is split and flows through the parasitics. For a small current 𝛿𝐼𝜔𝑖𝑖
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voltage bias discrepancy is
𝛿𝑉 ′𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠 = 𝛿𝑉𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠−𝛿𝑉𝑝 =−𝛿𝐼
𝜔𝑖
𝑖 𝑍𝑝 ≈−𝑖𝛿𝐼
𝜔𝑖
𝑖 𝜔𝑖𝐿𝑝. (2.60)
The corresponding current fluctuation in nearest-neighbor channels is
𝛿𝐼𝜔𝑖𝑖±1 =
𝛿𝑉 ′𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠
𝑍𝑖±1
≈
−𝛿𝐼𝜔𝑖𝑖 𝜔𝑖𝐿𝑝
2Δ𝜔𝐿
, (2.61)
where 𝑍𝑖±1 is the impedance of the nearest-neighbor LCR circuit with resonant frequency
𝜔𝑖±1. The resultant power fluctuation in channel 𝑖±1 is
𝛿𝑃 𝜔𝑖𝑖±1 ≈ 2𝑅𝑇𝐸𝑆,𝑖±1𝐼
𝜔𝑖
𝑖±1𝛿𝐼
𝜔𝑖
𝑖±1. (2.62)
Comparing with the actual signal in channel 𝑖,
𝛿𝑃 𝜔𝑖𝑖 = 𝛿𝐼
𝜔𝑖
𝑖 𝑉
′
𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠, (2.63)
gives the nearest-neighbor crosstalk level for crosstalk source (2):
𝛿𝑃 𝜔𝑖𝑖±1
𝛿𝑃 𝜔𝑖𝑖
≈−
𝐼𝜔𝑖𝑖±1
𝐼𝜔𝑖𝑖
𝜔𝑖
Δ𝜔
𝐿𝑝
𝐿
. (2.64)
For Polarbear-2 receivers this contribution is well below 1%.
The third and final crosstalk contribution, bias tone leakage, is the most significant.
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Qualitatively, this term arises from overlap in the Lorentzians of neighboring resonators.
The current induced in nearest-neighbor channels due to current 𝐼𝜔𝑖𝑖 in channel 𝑖 at resonant
frequency 𝜔𝑖 is
𝐼𝜔𝑖𝑖±1 =
𝑉 𝜔𝑖𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠
𝑅𝑇𝐸𝑆,𝑖+𝑖𝜔𝑖𝐿+(𝑖𝜔𝑖𝐶𝑖±1)−1
≈−𝑖
𝑉 𝜔𝑖𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠
2Δ𝜔𝐿
(1+𝑖
𝑅𝑇𝐸𝑆,𝑖
2Δ𝜔𝐿
). (2.65)
The crosstalk contribution for this term arises from modulations of the bolometer resistance
for channel 𝑖 which induce nearest-neighbor current modulations 𝛿𝐼𝜔𝑖𝑖±1
𝛿𝐼𝜔𝑖𝑖±1
𝛿𝑅𝑇𝐸𝑆,𝑖
≈
𝑉 𝜔𝑖𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠
(2Δ𝜔𝐿)2
. (2.66)
Comparing to the signal current modulation in channel 𝑖
𝛿𝐼𝜔𝑖𝑖
𝛿𝑅𝑇𝐸𝑆,𝑖
≈
𝑉 𝜔𝑖𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠
𝑅2𝑇𝐸𝑆,𝑖
(2.67)
gives the crosstalk contribution due to bias tone leakage
𝛿𝐼𝜔𝑖𝑖±1
𝛿𝐼𝜔𝑖𝑖
≈ ∣
𝑅𝑇𝐸𝑆,𝑖
2Δ𝜔𝐿
∣
2
. (2.68)
Again, using Polarbear-2 values for quantities in Equation 2.68, we obtain a crosstalk
contribution of ∼2.7%.
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2.5.2 White Noise
In general the readout noise has many contributions, one of which is NEI𝑆𝑄𝑈𝐼𝐷
and was discussed in Section 2.3.5. Other significant contributions include current and/or
voltage noise from amplifiers in the 300 K electronics, and Johnson noise from the 4 K bias
resistor. Johnson NEI from resistors in the 300 K electronics and the 4 K bias resistor is not
suppressed by ETF like the bolometer NEI. The bias resistor Johnson noise contribution is
NEI𝐽𝑜ℎ𝑛𝑠𝑜𝑛,𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠 =
√𝑘𝐵𝑇𝑅𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠
𝑅𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑝
, (2.69)
where 𝑅𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑝 is the round-trip series resistance. For Polarbear-2 DfMUX 𝑅𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠 = 30 mΩ
and 𝑅𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑝 ∼ 1.2 Ω, yielding NEI𝐽𝑜ℎ𝑛𝑠𝑜𝑛,𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠 = 1.07 pa/
√
Hz.
The carrier and nuller synthesizers noise contribution is from Johnson, amplifier,
DAC, and quantization (i.e. digitization) noise. DAC noise often contains unique spectral
content or can be more pink than white over a large band. However, for the DfMUX
bandwidth of a few MHz this can be well-approximated as white. Special care has been
taken in designing the DfMUX warm electronics to ensure quantization noise is as white
as possible by using as much of the ADC’s dynamic range as possible in the observation
configuration. The NEI referred to the SQUID input coil for the nuller chain is simplest, due
to the fact that it directly drives current through the input coil, and comes to 4.79 pA/
√
Hz.
The carrier chain refers a voltage noise (as opposed to a current noise for the nuller) across
the comb to the SQUID input coil, therefore the NEI of the carrier is dependent on specific
circuit values such as the ESR at 𝑓0,𝑖 and 𝑍𝑡. On resonance, for 1 Ω bolometers, combs
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Figure 2.16: Schematic of the current sharing phenomenon in the DfMUX readout
system. Any contribution to the error signal as measured by the demodulators which
does not correspond to physical currents in the bolometer comb (i.e. due to pickup in
the red shaded region) is fed back by DAN and does not cancel with a physical current.
This current is then split between the comb and the SQUID input coil, increasing the
overall system noise by increasing the bolometer NEI.
with ESR= 0.25 Ω, and a SQUID with 𝑍𝑡 = 500 Ω, the carrier NEI is 4.19 pA/
√
Hz [79].
A final contribution from the warm electronics to the NEI is that of the demodu-
lation chain, which is dominated by the noise of the first stage amplifier. Including the
contributions from Johnson and quantization noise for the demodulators results in an NEI
(again for a SQUID with 𝑍𝑡 = 500 Ω) of 3.84 pA/
√
Hz [79]. The values for the carrier,
nuller, and demodulator noise contribution correspond to the NEI present at the output
of the warm electronics, i.e. they do not take into account the transfer function of the
cryogenic circuit or any filtering at the cryostat input.
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Figure 2.17: Current sharing noise enhancement factor as a function of bias frequency
for different values of the equivalent SQUID input inductance 𝐿.
2.5.3 Current Sharing
A final significant contribution to the DfMUX noise is due a phenomenon referred
to as “current sharing,” in which the error signal measured by the demodulators does
not exactly match the real currents flowing through each channel in the comb [80]. The
primary mechanism for this discrepancy is due to noise pickup after the SQUID, which is
added to the physical error signal. DAN, in an effort to null the measured error signal, then
injects the noise signal which cannot cancel with physical currents in the comb. This then
splits the injected noise signal between the SQUID input coil and the comb. A simplified
schematic of current sharing is shown in Figure 2.16, for which the noise enhancement
factor Γ is
Γ =
NEI𝑒𝑓𝑓
NEI
=
|𝑅𝑇𝐸𝑆+𝑅𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠+𝑖𝜔𝐿
𝑒𝑓𝑓
𝑖𝑛 |
𝑅𝑇𝐸𝑆+𝑅𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠
, (2.70)
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where NEI𝑒𝑓𝑓 is the enhanced NEI due to current sharing. Here the total equivalent series
inductance of the SQUID input coil contains contributions from the traces on the SQUID
mounting PCB, i.e. 𝐿𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑛 = 𝐿𝑖𝑛+𝐿𝑃𝐶𝐵. Figure 2.17 shows the value of Γ over the DfMUX
bandwidth for different relevant values of 𝐿.
Original design of the Polarbear-2 DfMUX system implemented the SA4 SQUID
design from NIST, which has 𝐿𝑖𝑛 ∼ 300 nH. Γ ranges from three, to nearly eight across
the 1.5−4.5 MHz readout band with this device, resulting in unacceptably high readout
noise levels when referred to the bolometer input. In Chapter 4 we will discuss efforts to
minimize Γ by integrating replacement SQUID designs with much lower 𝐿𝑖𝑛.
2.6 Overall System Sensitivity
Now, with a proper accounting of all known noise sources, it is possible to estimate
the overall sensitivity of a CMB instrument with respect to some key design parameters
[51]. The total noise level is a quadrature sum of each individual contribution
NEP2𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 =NEP
2
𝑔+NEP
2
𝛾+NEP
2
𝐽𝑜ℎ𝑛𝑠𝑜𝑛+NEP
2
𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑜𝑢𝑡+NEP
2
𝑒𝑥𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 (2.71)
where NEP𝑒𝑥𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 is used to encompass any noise term which is not accounted for in the
preceding terms. A variety of phenomena can contribute to NEP𝑒𝑥𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠, including optical
loading fluctuations due to changing atmospheric conditions [2], [81], gain variation due
to thermal fluctuations both in the warm electronics and at the focal plane, and any
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scan-synchronous signals. As discussed in Section 2.2.3, the sensitivity of a well-designed
CMB experiment using TES bolometers is dominated by photon noise and scales with the
number of detectors.
The most useful expression for the sensitivity of a CMB instrument is not the
NEP, rather it is the noise equivalent temperature of the CMB (NET𝐶𝑀𝐵) as measured
by the instrument. NET𝐶𝑀𝐵 essentially describes the variation in on-sky temperature the
instrument is able to detect with an SNR of one after integrating for one second. The
NET𝐶𝑀𝐵 is related to the NEP by
NET𝐶𝑀𝐵 =
1
√
2
NEP
𝑑𝑃/𝑑𝑇
. (2.72)
𝑑𝑃/𝑑𝑇 is calculated from Equation 2.35:
𝑑𝑃𝑜𝑝𝑡
𝑑𝑇𝐶𝑀𝐵
= 𝜂Δ𝜈𝑘𝐵(
ℎ𝜈
𝑘𝐵𝑇
)
2
𝑛2𝑜𝑐𝑐𝑒
ℎ𝜈/𝑘𝐵𝑇. (2.73)
However, as in Section 2.2.3, the Rayleigh-Jeans limit for the CMB allows us to simplify
this expression to
𝑑𝑃𝑜𝑝𝑡
𝑑𝑇𝐶𝑀𝐵
≈
𝑑
𝑑𝑇𝑅𝐽
(𝜂Δ𝜈𝑘𝐵𝑇𝑅𝐽) = 𝜂Δ𝜈𝑘𝐵. (2.74)
The Rayleigh-Jeans NET (NET𝑅𝐽) of a CMB instrument observing at a single frequency is
then
NET𝑅𝐽 =
NEP
2
√
2𝑘𝐵𝜂Δ𝜈
. (2.75)
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For an experiment observing at multiple frequencies we must simply calculate the NET𝑅𝐽
of each frequency channel
NET𝑅𝐽 =√
𝑛𝜈
∑
𝑖
NET2𝑅𝐽,𝑖 =
1
2
√
2𝑘𝐵
√
𝑛𝜈
∑
𝑖
(
NEP𝑖
𝜂𝑖Δ𝜈𝑖
)
2
, (2.76)
where 𝑛𝜈 is the number of observation frequencies and 𝜂𝑖, Δ𝜈𝑖 are the optical efficiency
and bandwidth of the 𝑖th frequency. This shows that instrument sensitivity increases with
the number of observational frequencies (really just the familiar detector-count scaling),
optical efficiency 𝜂, and optical bandwidth Δ𝜈. For truly photon-noise-limited instruments
these are the primary avenues for increasing sensitivity as the instrument NEP is bounded
below by NEP𝛾.
A final quantity of interest in discussing instrumental sensitivity is the mapping
speed
MS=
1
𝑁𝐸𝑇 2
, (2.77)
which has units of K2−s−1. Where NET applies to an instrument’s sensitivity in the
map domain, MS instead applies in the 𝐶ℓ power spectrum domain and quantifies the
integration time required to measure a power spectrum at a given intensity (e.g. in 𝜇K2).
The quadratic dependence on NET should be noted, as small changes in NET can have
larger impacts on an experiment’s MS and final science products stemming from the 𝐶ℓ
which can be measured.
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2.7 The Simons Array Experiment
Figure 2.18: Photo of the Simons Array site near Cerro Toco in the Atacama Desert,
Chile. The left and right telescopes are the Polarbear-2a and -2b instruments
respectively. The central telescope currently houses the Polarbear-1 instrument and
will be retrofitted with the Polarbear-2c receiver in 2020. Photo courtesy of Praween
Siritanasak.
The current generation of ground-based CMB polarimetry experiments, so-called
“third-generation,” are now deploying and beginning routine science observations with
𝒪(104) TES bolometers per camera and multi-chroic capabilities. Armed with foreground
subtraction and gravitational delensing techniques, the field is poised to impose new, tighter
constraints on various cosmological parameters with forthcoming data sets – among them
𝑟 and ∑𝑚𝜈. The Simons Array is one such experiment and is located at 5200 m elevation
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in the Chilean Atacama desert. The main science goals of the Simons Array are to place
95% confidence level upper bounds on 𝑟 being less than 4×10−3 and on ∑𝑚𝜈 < 40 meV.
Figure 2.18 shows a picture of the Simons Array site with all three telescopes at the
Atacama site.
The Simons Array consists of three off-axis Gregorian-Dragone telescopes (see
[51] for a picture) coupled to a Polarbear-2 cryogenic receiver. The telescopes have a
2.5 m monolithic primary mirror with a comoving ground shield and continuously rotating
half waveplate (HWP) polarization modulators. We refer to the telescopes/receivers as
the Polarbear-2a (first), -2b (second), and -2c (third) telescope/receivers – all three
of which are largely similar to each other in design and construction – with a few key
differences/upgrades. The HWP for the Polarbear-2a instrument operates at ambient
temperature (∼280 K) and is located directly in front of the receiver window [82], while
for Polarbear-2b and -2c the HWP is located within the receiver near the Gregorian
focus and operates at ∼50 K to increase the instrument sensitivity [83]. Each of the
Polarbear-2 receivers are constructed from an “optics tube” and “backend” cryostat.
The optics tube contains three reimaging lenses, IR blocking filters, the cryogenic HWP,
and a 4 K aperture (lyot) stop. The backend is where the millikelvin refrigerator, focal
plane array – constructed from 7,588 optically active TES bolometers operating at 250 mK
– and 4 K SQUID pre-amplifiers are housed. Each cryostat has two stages which are cooled
to ∼50 K (primarily a radiation shield stage) and ∼4 K by their own PT415 mechanical
cryocooler.
Currently, Polarbear-2a has been deployed to the site and is undergoing system
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characterization and calibration before beginning routine CMB science observations. Over-
all, the system is working well and serves as an excellent proof-of-concept for the optical
design of both the Polarbear-2 receiver and telescopes. Concurrently, the Polarbear-
2b receiver is poised to complete lab commissioning testing and will be deployed to the
site by the end of 2019. As will be discussed in Section 3, the Polarbear-2c backend
cryogenic commissioning is complete, and work is underway at the University of California,
Berkeley to construct and validate the optics tube for this receiver. Deployment for this
third and final Simons Array receiver is expected to occur in 2020.
2.8 Acknowledgments
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Chapter 3
Design and characterization of the
Polarbear-2b and Polarbear-2c
cosmic microwave background
cryogenic receivers
All of physics is either impossible or trivial.
It is impossible until you understand it
and then it becomes trivial.
— Ernest Rutherford
3.1 Introduction
The current accepted model of our Universe is built on precision measurements of the
temperature and polarization anisotropies in the cosmic microwave background (CMB) that
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Figure 3.1: Section view of the Polarbear-2b receiver CAD model. The optics tube
+ backend are 2 m long and the diameter of the optics tube 300 K (outermost) shell
is 0.75 m. The focal plane tower (FPT) and detector modules (hexagonal structures)
are located on the far left inside the rectangular backend. The SQUID pre-amplifiers
and wiring harnesses are located just above the focal plane. The optics tube consists
of three reimaging lenses (gray, convex circular structures), a cold aperture (yellow
circular structure), a vacuum window (thick white, circular structure on far right),
IR absorbing filters (thin grey flat circular structures) and a cryogenic half waveplate
(between vacuum window and first lens). The protruding elements near the vacuum
window are mechanical grippers for the half waveplate sapphire (not shown). Cryogenic
refrigerators are not shown.
have been made in the last 30 years. These measurements have revealed that our Universe
is both spatially flat and currently Dark Energy-dominated, however the exact physics
governing evolution during the earliest times remains a mystery. Measurement of the
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polarization properties of the CMB may shed light on the quantum nature of the primordial
Universe, and constrain other fundamental parameters responsible for the creation of the
large scale structure observed today.
It is commonly held that in order to create our Universe, which is both uniform and
isotropic on scales larger than the Hubble time, there must have been a period of exponential
expansion driven by a scalar field immediately following the Big Bang. This period of
superluminal expansion is called cosmic inflation and to date there is no direct evidence
that this phenomenon occurred. Cosmic inflation is unique in that it would generate a
stochastic background of gravitational waves at large (degree) scales whose amplitudes are
proportional to the energy scale of inflation. Recent results in studies of CMB anisotropies
[84], [85] have revealed that 𝐵-mode measurements are critically dependent on foreground
subtraction and gravitational de-lensing, especially in efforts to measure the temperature-
to-scalar ratio 𝑟. Current bounds set 𝑟 < 0.06 [34], indicating the energy scale of inflation is
as high as ∼ 1016 GeV. Detection of inflationary gravitational waves could provide windows
into ultra-high energy physics, including grand unified theories.
The Simons Array [13], [86] is a next-generation CMB polarization experiment which
upgrades and expands the previous generation Polarbear-1 (Polarbear-1 ) experiment
[67] to an array of three Polarbear-2 receivers – Polarbear-2a , -2b, and -2c – mounted
on three 2.5 m off-axis Gregorian-Dragone telescopes, each with larger cryogenic receivers
and numbers of detectors at multiple observing frequencies. Expanding the number of
detectors and observing frequencies – 95 GHz and 150 GHz for Polarbear-2a and -2b,
and 220 GHz and 270 GHz for -2c – increases sensitivity and enables precise foreground
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subtraction and gravitational de-lensing, which are imperative to detect the very low
amplitude inflationary 𝐵-mode signal. After performing cross-correlations with Planck, the
Simons Array will place an upper bound of 𝑟 < 4×10−3 (95% CL).
Both Big Bang Nucleosynthesis and the standard model of particle physics contain
neutrinos as critical components but very little is known about their masses. Additionally,
Big Bang relic neutrinos are believed to be responsible for the formation of the large-
scale gravitational structure in the Universe. By combining measurements of the CMB
polarization with the DESI Baryon Acoustic Oscillation (BAO) experiment [87] the Simons
Array will constrain the sum of the neutrino masses to ∑𝑚𝜈 ≤ 40 meV (95% CL) and
determine if the mass hierarchy is inverted.
3.2 The Polarbear-2 Cryogenic Receiver
Increasing the number of detectors per receiver generally requires increasing the size
of the cryostat. While the Polarbear-1 receiver consists of a single cryostat for the focal
plane, SQUID pre-amplifiers, re-imaging optics, and IR filters, each of the Simons Array’s
Polarbear-2 receivers are constructed from two separate cryostats: the backend and the
optics tube. These are fabricated and cryogenically validated separately before integration.
A CAD drawing of the full Polarbear-2b receiver is shown in Figure 3.1.
Both the backend and the optics tube consist of a 300 K vacuum shell, a 50 K
shell, and a 4 K shell, their namesake being derived from their approximate operating
temperatures. For both cryostats, the 50 K stage is used to intercept radiative loading
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Figure 3.2: Exploded view of the Polarbear-2b backend showing (from left to right)
the 300 K shell, 50 K shell, 4 K shell, focal plane tower, and one detector module. Also
shown exploded from the 300 K shell is one wiring harness. The pulse tube cryocooler is
mounted to an anti-vibration bellows on the 300 K shell and the millikelvin refrigerators
are mounted to the 4 K shell mainplate (angled portion).
from room temperature. The backend 4 K shell is used to cool the SQUID pre-amplifiers
and provide a stage for condensation of helium-4 (He-4), which is essential for reaching
millikelvin temperatures, and the optics tube 4 K shell is used to cool the reimaging
lenses and cold aperture to reduce optical loading of the TES bolometers (enhancing
sensitivity). Cooling of the 50 K and 4 K shells in each cryostat is achieved with two
PT415 two-stage mechanical pulse tube cryocoolers (PTCs) from Cryomech Inc.1 (one
each for the backend and optics tube). In addition to the PTC and the 300 K, 50 K,
and 4 K shells, the Polarbear-2 backend cryostat also contains the detector modules,
focal plane tower (FPT), cold readout components, SQUID pre-amplifiers, cryogenic wiring
1http://www.cryomech.com/cryorefrigerators/pulse-tube/pt415/
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for detector readout and housekeeping, and millikelvin refrigerator. An exploded view of
the Polarbear-2b backend is shown in Figure 3.2. The main function of the backend
is to create a ∼250 mK temperature stage where the detector thermal carrier noise is
subdominant to the CMB photon noise. It is also important to create a ∼4 K SQUID
stage but this is achieved as a by-product of the cryogenics required to reach millikelvin
temperatures (He-4 condensation in the millikelvin refrigerator).
Figure 3.3: Photo of the Polarbear-2b FPT which is designed around the He-10
gas light fridge and consists of four thermal stages: 4 K (top silver dodecagonal ring),
1 K (middle gold dodecagonal ring), 350 mK (bottom dodecagonal ring), and 250 mK
bolometer stage (circular plate with hexagonal cutouts). The circular rings are the
rf shield thermal intercepts. Not shown is the 350 mK MMF stage which is located
directly above the detector modules.
The focal plane tower (FPT), shown in Figure 3.3, is a multi-stage thermal isolation
structure which is thermally anchored to each substage of the millikelvin fridge and provides
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thermal intercepts for the detector wiring and a radio frequency (rf) shield at 4 K, 1 K,
350 mK, and 250 mK. Additionally, there is a 350 mK stage where the final IR low-pass
metal mesh filters (MMFs) are located [88]. Thermal isolation of each stage is provided by
carbon fiber rods which are epoxied to aluminum 6061 (Al6061) alloy feet using Stycast
2850ft 2. The 1 K ring and 350 mK rings are made of Al6061 as opposed to copper to
minimize weight and thermal mass while maintaining structural strength. The bolometer
stage (250 mK) is made from copper 101 (C101) alloy. The majority of all metal parts,
excluding the Al6061 carbon fiber feet, is plated with gold to a thickness of 1.27 𝜇m to
reduce emissivity and increase the contact conductance of the heatstraps anchoring each
FPT stage to its corresponding millikelvin fridge substage.
Design of the FPT was motivated not only thermally based on results from detailed
testing of the Polarbear-2b millikelvin refrigerator (Section 3.2.2), but also from a desire
to avoid coupling vibrations to the cold stages which can cause microphonic heating during
observations. The FPT was designed to be a high-pass filter with its cutoff above that of
the backend, which acts as a low-pass filter. This minimizes the vibrational coupling to
the FPT millikelvin stages. Lab testing has shown the FPT does behave as a high-pass
filter with its cutoff frequency of ∼80 Hz, while the backend does not perform exactly as
a low-pass filter. Rather, the backend has demonstrated broadband vibration rejection
excepting 120 Hz (along the receiver z-axis), and 75 Hz (x-axis), although the latter is
suspected to be a mode excited in the receiver mounting cart. Microphonic heating has
not been observed in laboratory testing near these frequencies with an electromechanical
2http://na.henkel-adhesives.com/product-search-1554.htm?nodeid=8802688008193
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shaker using vibration amplitudes expected during observation.
3.2.1 50 K and 4 K Refrigeration
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Figure 3.4: Load curve of the Polarbear-2b backend PTC second stage with care
taken to fully minimize conduction parasitics and radiative loads. The base temperature
(0 W applied power) is 2.54 K. All increases in temperature above this zero load
configuration are due to increased loading to the coldhead and can be measured absolutely
using this curve.
For all cryocoolers there is a relation between the maximum heat load that they can
dissipate and their operating temperature, known as a load curve, or in a two-parameter
space, a capacity map. The nominal cooling power of a PT415 is 50 W at 50 K on the first
stage coldhead, and 1.5 W at 4 K on the second stage coldhead. Heat loads above (below)
these operating points results in higher (lower) system temperatures as can be seen in the
load curve of the Polarbear-2b backend PT415 second stage shown in Figure 3.4. A
measurement of the base temperatures of the PTC stages allows for precise determination of
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the loading present. Measurement of the load curve of a PT415 first stage is more difficult
but less variable from unit-to-unit, and has been done to high temperatures [89]. Generally,
minimizing loading between stages is crucial for basic functionality of the cryostat, while
precise optimization of the cryogenics is critically important for creating a high duty cycle
receiver with minimal complications in readout and biasing of the detectors. The lowest
temperature reached by each stage of the PTC is referred to as the base temperature,
which is a balance of the PTC cooling capacity and the parasitic loading. For CMB
cryogenic receivers the most important base temperature is typically the second stage
(for Polarbear-2b and -2c this is the 4 K shell), where operation near 3 K is preferred.
The primary driver for this target is the He-4 condensation efficiency in the millikelvin
refrigerator, which will be discussed in later sections.
3.2.2 Millikelvin Refrigeration
Cooling below 4 K can be achieved using a variety of techniques, including adiabatic
demagnetization refrigerators (ADRs), He-3/He-4 dilution refrigerators (DRs), or helium
adsorption refrigerators. ADRs are generally avoided in applications requiring SQUIDs due
to the strong magnetic fields created by the salt pill. For Polarbear-2b and -2c we have
opted to use an helium adsorption refrigerator over a DR due to the fact they are an order
of magnitude lower in cost, smaller scale, and easier to integrate, maintain, and operate
– especially at the high altitude, remote site where the Simons Array is located. The
Polarbear-2b and -2c adsorption refrigerators are so-called He-10 gas light fridges from
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Figure 3.5: Diagram of the Polarbear-2b millikelvin fridges. The He-10 gas light is
comprised of the gray shaded He-4 stage, the green-shaded Intercold (IC) He-3 stage,
and blue-shaded Ultracold (UC) He-3 stage. These stages share a copper mainplate
which is in turn bolted to the mainplate of the 4 K shell. The booster He-4 (red shaded
stage) is a standalone fridge used to increase the Polarbear-2b hold time. Dark grey
shaded components are copper for thermal connections, hexagonal-fill boxes denote the
activated charcoal adsorption pumps, and the hatched region on each fridge head denotes
the region where liquefied He exists. The He-4 stage of the gas light fridge employs a
double-tube architecture which allows convection to more rapidly cool the head and
mass attached to it. For the booster He-4 we have employed a similar technology using
an external, He-3-charged convective precooling heat switch.
Chase Research Cryogenics 3, which are comprised of one He-4, and two He-3 adsorption
refrigerator stages (4+3+3 = 10), which reach approximate base temperatures of 1 K,
350 mK, and 250 mK respectively. The enabling physics of all adsorption refrigerators is
that of evaporative cooling, which relies on liquefying a quantity of He in the evaporator (or
head) and then pumping on the liquid to facilitate boil-off and lower the bath temperature.
3http://www.chasecryogenics.com/
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Adsorption refrigerators not only exhibit load curve behavior in relation to their base
temperatures, but are also non-continuous (single-shot). When the He reservoir expires
(i.e. has completely evaporated) the evaporative cooling ceases, at which point the head
temperature of the expired stage increases and the He must be re-liquefied (recycled).
We define the hold time of a stage as the time interval during which the fridge operates
below a target temperature without expiring. The configuration of the He-10 gas light,
shown in Figure 3.5, is such that the coldest stage – the UC head – cannot operate at
sufficiently low and constant temperature (i.e. 250 mK) if one of the warmer stages expires
first. Thus the practical hold time of a He-10 is determined by the substage with the
shortest hold time. For the long exposure observations that Simons Array will conduct
[13], [86], it is important to have a hold time which allows for continuous observation
for multiple days. The specification for Polarbear-2b and -2c is for the sum of the
recycling time 𝑡𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒 and the hold time 𝑡ℎ𝑡 to be 𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑡 = 𝑡𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒+𝑡ℎ𝑡 ≥ 72 hrs (i.e. a three
sidereal day schedule). The maximum observation duty cycle from a cryogenic perspective
is then 𝑡ℎ𝑡/𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑡 which, for Polarbear-2b and -2c, we are targeting >90%. For reference,
Polarbear-1 demonstrated a typical cryogenic duty cycle of ∼ 70% while operating on a
two sidereal day schedule.
Increasing the duty cycle and hold times beyond that of Polarbear-1 is challenging
due to the fact the Polarbear-2 receivers are larger with more detectors and wiring,
which increases loading to the fridges. Careful consideration and accurate estimation of
these loads is important not only in designing the FPT, but also in determining the amount
of He required in each stage to reach the desired hold times and duty cycle. In the following
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sections we describe our work towards characterizing the overall recycling efficiency of the
Polarbear-2b and -2c fridges and their hold times which motivates some of the design of
the FPT.
Fridge Cycle Efficiency and Characterization
Cycling an adsorption refrigerator stage is achieved by first applying electrical power
and heating the charcoal cryopump to ∼40 K, at which point all He is desorbed. This
allows the gas to come in contact with a cold source (the 4 K mainplate) and condense
into the evaporator. Initially the gas will be quite hot in comparison to the mainplate and
will initially raise the evaporator temperature above that of the mainplate. As the amount
of residual gas in the stage being cycled decreases due to condensation, the evaporator
temperature can cool to the mainplate temperature. Once the evaporator is sufficiently cold
the cryopump is activated: power is turned off and the heat switch linking the cryopump
to the mainplate is energized to cool the cryopump, allowing the He bath to evaporatively
cool as the boil-off is collected in the cryopump. We define the condensation point 𝑇𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑 as
the temperature of the evaporator before cryopumping is initiated. The amount of He that
is liquefied is a function of 𝑇𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑, which impacts the stage hold time. We define the cycle
efficiency, 𝜂, of a stage as the fraction of the total He charge which remains liquefied in
the evaporator once at base temperature, which is just the condensation efficiency while
taking into account the self-cooling loss when cooling to base temperature. The cycle
efficiency is thus a function of the mass attached to the fridge and can be computed for
each configuration. For the purposes of discussing the performance of the He-10 only we
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neglect this correction.
The two isotopes of He condense at different temperatures: 4.23 K for He-4 and
3.19 K for He-3 [90], which is sufficiently cold that it is necessary to use an He-4 stage to
condense the gas in an He-3 stage so that 𝜂𝐻𝑒−3 is near unity. Thus, cycling an He-10 gas
light fridge first requires cycling the He-4 stage to condense the He-3 in the IC and UC
stage, after which the IC and UC cryopumps are cooled. A typical He-10 gas light cycle is
shown in Figure 3.15.
A model for 𝜂 as a function of cryopump temperature 𝑇𝐶𝑃 and 𝑇𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑 can be developed
by treating He as an ideal gas in liquid-vapor equilibrium at every point in the stage [91].
The total number of moles of He the stage has been filled with is
𝑛 = 𝑛𝑙+𝑛𝑒+𝑛𝑡+𝑛𝐶𝑃 (3.1)
where 𝑛𝑙 is the number of moles of liquid, and 𝑛𝑒, 𝑛𝑡, and 𝑛𝐶𝑃 the number of gaseous moles
in the evaporator, tube and cryopump respectively. Applying the ideal gas law gives
𝑛𝑙 =
𝑛−𝑛𝑡−
𝑝
𝑅 (
𝑉𝑒
𝑇𝑒
+ 𝑉𝐶𝑃𝑇𝐶𝑃)
1−(𝑝 ̃𝑉 /𝑅𝑇𝑒)
(3.2)
with subscripts as in Equation (3.1), 𝑝 the overall system pressure (constant everywhere
in the stage), 𝑅 the ideal gas constant, 𝑉𝑖 the volumes corresponding to subscripts 𝑖, and
̃𝑉 the He molar volume. Due to the gradient at location 𝑧 along the tube between the
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evaporator and the cryopump, the number of moles in the tube is
𝑛𝑡 =
𝑝
𝑅
𝜋𝑟2∫
𝐿
0
𝑑𝑧
𝑇 (𝑧)
(3.3)
where 𝑟 is the tube radius and 𝑇 (𝑧) is the temperature in the tube at location 𝑧. For
our fridges, the volume of the tubes is small and we find that 𝑛𝑡/𝑛 is less than 0.5% so
we can neglect this in calculating 𝜂. To cool 𝑛 moles of liquid a temperature 𝑑𝑇 requires
evaporation of 𝑑𝑛 moles, i.e.
𝑛𝐶(𝑇 )𝑑𝑇 = 𝐿(𝑇 )𝑑𝑛, (3.4)
where 𝐶(𝑇 ) and 𝐿(𝑇 ) are the specific heat and latent heat of the liquid at temperature 𝑇.
The final number of moles of liquid remaining 𝑛, after starting with 𝑛0 initial moles and
cooling the head from temperatures 𝑇𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑 = 𝑇𝑒 to 𝑇𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 is
𝑛 = 𝑛0 exp∫
𝑇𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒
𝑇𝑒
𝐶(𝑇 )
𝐿(𝑇 )
𝑑𝑇 . (3.5)
Although 𝜂 predicted by this model is insensitive to pump temperatures over ∼ 20 K
during condensation, in the laboratory it is necessary to heat the pumps to 45 K before
any effect on 𝜂 is negligible. Results of this model are shown in Figure 3.6 for the standard
He-10 gas light. It is evident that achieving 𝜂𝐻𝑒−3 ∼ 100% is relatively easy given a typical
condensation point of 1.2 K, while a typical 𝜂𝐻𝑒−4 will be 70% in the Polarbear-2b and
-2c backends due to the fact that the condensation temperature is bounded below by the
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Figure 3.6: Cycle efficiencies of each stage of the standard He-10 gas light fridge for
stage operating base temperatures of 850 mK (He-4), 350 mK (IC He-3), and 250 mK
(UC He-3). As the condensation temperature nears the stage base temperature the
self-cooling loss becomes negligible and 𝜂 approaches 100%.
4 K mainplate temperature of 3.2−3.3 K.
Millikelvin Fridge Characterization
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Figure 3.7: Hold times and base temperatures for the Polarbear-2b (solid lines)
and -2c (dashed lines) He-10 fridges. These results indicate that – for the loading
specification of 150 𝜇W, 20 𝜇W, and 5 𝜇W on the He-4, IC, and UC stages respectively
– the expected hold times of Polarbear-2b (-2c) are 36 (81), 63 (61), and 67 (78) hrs
for the He-4, IC, and UC stages respectively. These specifications are over-estimated
and we expect to be able to reduce the IC and UC loading sufficiently to allow a 72 hr
cycle for Polarbear-2b . The Polarbear-2c gas light is similarly limited by the IC
stage to 61 hrs but reduction of the load to this stage quickly allows 𝑡ℎ𝑡 to exceed 72 hrs.
For Polarbear-2b we chose to purchase the standard model He-10 gas light before
millikelvin hardware was finalized so detailed thermal loading estimates did not yet exist.
As a rough baseline the specifications for the Polarbear-2b millikelvin loads were defined
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to be 150 𝜇W to the 1 K (He-4) stage, 20 𝜇W to the 350 mK (IC) stage, and 5 𝜇W to the
250 mK (UC) stage. In order to help inform the design of the FPT we fully characterized
this fridge by measuring the load curve and hold times of each stage with no mass attached
and no optical loading, as shown in Figure 3.7. With 150 𝜇W, 20 𝜇W, and 5 𝜇W of loading
to the He-4, IC, and UC stages the hold times are 36 hrs, 67 hrs, and 63 hrs – i.e. the
practical hold time is 36 hrs and limited by the He-4 stage, which is far below our three
sidereal day requirement. Our solution is to install a second standalone He-4 booster fridge
which meets the hold time requirement. A CAD rendering of the booster fridge is shown
in Figure 3.8. In the new Polarbear-2b configuration the gas light He-4 stage is left
unattached to the FPT and is used only as a buffer for the IC and UC stages, which
reduces its loading to less than 1 𝜇W from radiation. Instead, the booster fridge is used to
intercept all of the loading incident on the 1 K FPT stage. Owing to the fact that the hold
time of the booster fridge is designed to be multiple days, we chose only to verify that it
met specifications before integrating in the Polarbear-2b backend so detailed load curve
and hold time measurements have not been made.
The booster fridge is charged with 1.3 moles of He-4, has an operating temperature
of 936 mK with 150 𝜇W of loading applied, and demonstrated a hold time of 73 hrs when
cycled with a condensation point of 3.7 K in a bare, dark environment. For Polarbear-
2c, because the fridge had not already been purchased, we used the He-10 and booster
characterization to inform design and fabrication of a custom super gas light (SGL) He-10
from Chase Research Cryogenics. The SGL is an oversized version of the standard gas light
He-10 with a larger amount of He-4 and UC He-3 in order to bring the hold time up to
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Figure 3.8: CAD image of the booster He-4 fridge with the cryopump in the upper
left corner and the head in the lower right. The precooling heatswitch can be seen to
the right of the booster head.
72 hrs in a single fridge. Results from the characterization of the Polarbear-2c SGL are
shown in Figure 3.7.
3.2.3 Thermal Loading Estimates
50 K and 4 K Loading
Modeling thermal loading is important for cryostat design and validation to ensure
proper functionality in reaching desired base temperatures. After evacuating the cryostat to
∼ 10−8 Bar there is only conductive loading – from the mechanical G-10CR shell supports
and wiring – and radiative loading. The heat load ?̇? on stage 1 due to stage 2 via conduction
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of one element is
?̇?𝑐 =
𝐴
𝑙
∫
𝑇2
𝑇1
𝜅(𝑇 ) 𝑑𝑇 , (3.6)
where 𝑇1 and 𝑇2 are the temperatures of the stages, and 𝐴 is the cross-sectional area,
𝑙 the length, and 𝜅(𝑇 ) the thermal conductivity of the element connecting the stages.
Table 3.1 details the source and contribution of each load to the 50 K and 4 K stages in the
Polarbear-2b and -2c backends. Readout and housekeeping wiring from 300 K to 4 K is
polyimide-clad, 127𝜇m diameter manganin alloy. Housekeeping wiring from 4 K to 250 mK
is polyimide-clad, 127 𝜇m diameter niobium-titanium (NbTi) alloy. Readout wiring from
4 K to 250 mK is a polyimide-NbTi superconducting stripline specially developed for the
readout system employed in the Polarbear-2 and SPT-3G receivers [92], which will be
discussed in Section 3.2.3.
The radiative heat transfer between two bodies at temperatures 𝑇1 and 𝑇2 with
areas 𝐴1 and 𝐴2, and emissivities 𝜖1 and 𝜖2 is
?̇?𝑟𝑎𝑑 =
𝜎(𝑇 41 −𝑇
4
2 )
(1−𝜖1)/(𝐴1𝜖1)+1/(𝐴1𝐹1→2)+(1−𝜖2)/(𝐴2𝜖2)
(3.7)
where 𝐹1→2 is the viewing factor for body 1 and 2 [93]. For two large parallel plates, as
in the backend cryostats, 𝐹1→2 = 1. Using Equation (3.7) we can quickly calculate for
the Polarbear-2 backend cryostats (with 𝐴300 𝐾 = 3.67 m
2, 𝐴50 𝐾 = 2.81 m
2) which are
made from unpolished aluminum with 𝜖1 = 𝜖2 = 0.12, the radiation load to 50 K is in
excess of 85 W. This would overwhelm the cooling capacity of the PT415 first stage, which
necessitates mitigation of the radiative load. While the calculation for the second stage
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yields 0.056 W and is within the second stage capacity, it is beneficial to reduce loading as
much as possible. This further lowers the 4 K mainplate and assists in the endeavor of
maximizing 𝜂𝐻𝑒−4.
Mitigation of radiative loading can be achieved by wrapping the 50 K and 4 K
shells in multilayer insulation (MLI) blankets which reduces the effective emissivity of the
shells. For Polarbear-2b and -2c we chose the Coolcat 2 NW MLI from Ruag 4, which is
constructed from many sheets of double-sided, aluminized (40 nm aluminum thickness on
each side) polyester foil with non-woven polyester spacers between adjacent layers (used to
reduce conduction between adjacent layers). The full blankets are comprised of multiple
stacks of 10-layer blankets which are cut precisely using a laser. The cutting process also
bonds each stack by melting the polyester spacers along the laser path. For Polarbear-2b
and -2c there are 50 layers at 50 K and 20 layers at 4 K.
MLI reduces radiative loading due to the fact that each internal layer of MLI acts
roughly as an isolated radiation shield in radiative equilibrium with its neighbors, with
the innermost layer isothermal with the shell it encloses. This would suggest that MLI
reduces loading by a factor that is proportional to the inverse of the number of layers.
However, this does not take into account conduction between layers or from the interstitial
gas, and other nonidealities. Depending on the configuration, i.e. how many edges and
seams are required and whether the MLI layers are tightly constrained or allowed to
expand, the actual performance of the MLI can be multiple orders of magnitude worse
4https://www.ruag.com/en/products-services/space/spacecraft/thermal-systems/
cryogenic-thermal-insulation-coolcat
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than expected from models built from first principles. To address this, numerous empirical
models have been developed to account for these nonidealities [94]. Of these we have chosen
the commonly-used Keller model [95], which gives the heat load per unit area as a sum of
the radiative flux
?̇?𝑟𝑎𝑑 =
𝐴𝐶𝑟𝜖
𝑁𝑙
(𝑇ℎ−𝑇𝑐), (3.8)
the contact conduction between layers
?̇?𝑐,𝑀𝐿𝐼 =
𝐴𝐶𝑠 ̃𝑁
𝑛𝑠
𝑙 𝑇𝑚
𝑁𝑙+1
(𝑇ℎ−𝑇𝑐), (3.9)
and conduction from the interstitial gas
?̇?𝑔𝑎𝑠 =
𝐴𝐶𝑔𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑡(𝑇
𝑚+1
ℎ −𝑇
𝑚+1
𝑐 )
𝑁𝑙
. (3.10)
𝐴 is the area of the cold shell, 𝑁𝑙 is the number of layers, ̃𝑁𝑙 is the layer density, 𝑇𝑚 =
(𝑇ℎ −𝑇𝑐)/2, and 𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑡 is the interstitial gas pressure. 𝐶𝑟, 𝐶𝑠, and 𝑛𝑠, are parameters
dependent on the material and construction of the blankets, and 𝐶𝑔 and 𝑚 are parameters
that depend on which gases are present. For our modeling we will consider two contributions
of the interstitial mode between 300 K and 50 K: He and N2. The Polarbear-2b and -2c
MLI layers have perforations, with a total open area of 0.5-1%, to help minimize 𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑡. In
more complicated geometries with many edges and seams, 𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑡 can still be multiple orders
of magnitude larger than the vacuum vessel pressure and thus ?̇?𝑔𝑎𝑠 can be significant. The
interstitial pressures in Table 3.2 reflect the Polarbear-2b best-fit values after cryogenic
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validation from the residual load determined from the PTC capacity map after subtracting
?̇?𝑐 (Table 3.1), ?̇?𝑟𝑎𝑑 and ?̇?𝑐,𝑀𝐿𝐼. We will discuss this further in Section 3.3.3.
Millikelvin Loading
As with the thermal loads on the PTC thermal intercepts, the loads on the millikelvin
refrigerator may be divided into conductive loads and radiative loads. Three components
contribute to the millikelvin conductive loading: the mechanical supports in the FPT, the
readout cables, and the rf shield. By design, thermal radiation from elements internal to the
cryostat is negligible, but radiation from the atmosphere that passes through the telescope
optical chain is incident on various millikelvin components and contributes non-negligible
loading.
The supports of the FPT are a combination of pultruded carbon fiber tubes manu-
factured by vDijk Pultrusion Products∗ 5 (DPP) and rods of the commonly used Graphlite
pultruded carbon fiber. The cryogenic thermal conductivity of Graphlite has been well-
measured [96], [97], but that of DPP was not known at the time of design. To verify this
material, measurements of thermal conductivity along the tube axis were performed in
the desired temperature range. Known amounts of power 𝑃𝑎𝑝𝑝 were applied to one end of
a sample and the resulting equilibrium temperature 𝑇ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ was measured, while the other
end was fixed at a base temperature 𝑇𝑙𝑜𝑤 (see Figure 3.9 for a schematic). The thermal
5http://www.dpp-pultrusion.com/
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Table 3.3: MLI contribution to the Polarbear-2b backend loading at 50 K and 4 K.
This is the effective radiation load in the presence of the Polarbear-2b MLI. The sum
of ?̇?𝑟𝑎𝑑, ?̇?𝑐,𝑀𝐿𝐼, and ?̇?𝑔𝑎𝑠 provides the effective radiative load after installing the MLI.
?̇?𝑟𝑎𝑑 [W] ?̇?𝑐,𝑀𝐿𝐼 [W] ?̇?𝑔𝑎𝑠 [W]
50 K 1.58 0.564 36.1
4 K 7.98×10−4 2.12×10−2 1.88×10−2
conductivity of DPP was found to be well approximated by a power law
𝜅(𝑇 ) = 𝛼𝑇 𝛽, (3.11)
and the coefficient 𝛼 and index 𝛽 were obtained by fitting to Equation (3.6). Due to
cooling power limitations of the adsorption fridge used for testing, measurements were
performed with 𝑇𝑙𝑜𝑤 ∼ 300 mK from a single-shot He-3 adsorption refrigerator, and sep-
arately with 𝑇𝑙𝑜𝑤 ∼ 1.2 K from pumped liquid He-4. The best fit in the 0.25 K–2 K
range is 𝜅𝐷𝑃𝑃(𝑇 ) = 4.17 𝑇
1.21 mW/m⋅K, and the best fit in the 1.4 K–4.5 K range is
𝜅𝐷𝑃𝑃(𝑇 ) = 7.59 𝑇
0.61 mW/m⋅K.
The readout cables are fabricated from a custom stack-up of polyimide, supercon-
ducting NbTi, photoresist, and adhesive layers. Although cryogenic thermal conductivities
of polyimides and NbTi have been measured [98], [99], building an accurate thermal model
of the combined cable is subject to large errors due to uncertainty in the properties of the
remaining materials. Thus, a measurement of the cryogenic thermal conductivity of the
readout cables was performed in a manner similar to that described above. Since the cables
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are flexible, they were held taut and clamped on opposite sides at 𝑇𝑙𝑜𝑤, while a central
clamp with a heater and thermometer was used to apply power (see Figure 3.9). As the
cross-sectional area of the cables is fixed but the distance between thermal intercepts in the
Polarbear-2 backends is not, the relevant quantity of interest is the thermal conductance
per unit length, 𝐺/𝐿. The best fit in the 0.25 K–1.5 K range is 𝐺/𝐿= 7.1 𝑇 1.79 𝜇W/mm⋅K,
and the best fit in the 1.4 K–6 K range is 𝐺/𝐿 = 9.3 𝑇 1.05 𝜇W⋅mm/K.
The rf shield is comprised of 300 Å of aluminum deposited on a 6.35 𝜇m sheet of
polyethylene terephthalate. The strong dependence of the cryogenic thermal conductivity
of aluminum films on their purity motivated a measurement of a sample of the rf shield in
a manner similar to that of the readout cables. Due to the sample’s long time constant
for equilibration and fridge hold time limitations, measurements were only performed in
the 1.4 K–6 K range. Since the thermal conductivity will decrease more strongly below
the critical temperature of the aluminum film, extrapolating measurements from this
range provides an overly pessimistic estimate of the thermal loads at colder temperatures.
Moreover, as the rf shield extends radially as well as vertically away from the focal plane,
the relevant quantity of interest is the thermal conductance multiplied by the thickness 𝑑
of the shield, 𝜅𝑑. The measured best fit is 𝜅𝑑 = 33.5 𝑇 1.41 nW/K.
Optical loads which contribute to the thermal loading of the adsorption fridge include
out-of-band radiation absorbed by the 350 mK metal mesh filter and in-band radiation
absorbed by emissive lenslets on the focal plane. The particular estimation of these loads
depends on the specifics of the optical design (and therefore differ for Polarbear-2b and
-2c), which will be detailed in an upcoming publication. For the purposes of estimating the
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Sample OFHC copper mounting blocks
Thermometer
Heater
Connection to fridge 
Thermometer
Sample 
Heater
Connection to fridge 
Figure 3.9: Schematic of the setup for low temperature thermal conductivity mea-
surements with rigid (left) and flexible (right) materials. When necessary to reduce
parasitic thermal loads on the sample, samples were also enclosed in a radiation shield.
thermal budget, conservative upper limits are quoted here.
A summary of the expected thermal loads on the He-10 fridge substages is given in
Table 3.4. All conductive loads were calculated according to Equation (3.6) with known
geometries and with temperatures measured from a cooldown with realistic thermal loads
applied to each fridge intercept via resistive heaters.
3.3 Commissioning the Polarbear-2b and -2c Back-
ends
We chose to construct and validate the Polarbear-2b and -2c backends in series
with essentially no changes in design or construction, excepting the SGL He-10 fridge
specifically designed to have increased hold times beyond that of the Polarbear-2b
standard gas light He-10. Apart from this, cryogenic performance for the two backends
is similar so the majority of the data shown in the following sections is only for the
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Polarbear-2b backend.
3.3.1 50 K and 4 K Shell Construction
The Polarbear-2b and -2c 50 K and 4 K shells are constructed from aluminum
1100 (Al1100) alloy panels which are 3 mm and 4 mm thick respectively. These panels are
bolted to an Al6061 alloy frame with Apiezon N grease between the panels and the frame
at 4 K (no interface material exists at 50 K). This is an acceptable construction at 4 K in
the limit that the only load that needs to be transferred to the PTC is the relatively small
radiative load. In order to both minimize thermal gradients across the panels and preserve
a lightweight construction, the conductance of the panels was augmented with very high
purity metal ribbons.
Aluminum is a good choice for both 50 K and 4 K temperature ranges due to the
fact that its thermal conductivity can be ∼ 104 W/m⋅K or higher [100]. 75 mm × 0.5 mm
99.9998% purity (6N) aluminum ribbons were annealed in an N2 environment at 300
𝑜C
for 8 hours and were attached to the panels using Stycast 2850ft epoxy. For the front,
rear, and bottom panels we placed ribbons only along the edges on one side. For the top,
mainplate, and trapezoidal panel (seen in Figure 3.2 between the mainplate and top panels)
we chose to cover the entire surface of both sides in 6N ribbons. Initial stress testing via
rapid thermal cycling from 300 K to 77 K revealed that surface preparation is critical to
ensure a robust, high quality thermal connection between the Al1100 panel and the 6N
aluminum. In order to create the best quality interface, both the panels and ribbons were
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first roughened using 60-grit sandpaper, then a toluene-based epoxy adhesion-promoter6
was applied, after which the epoxy (prepared with catalyst 97) was applied to the panel,
and then the 6N ribbon.
We chose to use an initially thick layer of epoxy (∼2 mm) and apply an even
pressure of ∼ 10 kPa along the ribbon to ensure complete coverage and adhesion while
keeping the epoxy layer thin by forcing out the excess. These epoxy interfaces were cured at
room temperature for 24 hrs with the 10 kPa pressure applied, after which the final epoxy
thickness is consistently 0.5 mm. Attaching 6N aluminum ribbons lowers thermal gradients
across the shell panels to their practical minima for the geometries in the Polarbear-2b
and -2c backends. The remaining gradients between the coldheads and shell sections
are subsequently dominated by the thermal interface resistance between the panels, and
the Al6061 frame and its lower conductivity. However, the small radiation and G-10CR
conduction heat loads, and large parallel heat path at these interfaces means these gradients
are typically about 0.5 K or less.
For the large conductive load from the SQUID wiring harnesses it is necessary
to implement a more carefully engineered solution with special consideration given to
the interfaces between perpendicular panels. This is especially important because the
performance of the SQUID pre-amplifiers is highly temperature dependent. Avoiding local
hotspots due to the wiring harness load and creating the coldest stage possible minimizes
complications in readout of the focal plane and increases mapping speed. In order to more
6https://www.lord.com/products-and-solutions/chemlok-ap-134-primer
7http://na.henkel-adhesives.com/product-search-1554.htm?nodeid=8797863247873
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effectively transmit the wiring harness load across the two shell interfaces between the top
panels and the shell mainplates, we completely covered these panels on both sides in the
6N aluminum ribbons and have added extra length. These lengths are then clamped to
the adjacent panel using stainless steel M5 screws, washer/nut plates, and split ring lock
washers. Screws are tightened to ∼ 80% their yield stress. At the interface between the 4 K
mainplate and the trapezoid panel there is not enough space to accommodate this solution
so we have implemented a C101 L-bracket instead of the clamped overhanging 6N ribbons.
3.3.2 Heatstraps
Figure 3.10: (Left) The Polarbear-2b mainplate-coldhead heatstrap consists of two
sets of eight 75 mm × 160 mm 6N aluminum ribbons which are clamped to gold-plated
C101 adapters on each end. Each clamped interface uses 24 M5 stainless steel screws
and split-ring lock washers with stainless steel pressure-spreading washer plates and
nut plates, and no thermal interface material. (Right) The Polarbear-2b millikelvin
heatstraps after gold-plating. Pressure is applied to the FPT stages using 10-32 screws
and the same washer and nut plate method as the 4 K mainplate-coldhead heatstrap,
and to the millikelvin fridge heads using brass 4-40 screws with serrated Belleville
washers.
One of the most important components of any large cryostat is the heatstrap
connecting the PTC to the mainplates because it must pass the entire stage’s loading.
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It is rarely possible to directly mount critical components to the coldheads so the lowest
temperature presented to the He-10 fridge and SQUIDs is correspondingly above the PTC
base temperature. For the Polarbear-2b and -2c backends the 50 K mainplate-coldhead
heatstrap is less critical because the main function of the 50 K shell is as a radiation buffer
and an adequate base temperature of the 4 K shell is relatively insensitive to a mean
50 K shell temperature drift of ±10 K. The 50 K mainplate-coldhead heatstrap is simply
constructed of six stacks of eight 20 mm × 80 mm pieces of 6N aluminum ribbons which are
clamped to the PTC coldhead and 50 K mainplate. This implementation does not optimize
the surface area or interfaces of the thermal connection. The 4 K mainplate-coldhead
heatstrap (Figure 3.10) is more carefully designed in order to minimize the thermal contact
resistance between the coldhead and mainplate. While using 6N aluminum is advantageous
due to it high bulk conductivity at 4 K (higher than that of C101 when the 6N is annealed),
there is significant concern in accessing this due to the robust aluminum oxide which rapidly
forms at room temperature in atmospheric conditions [101]. This problem is exacerbated
when multiple 6N-6N interfaces are present. Our solution is to prepare the joints with very
high bolt force in order to fracture the oxide and to deform the soft 6N aluminum (enhances
the effective cross sectional area of the joint). We do not disassemble these interfaces so as
to avoid re-oxidation. Rather, the interface which is dissembled is the gold-plated copper
interface to the coldhead and mainplate.
Due to the fact that the thermal interface (Kapitza) resistance [102] scales as 𝑇−3
we have paid special attention to optimizing the conductance of the millikelvin heatstraps
by minimizing the number of bolted interfaces [103], [104]. Of additional concern is the
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potential for vibrations coupling to millikelvin stages which can cause microphonic heating
and is deleterious to the millikelvin base temperatures. The Polarbear-2b and -2c
millikelvin heatstraps are constructed from C101 feet, that bolt to the fridge heads and
FPT stages and have 15 layers of 0.1 mm thick C101 copper ribbons bolted between C101
pressure plates and the feet. These ribbons are then welded along the edges so there is a
bulk thermal connection to the feet in addition to the contact interface of each ribbon. A
picture of the Polarbear-2b millikelvin heatstraps is shown in Figure 3.10. As will be
mentioned in Section 3.3.4, we have reason to believe the conductance of these heatstraps is
limited by the thermal interface resistance between the feet and the FPT and He-10 stages.
3.3.3 50 K and 4 K Cryogenic Validation
To first-order, cryogenic validation of the Polarbear-2b and -2c backend 50 K
and 4 K stages simply entails ensuring that an acceptable base temperature is reached; i.e.
∼50 K and ∼3.5 K. However, encompassed in this is a careful accounting of the observed
thermal loads and a comparison with the model to ensure significant spurious loads are
not observed. Additionally we require that thermal time constants are low enough that
egregiously long cooldown times are not observed, but this is generally solved in tandem
with the optimization of thermal gradients as 𝜏𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 ∼ 𝐺
−1/2 where 𝐺 is the thermal
conductance linking a body to the cold source.
For the Polarbear-2b backend, cryogenic validation was done in two cooldowns.
The first cooldown (run01b) was started on August 23rd, 2016, without any of the three
wiring harnesses in order to measure the 4 K load curve, 50 K base temperature, and
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Figure 3.11: (Left) Load curve taken in the first run of the Polarbear-2b backend
using a heater on the top panel. (Right) Measured thermal conductance of the mainplate-
coldhead and the top-mainplate heatstrap.
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Figure 3.12: Cooldown plot of the second cooldown of the Polarbear-2b backend.
Base temperature is reached in ∼35 hrs.
evaluate the performance of all heatstraps and thermal interfaces. Measurement of the 4 K
load curve and 50 K base temperature with no harnesses installed allows us to precisely
measure the loading due to the harnesses after installation and evaluate whether their
thermal performance is acceptable. Figure 3.11 shows the PTC second stage load curve
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Figure 3.13: (Left) Run 02b load curve taken using a heater on the 4 K mainplate.
This is a more accurate measure of the mainplate-coldhead heatstrap 𝐺. (Center) Run
02b load curve taken using a heater on the 4 K top panel. (Right) Heatstrap thermal
conductances as a function of the hot side temperature.
taken using a heater on the top panel of the 4 K shell and the resultant thermal conductance
𝐺 for the thermal connection between the mainplate and the coldhead, and between the
top panel and the mainplate.
Figure 3.12 shows the second cooldown (run 02b), which began October 28th, 2016,
of the Polarbear-2b backend after installing the three wiring harnesses and re-mating
the mainplate-coldhead and top-mainplate heatstraps at higher screw torques and using
Apiezon N grease as a thermal interface material. Load curves and the corresponding 𝐺
for the two heatstraps in run 02b are shown in Figure 3.13. From this we see that the both
the mainplate-coldhead 𝐺 and the top-mainplate 𝐺 have been improved, although the
increase is more significant in the former. We estimate that recycling the He-10 fridge adds
∼150 mW of loading (Δ𝑇𝑀𝑃 ∼ 100 mK) to the 4 K mainplate so all efforts in minimizing
the mainplate-coldhead gradient will aid in maximizing 𝜂. The Polarbear-2c 50 K and
4 K validation was also achieved on the second run (run 02c). Base temperatures for both
50 K and 4 K validation runs on Polarbear-2b and -2c are shown in Table 3.6.
Base temperatures for run 02b and run 02c are listed in Table 3.6. From these
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Table 3.5: Base temperatures in K for the Polarbear-2b and -2c backends during
their 50 K and 4 K validation run.
Location Polarbear-2b Polarbear-2c
4 K Coldhead 3.00 2.81
4 K Mainplate 3.09 3.05
4 K Top 3.55 3.47
4 K Front 3.57 3.55
4 K Bottom – 3.47
4 K Harness 3.59 –
50 K Coldhead 40.9 32.6
50 K Mainplate 41.1 39.3
50 K Top 56.1 50.1
50 K Front 55.4 50.4
values and the PTC capacity map [89] and load curve in Figure 3.4 it is evident that the
50 K loading for Polarbear-2b (-2c) is ∼40 W (∼20 W) and the 4 K loading is ∼0.30 W
(∼0.25 W). Our modeling of the conductive loads in Section 3.2.3 is consistent with these
values, and the discrepancy between the two backends can be attributed to more thorough
pumping out of the Polarbear-2c backend than Polarbear-2b for their respective runs.
If we attribute the remainder of the observed loads to the gas conduction (?̇?𝑔𝑎𝑠) and assume
the pressures for He and N2 are equal, we can obtain rough estimates for the interstitial
gas pressure during the cooldown of each cryostat. For run 02b (run 02c) we have at 50 K
𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑡 ∼ 2.6×10
−5 (∼ 1.1×10−6) mBar and at 4 K 𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑡 ∼ 1.2×10
−8 (∼ 5.0×10−9) mBar.
For reference the vacuum vessel pressure gauge typically reads 10−5−10−6 mBar so these
numbers are consistent at 50 K. The interstitial pressures for 4 K are unphysically low, most
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likely due to uncertainties in the thermal loading model of other components. Regardless,
no large spurious loads or gradients were observed during run 02b and run 02c. This, in
conjunction with the verification that the 4 K mainplate in both cryostats will reach a low
enough base temperature such that 𝜂𝐻𝑒−4 ∼70%, completes the 50 K and 4 K validation of
the Polarbear-2b and -2c backends.
3.3.4 Millikelvin Validation
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Figure 3.14: Cooldown plot of run 09b of the Polarbear-2b backend with the bare
FPT installed (no detector modules). Base temperature is reached in ∼65 hrs.
Once the 50 K and 4 K validation is complete we begin integration of the millikelvin
fridges and FPT. It is advantageous to integrate the bare (no attached mass) millikelvin
refrigerators in order to identify any stray loading (such as light leaks) that may be present,
and to diagnose any deleterious thermal gradients between the 4 K mainplate and the
fridge condensers. This required multiple cooldowns for the Polarbear-2b backend due
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Figure 3.15: (Left) Plot showing Polarbear-2b He-10 fridge recycling which takes
6 hrs to reach a condensation point low enough that 𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑡 is in excess of 72 hrs. The
booster fridge is cycled before the He-10 in order to keep the 4 K mainplate temperature
as cold as possible so 𝜂𝐻𝑒−4 is maximized. (Right) Fridge cycle and hold time plot during
initial focal plane integration demonstrating that 𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑡 of the Polarbear-2b fridge is
≥ 72 hrs with ∼75, 0, 6, and 1.5 𝜇W of loading to the booster, He-4, IC, and UC stages.
The portion of the plot between 14 and 20 hrs is deliberate heating of the stage which
is performed during various detector and readout commissioning tests. The fridge cycle
was started before expiration of any fridge stages so the hold time is actually longer
than shown here.
to large gradients between the booster condenser and the 4 K mainplate, and long recycling
times due to improper thermal anchoring of the precooling switch. Figure 3.14 shows the
cooldown for run 09b (started on June 9th, 2017) in which the millikelvin validation was
completed. This run contained only the mechanical structure of the FPT, i.e. no detector
modules, MMFs, or rf shields were installed. For the Polarbear-2b and -2c backends,
millikelvin validation entails demonstrating acceptable base temperatures (and identifying
spurious loads), fridge hold time, and fridge recycling time. Hold times and recycling times
are validated by applying the loads expected at each FPT stage after integration of the
entire focal plane and optics tube using heaters. Figure 3.15 shows a typical millikelvin
fridge cycle in a later run of the Polarbear-2b backend with 𝑡𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒 = 6 hrs and 𝑡ℎ𝑡 > 68 hrs
which demonstrates that 𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑡 falls within a three sidereal day observation cycle. The loading
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Table 3.6: Summary of the values used to obtain the millikelvin heatstrap 𝐺. Δ𝑇
refers to the temperature gradient from the fridge head to the corresponding FPT stage.
In this way 𝐺 is a measurement of the combination of the thermal contact interfaces on
both ends of each heatstrap, as well as the bulk properties.
Heatstrap Δ𝑇 [mK] Power [𝜇W] 𝐺 [𝜇W/mK]
Booster 52 68 1.3
IC 21 18 0.85
UC 3 3.8 1.26
for this cycle is less than the full loading after integration, however, we still expect to
achieve 72 hrs.
Additionally, we obtain a measurement of the conductance of the millikelvin heat-
straps, summarized in Table 3.6, by observing the temperature gradient from the FPT
stages to the He-10 heads and inferring the heat load from the He-10 load curves (Fig-
ure 3.7). Due to the strong temperature dependence of the Kapitza resistance below 1 K
[95], [105], these values are somewhat variable depending on how the joint is prepared
and the force applied [106], [107]. This indicates that neither the cross-sectional area of
the C101 foils, nor the bulk conductivity is limiting 𝐺, rather it is the thermal interface
resistance. While these values do vary from cooldown to cooldown, the numbers reported
here are representative of the distribution of values of observed.
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3.4 Conclusion
The Simons Array is a next generation CMB polarization experiment consisting
of three Polarbear-2 telescopes and cryogenic receivers and will observe at 95 GHz,
150 GHz, 220 GHz, and 270 GHz. Each receiver consists of two meter-scale cryostats – the
backend and the optics tube – each employing PT415 cryocoolers to reach approximate
temperatures of 50 K and 4 K. The backends use three-stage helium adsorption refrigerators
to provide a 250 mK TES bolometer stage. In this work we have discussed the design,
construction, and cryogenic validation of the Polarbear-2b and -2c backend cryostats,
which is focused on the desire for a three sidereal day observation cycle. In order to realize
this goal, for Polarbear-2b we have extensively characterized an off-the-shelf He-10
fridge and modeled its condensation efficiency. This, along with thermal conductivity
measurements of materials contributing loading to the millikelvin stages, motivates the
design of this structure so we may lower loads and enable the fridge to achieve a three day
cycle. We find that for our requirements the standard model He-10 gas light fridge from
Chase Research Cryogenics has an undercharged He-4 stage which requires addition of the
standalone booster He-4 fridge to meet this goal. For Polarbear-2c we purchased an
overcharged super gas light He-10 which meets the three day hold time requirement in the
dark configuration with no attached mass. As of spring 2018, the Polarbear-2b backend
is undergoing detector integration and readout commissioning before integration with its
optics tube.
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Chapter 4
Polarbear-2b Readout and Detector
Commissioning
Everything we call real is made of things
which cannot be regarded as real.
— Niels Bohr
After cryogenic fabrication and validation for the Polarbear-2b backend is com-
plete, cryogenic readout and detector array integration and testing is possible. In this
section we will discuss specifics of the layout and architecture of the Polarbear-2 focal
planes and cryogenic readout components, as well as efforts towards integration and scala-
bility to the complete Polarbear-2b focal plane and readout. Much of this work focused
on noise mitigation, predominantly current sharing noise (Section 2.5.3), by selection of an
appropriate SQUID design. Designs under consideration for the Simons Array receivers
were the NIST SA13a and two designs from Star Cryoelectronics. Due to the vetted and
demonstrated SA13a design (deployed in the BICEP-2 and BICEP-3 instruments), this
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design was selected for the Polarbear-2a (and SPT3G) receivers. For Polarbear-2b
and -2c a more careful evaluation and comparison of the SA13a and Star Cryoelectronics
designs was considered.
4.0.1 Polarbear-2 Focal Plane and Readout Architecture
As previously mentioned, a Polarbear-2 focal plane consists of 7,588 optical TES
bolometers which are cooled to 250 mK. These are spread across 1,897 pixels such that each
pixel is simultaneously sensitive to two frequencies and both polarization states. In addition,
there are a number of non-optically-coupled (“dark”) detectors for calibration purposes.
The full array is constructed from seven TES subarrays fabricated on 15 cm silicon wafers
with 271 pixels each. These “device wafers” are packaged in an invar mechanical holder
underneath a lenslet array consisting of 271 hemispherical, two-layer anti-reflection coated
silicon lenslets [108] (one for each pixel) to focus CMB photons onto each pixel on the
device wafer [8].
The LC resonator combs (see Figure 4.1) are mounted in pairs to PCBs, which are
fastened to a copper backplate on the underside of the invar holder, shown in Figure 4.2. 30
combs are required to read out a full device wafer. Each comb is read out by a single SQUID
located at 4 K, so a full focal plane requires 210 SQUIDs. SQUIDs are arranged in groups
of eight devices on a PCB package shown in Figure 4.3. A completely assembled device
wafer, with its lenslet array and set of 30 LC combs is referred to as a “detector module,”
which is shown in Figure 4.6. These are installed in the FPT (Figure 3.3), the readout
striplines are heatsunk, and an RF shield and final stage of band-defining optical filters
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are mounted on the skyward side of the detectors. Figure 4.4 shows the Polarbear-2b
FPT with all seven detector modules before installation of the 350 mK band-defining metal
mesh filters and the FPT RF shield. The fully assembled Polarbear-2b FPT is shown
in Figure 4.5, which is then installed as a unit into the receiver backend and the final
connections between the readout quanta and the SQUID cards are made (Figure 4.7).
4.1 Mitigating Current Sharing
The primary means of reducing the current sharing noise enhancement (see Sec-
tion 2.5.3) is to reduce the inductance of the SQUID input coil. Reducing series inductances
from parasitics on the SQUID PCBs is also beneficial but only amounts to a few nH. This
lowers the impedance of the input coil relative to the bolometer comb impedance and
allows more of the nulling current to pass through the input coil rather than the bolometer
comb. While beneficial in terms of lowering the noise referred to the TES array, this can
have significant impacts on SQUID operation by limiting linear dynamic range. Along with
the fact that nonzero noise currents are injected at a higher degree through the input coil,
a lower 𝐿𝑖𝑛 also makes the SQUID more susceptible to RF interference. Modification of
the filtering circuit on the 300 K DfMUX electronics to provide a steeper cutoff just above
the readout band (∼4.5 MHz) was implemented to alleviate RF SQUID loading.
Replacing the SA4 SQUID design originally chosen for DfMUX requires a number
of considerations, including the 𝐿𝑖𝑛, 𝑍𝑡, and 𝑍𝑜𝑢𝑡 of the new design. Readily available and
demonstrated low-𝐿𝑖𝑛 SSAs from fabrication facilities with sufficient yield are not common.
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Figure 4.1: A Polarbear-2 “readout quanta” consisting of eight LC resonator combs.
Each LC comb consists of a silicon die containing a planar lithographed array of 40
spiral inductor and interdigitated capacitor pairs. There are two LC combs per PCB
(one each on the front and back). On one end of the PCB, using ultrasonic soldering
techniques [7], the polyimide-NbTi readout striplines are attached to each LC board,
bundled in groups of three or four LC PCBs and connected to an “adapter” PCB. This
board consists mainly of a micro-D connector that plugs directly into a Polarbear-2
SQUID card. On the other end a zero insertion force (ZIF) connector mates with the
flex wiring circuit fanout from the TES array device wafer. Packages consisting of three
(four) PCBs are referred to as a “small” (“large”) readout quanta.” The left-most PCB
has its aluminum shield removed to display the LC comb die.
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Figure 4.2: A Polarbear-2 detector module with most of its cold readout assembled.
PCBs housing the LC resonator combs (two per PCB) are bolted to the detector module
wafer backplate, directly behind the device wafer. A total of 30 combs (three large and
one small readout quanta) are needed to read out a complete Polarbear-2 detector
wafer. This results in a maximum of 1200 channels per module which can be read out,
however not all of these are read out. Additionally, some read out bolometers are not
wired to antennae (“dark”) for calibration purposes.
Essentially only three designs from two manufacturers were considered for expediency’s
sake: the SA13aa design from NIST [71], and the AR112-EB2 (referred to as the “E2”
type/design) and AR112-FB2 (“F2”) from Star Cryoelectronics (STCR) [109]. The main
difference between the E2 and F2 designs is the JJ shunt resistance. Typical values for
parameters of interest in relation to applications in the DfMUX system are summarized in
Table 4.1. The SA4 SSA is a 100 SQUID array with 8-turn input coils for each SQUID
loop. Both the Star Cryoelectronics and SA13aa devices use first-order gradiometric input
coils[62], which both reduces the total coil inductance, as well as the susceptibility of the
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Figure 4.3: A Polarbear-2 SQUID mounting PCB, or “SQUID card” and its magnetic
shield. A total of eight SQUID series array amplifiers may be located on a single SQUID
card. Each die is mounted on top of a niobium foil ground shield using rubber cement.
Electrical interconnection is done via aluminum wirebonds to bare copper PCB bond
pads. The entire card (bottom) is inserted into a high permeability “cryoperm” shield
to magnetically shield the SQUIDs. The micro-D connector mates a single SQUID card
to a single readout quanta.
array to external magnetic fields. The SA13aa SQUID array is constructed from six banks
of 64 individual SQUIDs, with two banks in parallel and three banks in series with one
unused – i.e. this is a 192 element series array [110]. The Star Cryoelectronics devices are
112 element series arrays originally optimized for low-power millikelvin operation.
Typical values for design parameters of interest from the original low-power Star
Cryoelectronics devices can be found in Table 4.2. Adaptations for 4 K operation in the
Polarbear-2 DfMUX architecture primarily involved increasing 𝐼𝑐 to achieve sufficient
transimpedance and dynamic range, which will clearly affect many of the values in Table 4.2.
For reference, we discovered from testing that a lower bound of 𝐼𝑐 = 2𝐼,𝐽𝐽 ≳ 28 𝜇A is
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Figure 4.4: The assembled Polarbear-2b FPT showing the lenslets arrays of all
seven wafer modules. The final stage of assembly involves mounting the final stage of
band-defining metal mesh filters on the 350 mK stage and the FPT RF shields consisting
of (a) the 50 𝜇m aluminum sheet forming the inter-wafer shield, and (b) the 6.27 𝜇m
polyethylene sheet with double-sided 15 nm aluminization.
required for these arrays to surpass our minimum transimpedance threshold of ∼ Ω. This is
motivated primarily from the fact that the first-stage semiconductor amplifier in the 300 K
DfMUX electronics is (current) noise matched for 𝑍𝑡 ∼ 600 Ω. Detailed noise estimates
for configurations assuming 𝑍𝑡 = 500 Ω have already been calculated [79], thus setting
a requirement that the transimpedance must exceed 600 Ω ensures the Polarbear-2b
readout system will perform as similarly as possible to the configuration in this previous
study.
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Figure 4.5: Front view of the complete, assembled Polarbear-2b FPT with all
seven wafer modules installed. The wafer modules are located behind the final 350 mK
band-defining optical filters (copper hexagons), known as metal mesh filters. Also visible
is the RF shield (aluminized sheet running between rings) which completes the Faraday
cage protecting the 4 K SQUID amplifiers, located behind and above the FPT, from
RF interference.
It is important to note that the replacement SQUID design must maintain sufficient
gain, linearity, and demodulated noise levels while operating a 40-channel Polarbear-2
bolometer comb. The limited DAN bandwidth of 𝒪(102) Hz around each bias frequency
(spaced by 𝒪(10)4 Hz) means inter-channel currents cannot be nulled effectively and will
load the SQUID. Inter-channel currents arise both from noise, which can be white – or
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Figure 4.6: Fully assembled Polarbear-2 wafer module. The readout quanta are
mechanically stabilized using a gold-plated copper can, which also serves to block some
of the radiative load to the 250 mK stage.
aliased from higher frequencies and featureful – crosstalk, and intermodulation distortion
(IMD) products. IMD products can arise both from mixing of tones within a single comb
and from mixing with crosstalked tones between combs. The most common affect that an
appreciable amount of RMS un-nulled input coil current has on SQUID operation is to shift
the flux bias point. In order to evaluate and compare SQUID designs and performance
in a deployment-like system, two assembled detector modules with partial cold readout
were attached to a set of eight each SA13a and Star Cryoelectronics E2 and F2 SQUIDs.
For this testing, not all SQUIDs were actively able to bias bolometer combs due to broken
readout cable connections or issues in tuning the SQUID. Results from various performance
metrics will be summarized in the following sections.
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Figure 4.7: Rear view of the complete, assembled Polarbear-2b FPT after installation
in the backend cryostat. The superconducting NbTi detector readout striplines (orange
strips bundled in groups of three and four cables) can be seen. These travel from
the bolometer stage (250 mK) near the front of the FPT, and connect to the 4 K
SQUID amplifiers located at the top of the backend cryostat. Heatsinking is achieved
by clamping the striplines to gold-plated aluminum bars at temperatures of 350 mK
(bottom slotted plate) and 1 K (top slotted plate).
4.2 SQUID Characterization and Testing
4.2.1 Direct Linear Dynamic Range Tests
First, given that the main quantity of interest is the bolometer comb current and
whether typical operating comb currents are acceptable with respect to SQUID performance,
we assume the SQUID dynamic range is primarily a function of the magnitude of un-nulled
current in its input coil. One of the most pure measurements for the SQUID dynamic range
with respect to un-nulled input coil current is realized by applying a tone at increasing
amplitude after tuning the SQUID and tracking how the SQUID performance evolves.
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Table 4.1: Summary of characteristic properties of various SQUID devices considered
for, or used with, the DfMUX readout system. The input inductance values reported here
are the design values. Transimpedance, output impedance, and SQUID critical current
measurements reported here were performed at an array temperature of 3.4−3.8 K in
the Polarbear-2b backend.
SQUID 𝐿𝑖𝑛 [nH] 𝑍𝑡 [Ω] 𝑍𝑜𝑢𝑡 [Ω] 𝐼𝑐 [𝜇A]
SA4 300 300 – 600 75 – 150 ∼ 150
SA13a 50 400 – 700 500 – 650 ∼ 30
E2 11 750 – 850 550 – 650 ∼ 30
F2 11 750 – 1000 550 – 750 ∼ 30
Table 4.2: Design values for different parameters for the low-power Star Cryoelectronics
devices. Values taken from a poster presented at the 2017 Low-temperature Detectors
Conference in Magome, Japan [109].
Parameter Value Units
𝑁𝑆𝑄 112 –
Input/feedback-SQUID loop mutual inductance: 1/𝑀𝑖𝑛 23.6 𝜇A/Φ0
SQUID normal resistance: 𝑅𝑁,𝐽𝐽/2 2.6 Ω
SQUID critical current: 2𝐼𝑐,𝐽𝐽 11.5 𝜇A
Screening parameter: 𝛽𝐿 = 2𝐿𝐼𝑐,𝐽𝐽/Φ0 0.56 –
Stewart-McCumber parameter: 𝛽𝑐 = 2𝜋𝑅
2
𝑁,𝐽𝐽𝐶𝐽𝐽/Φ0 0.28 –
Array voltage-flux transfer coefficient: 𝜕𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡/𝜕Φ 9.4 mV/Φ0
Array flux noise spectral density: √𝑆𝐹 (𝑓 > 100 Hz) 250 nΦ0/
√
Hz
Specifically, we can measure 𝑍𝑡 as the RMS un-nulled current increases. Deviations from the
initial transimpedance indicate movement through the 𝑉 −Φ curve away from the dc bias
point (see Figure 2.8). The linear range depends on the shape of the 𝑉 −Φ curve local to
the dc bias point, which can be quantitatively described via a polynomial Taylor expansion
about each point in the 𝑉 −Φ curve. The second and third order Talyor expansion
coefficients are a direct measure of the nonlinearity at each bias point. Following [110],
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appreciable nonlinearity appears approximately when the transimpedance has degraded
by ∼10% of the tuned value. At the onset of significant nonlinearity, the SQUID begins
to mix and synthesize crosstalked and IMD tones at a much larger degree – few or none
of which DAN can effectively null – and the flux burden and demodulated noise levels
increase dramatically.
Table 4.3: Mean values for the nuller tone dynamic range test shown in Figure 4.8 for
each of the three SQUID device types tested. Note that SA13_041.5 is an outlier, most
likely due to rf contamination or ground coupling resulting from a short on the device
wafer it was connected to. It is excluded from this mean.
SQUID Linear Dynamic Range [𝜇A𝑟𝑚𝑠]
SA13a 0.74
E2 0.85
F2 0.81
Figure 4.8 shows this measurement for a subset of the evaluation SQUIDs, and the
mean values for each of the three designs are reported in Table4.3. These results show there
is a preference towards the Star Cryoelectronics E2 design. This test serves to directly
measure the amount of free input coil current the SQUID can tolerate during bolometer
operation. Quantifying the amount of un-nulled current while biasing full bolometer combs
can be difficult, but attempts will be made to do so in the following section.
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4.2.2 Carrier Bias Amplitude Dependence of Demodulated Noise
Levels
A less pure metric, although one which is perhaps more relevant for the DfMUX-
specific Polarbear-2 receivers, is to simply measure and determine whether a SQUID
can support biasing a complete 40-channel detector comb under the expected comb current
loads without serious increases in the demodulated detector noise levels. Based on the 𝐼 −𝑉
curve shown in Figure 2.3, where the highest voltage corresponds to the overbiased voltage,
it is clear that only deep in the transition does the bolometer current exceed that which is
typical during overbiasing. A useful proxy then, in assessing a SQUID’s ability to operate
a bolometer comb across the range of parameters subjected to it during observation, is a
measurement of the bolometer white noise level at different carrier overbias voltages. We
refer to this as the carrier amplitude-dependent noise (ADN) measurement. In the event
the SQUID bias point shifts significantly – either continuously due to a gradual increase
in the RMS flux burden from incomplete nulling, or from a flux jump – noise levels can
also increase due to reduced linearity. The SQUID pseudo white noise floor is determined
by taking the median value of a bolometer timestream spectrum between 10 and 40 Hz
to avoid 1/𝑓 effects. Finally, since this is an overbiased measurement, the stage must
heated to ∼600 mK (above bolometer 𝑇𝑐), and as demonstrated in Figure 2.11, use of bias
frequencies measured at 600 mK is important. Otherwise the carrier bias is slightly (or
even completely) off-resonance, and can enhance variations in the I-phase timestreams and
manifest as an additional noise contribution.
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In these ADN tests, each SQUID is able to bias and run 35 – 40 bolometer/resonator
channels depending on wirebonding and fabrication yield, excepting SA13_041.8 which
was attached to a prototype LC device fabricated with Nb wiring with only 19 channels.
Figure 4.9 and 4.10 show the I and Q phase ADN measurements comparing the three
candidate SQUID types. Additionally, Figure 4.11 shows the mean-of-median noise, i.e. the
mean of the noise levels across each comb shown in Figures 4.9 and 4.10, to better show the
trend with overbias voltage in both phases. Tracking the SQUID transimpedance 𝑍𝑡 while
the carrier voltage is ramped, shown in Figure 4.12, is a final useful metric to attempt to
distinguish SQUID performance. The I and Q phase ADN tests show no clear preference
for a particular SQUID design. The 𝑍𝑡 as a function carrier voltage measurement does
indicate slightly less gain degradation for the SA13a, than either of the Star Cryoelectronics
device types.
The significant, rapid increase in the Q phase noise in the ADN tests is worth
noting. Attempts have been made to explain this as stemming from a variety of sources,
including: a kinetic inductance term in the LC combs, jitter in the 10 MHz signal used
to clock the 300 K electronics, and improper choice of bias frequencies. More careful
network analysis measurements and use of a very stable GPS-disciplined clock source 1
did not alleviate this effect. Original DfMUX system designs incorporated aluminum as
the LC material. Aluminum is both known to have a large kinetic inductance and has a
transition temperature of 1.2 K, which is relatively near the 600 mK temperature at which
the ADN tests are performed – therefore exacerbating the kinetic inductance contribution.
1https://www.spectruminstruments.net/products/tm4/tm4.html
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For this reason LC devices using niobium as the superconductor (lower kinetic inductance
and transition temperature of 9.3 K) were adopted for use in the Polarbear-2b and -2c
receivers. This was not found to alleviate the carrier amplitude dependence of the Q noise
and it’s source remains somewhat mysterious for the Polarbear-2 receivers.
As to the apparent lack of ADN on SA13_041.8, this can most likely be attributed
to the fact that the comb operated by this SQUID has a 48% yield. Additionally, this
SQUID was the only device on its SQUID card connected to a comb, minimizing the
amount of crosstalk and IMD products which load the other SQUIDs whose neighbors are
running full combs.
Comparing the demodulated noise levels at a typical overbias voltage, and at very
low voltage serves as a useful summary of the ADN measurements shown in Figures 4.9, 4.10,
and 4.12. At very low overbias voltages the effects of SQUID and other nonidealities are
minimized and we obtain an accurate measurement of the ideal, readout-only contribution
to the current noise (Figure 4.13). The typical overbias voltage measurement demonstrates
the best possible realistic performance we can expect during operation (Figure 4.14). These
comparisons show only a slight advantage to the Star Cryoelectronics E2 design with
respect to minimum and realistic I phase noise, while the SA13a is the top performer in
terms of realistic Q noise. As previously mentioned, the Q noise dependence on the overbias
voltage is not well-understood and persists despite implementation of careful bias frequency
selection, use of stable 10 MHz timing references, and implementation of niobium LC combs
with a lower kinetic inductance. From both lab testing of Polarbear-2 detector arrays
and performance on-sky of the Polarbear-1 instrument using the previous generation of
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Figure 4.13: Comparison of the low carrier overbias voltage demodulated noise levels
for the NIST SA13a and Star Cryoelectronics E2 and F2 SQUIDs. (Left) I phase noise.
(Right) Q phase noise. In this test the I and Q phase noise are comparable because the
Q phase carrier amplitude dependence has not set in at this low voltage, although it
does begin to increase almost immediately as the carrier voltage is increased beyond
∼ 0.02 𝜇V𝑟𝑚𝑠.
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Figure 4.14: Comparison of the typical carrier overbias voltage demodulated noise
levels for the NIST SA13a and Star Cryoelectronics E2 and F2 SQUIDs. (Left) I phase
noise. (Right) Q phase noise.
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DfMUX, we understand that the majority (and sometimes all) of the science signal lies in
the I phase, so current implications are that the Q phase noise increase will not significantly
affect observations.
4.2.3 Frequency Spectrum Effects from Bolometer Biasing
To attempt to quantify the amount of un-nulled current in the SQUID input coil
during overbiasing we measured a raw SQUID voltage timestream after the carriers are
turned on, Fourier transform, and convert to 𝐼𝑟𝑚𝑠𝑖𝑛 by dividing by the transimpedance. In
order to minimize confusion due to too many channels being active, only five bolometers
with bias frequecies around 3 MHz were biased. Here we present results from only one
SQUID of each type. Figures 4.15, 4.16, and 4.17 show the results of this test with
measurements of the noise floor, 𝐼𝑟𝑚𝑠𝑖𝑛 (obtained by integrating the entire ASD), and the
number of un-nulled narrow lines in the ASD. The latter metric provides insight into the
number of crosstalked and IMD tones which begin to appear and cannot be nulled by DAN
as the carrier bias is ramped.
While the RMS values obtained in this test are not indicative of un-nulled input coil
currents large enough to cause transimpedance degradation and nonlinearities (as discussed
in Section 4.2.1), it should be emphasized that only 15 channels (out of a maximum of
8400 possible channels in a full Polarbear-2 focal plane) being run in this test. The
ternary IMD products, the number of which scales as the cube of the number of tones, are
generally the first order contribution because they are the the first to routinely land below
the bandwidth-limiting filtering (cutoff around 7 MHz). Typically these are non-negligible
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only for tones within a comb, with nearest-neighbor LC chip/SQUID crosstalk the next
leading source of tones participating in IMD product generation. The broadside coupling
of nearest-neighbor LC chips leads to significant direct tone pickup between the SQUIDs
running these LC combs, i.e. when biased, the resonant frequencies of chip A appear in the
spectrum of chip B, and vice-versa. Less prominent but still apparent, is the appearance
of lines in a given SQUID’s spectrum corresponding to nearly all LC bias frequencies
intrinsic to all other chips being run on a single SQUID card. Additionally, for every line
corresponding to a crosstalked or IMD tone, we can see in Figures 4.15, 4.16, and 4.17, both
the first and second harmonics in the ASDs, as well as a significant 1/𝑓 or 𝜆/2 component
in the spectra as the carrier voltage is increased.
To summarize, there are many mechanisms which can cause additional SQUID
loading during operation, very few of which DAN is capable of nulling. In fact, if it is the
case that a spurious tone can be nulled, this tone would participate in direct science signal
contamination since the error signal DAN acts on is directly related to what we take as the
CMB signal. In any event, RMS levels of un-nulled current approaching a significant fraction
of a 𝜇A may be possible in the Polarbear-2 DfMUX readout system during observation.
A summary of the metrics used in characterizing the These tests (i.e. Figures 4.15, 4.16,
and 4.17) indicate that, at a typical overbias voltage of ∼7 𝜇V𝑟𝑚𝑠, the SA13a design will
experience a ∼50% lower RMS flux burden than either Star Cryoelectronics device – as
long as these results scale from the five bolometers biased in this test to a full comb during
observation. All devices display a monotonically increasing RMS input coil current, noise
floor, and number of significant peaks in the spectrum.
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4.2.4 Current Sharing Measurements
A final characterization comparing NIST SA13a and the Star Cryoelectronics designs
was direct measurements of the the current sharing enhancement factor Γ, since this was the
primary motivation for initiating the search for a replacement SQUID design. Additionally,
using the current sharing measurements we obtained estimates for the effective input coil
inductance as, in addition to the design value of the on-chip coil, there are contributions
from stray inductances due to wirebonds and traces on the SQUID card. Γ can be measured
in two ways with the stage heated to 600 mK: (1) using the low carrier overbias voltage
noise measurement, and (2) by taking a nuller network analysis measurement. For both
methods we simply fit
Γ =
|𝑅𝑏𝑜𝑙𝑜+𝑅𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠+𝑖𝜔𝐿𝑖𝑛,𝑒𝑓𝑓|
𝑅𝑏𝑜𝑙𝑜+𝑅𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠
(4.1)
to the data, where 𝑅𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠 = 30 mΩ and 𝑅𝑏𝑜𝑙𝑜 = 1 Ω. Figure 4.18 shows the low amplitude
overbias measurement.
The nuller network analysis measurement is complicated by the non-negligible output
impedance of the SA13a an Star Cryoelectronics SQUIDs, which is much higher than for
the SA4 (see Table 4.1). In combination with the 300 K to 4 K wiring parasitic capacitance,
this forms a low pass filter (referred to as the “cold transfer function”) and can modify the
total transfer function by more than 100%. This is demonstrated in Figure 4.19, and in the
case of Al LC combs may be measured above the LC 𝑇𝑐 of 1.2 K. Once the nuller network
analysis is corrected by the measured cold transfer function, the current sharing may be
measured by taking the value of the nuller network analysis at the previously-determined
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Figure 4.21: Channel-selected current sharing enhancement measurement via the
corrected nuller network analysis. Data is split into channels operating on NIST SA13a
and Star Cryoelectronics SQUIDs to provide an estimate to 𝐿𝑖𝑛,𝑒𝑓𝑓. The solid lines show
the best fit to the noise enhancement factor Γ defined in Equation 4.1.
bias frequency for each channel. We then perform the same fit as with the low voltage
overbias measurement. Figure 4.20 shows the corrected nuller network analysis, while
Figure 4.21 shows the enhancement factor at each channel’s bias frequency.
4.2.5 Conclusions and Device Selection
The last few sections summarized extensive device testing in order to select the
best replacement for the originally planned NIST SA4 SQUIDs. The NIST SA13a and two
Star Cryoelectronics variants were considered. No clear and significant advantage is given
to any SQUID in terms of their linear dynamic range, overbiased noise performance, and
susceptibility to loading once detector biases are activated. The largest benefits are actually
summarized in Table 4.1, favoring the Star Cryoelectronics designs in terms of 𝑍𝑡, 𝑍𝑜𝑢𝑡,
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and 𝐿𝑖𝑛. Considering the estimates obtained for the effective input coil inductance it is not
surprising that the low overbias voltage noise measurements favor the Star Cryoelectronics
devices. This is the most faithful measurement of the readout-only noise contribution.
Additionally, this leads to ∼50% lower current sharing near the top of the readout band
(4.5 MHz) for Star Cryoelectronics SQUIDs. A final item not discussed in the preceding
sections is the existence of transient features/discontinuities in the 𝑉 −Φ curves for the F2
SQUIDs, which are not present for the E2 type.
Figure 4.22: BoloCalc simulations for the Polarbear-2b NET and mapping speed as
a function of the total readout (current) noise. Use of the SA4 SQUID design results in a
typical noise level of 40 pA/
√
Hz, while the DfMUX lower limit set by noise referral from
the warm electronics is around 8 pA/
√
Hz. Based on lab testing results, both the SA13a
and Star Cryoelectronics SQUIDs display an expected noise level of ∼15 pA/
√
Hz.
Estimates for the achievable Polarbear-2b NET and mapping speed can be ob-
tained using the BoloCalc simulation software package [111]. Additionally, these quantities
can be obtained with respect to varying a parameter of interest. In this case we would
like to know the effect on the total readout noise level in pA/
√
Hz as a result of current
sharing and a given SQUID design and/or expected performance. Figure 4.22 shows the
results of these simulations. Further reduction of the readout noise level is non-trivial, often
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installation-specific, and would result in gains of only 10s of percent in sensitivity. In light
of these results, the Star Cryoelectronics E2 devices were chosen for the Polarbear-2b
receiver.
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Chapter 5
Polarbear-2b Full Receiver
Integration and Final Commissioning
Always eat the mystery meat.
— Adapted from the teachings of Anthony Bourdain
In this chapter we present the latest work in final assembly and testing of the
Polarbear-2b receiver before deployment to the Atacama site in Chile. From a hardware
perspective, this involved integration of the backend and optics tube cryostats and building
up the complete focal plane array of seven detector modules with their accompanying
readout. Beyond simple cryogenic demonstration of sufficient cooling of critical components
(lenses, the lyot, the cryogenic HWP, millikelvin stages, the SQUID stage etc.), a number
of component-specific tests are required. Individual components whose failure can result in
significant observational detector yield reduction (number of TESs which can be properly
biased and read out) are the most critical to validate in lab. Additionally, verification of
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the receiver focus and optical alignment must be demonstrated before deployment. For
orientation purposes, Figure 5.1 shows the section view of the complete Polarbear-2b
receiver with numerical labels for each component which are listed in Table 5.1.
6
5
4
3
10
11
12
1
2
7
8
9
13
14
15
16
18
19
17
Figure 5.1: Section view of the Polarbear-2b receiver CAD with labels for key
components. Table 5.1 gives the names of each labeled component. The Polarbear-2
lenses and 50 K IR-blocking filters are made of alumina ceramic.
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Table 5.1: Polarbear-2b receiver components corresponding to labels in Figure 5.1.
Label Component
1 Backend 4 K shell
2 Backend 50 K shell
3 Backend 300 K shell
4 FPT
5 SQUID card
6 SQUID controller electronics rf-tight enclosure
7 Collimator lens
8 Lyot stop
9 Aperture lens
10 Optics tube 300 K shell
11 Optics tube 50 K shell
12 Optics tube 4 K shell
13 Field lens
14 Detector side IR filter
15 CHWP rotor (sapphire)
16 Sky side IR filter
17 CHWP rotor gripper motor
18 Radio transmissive MLI (RTMLI)
19 Ultra-high molecular weight polyethylene (UHMWPE) window
5.1 Backend and Optics Tube Integration
Cryogenic validation of the the Polarbear-2b optics tube in its standalone config-
uration proved problematic for a variety of reasons. The primary symptom was elevated
base temperatures indicating significant excess loading, mainly on the PTC first stage,
beyond what was expected based on successful operation of the Polarbear-2a optics
tube. This loading was most likely from underperformance of the MLI blankets at the
edges where the tube sections of the 50 K radiation shields are mated. For integration with
the backend we decided to add MLI “bridge” blankets (10 layers) to cover the bare mating
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flanges and overlap the main 50-layer blankets on each tube by ∼5 cm [112]. Figure 5.2
shows one such blanket installed during receiver assembly.
5.1.1 Dark Receiver Cryogenic Validation
The first integrated cooldown (run16b) was performed without the CHWP and
a metal blankoff over the aperture, both at 50 K and 300 K, to establish a baseline for
cryogenic performance without optical loading. Instead of the low pass MMF which will be
located at the Lyot stop in the field, a piece of 1 cm thick nylon was installed as a stopgap
attenuating filter to mitigate in-band detector loading and IR loading of the detector stage.
Base temperatures for this run are listed in Table 5.2.
Load curves were measured in run16b for the field lens and Lyot using heaters on
each elements, to allow measurement of the optical power load on each element once the
receiver was optically coupled in run17b. These are shown in Figures 5.3 and 5.4. These
also provide a measurement of the performance of the clamped 6N Al thermal straps which
heatsink the lenses, shown in Figure 5.6 for the field lens. Temperatures of the optical
elements in any CMB receiver are a factor in overall instrument sensitivity [111], so ensuring
their base temperatures are sufficiently low is important. However, both th elevated readout
noise levels (compared to the original design) and the fact that the sky temperature is
∼15 K and the receiver optics are not lossy, the sensitivity of the Polarbear-2 receivers
is largely independent of elevated optical element temperatures below ∼10 K. This can
be seen in Figure 5.5. Regardless, effort has been made to increase the efficacy of the
heatstraps of all optical elements to lower temperatures when the receiver is deployed to
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Figure 5.2: Photo of the Polarbear-2b receiver during assembly, showing the MLI
bridge blanket installed on the lowest visible 50 K flange interface but not on the
uppermost.
the site.
5.1.2 Cryo-optical Receiver Validation
With the largely successful dark, integrated cooldown of run16b the next step was to
demonstrate so-called “cryo-optical” performance. The configuration for this run (run17b)
is primarily the same as for run16b except that we install the CHWP and window to allow
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Table 5.2: Integrated Polarbear-2b base temperatures for run16b and run17b. For
run16b, the optics tube 4 K coldhead cooled below the coldest temperature in the
thermometer calibration curve so we report an upper bound.
Key Location Run16b Run17b
UC Head 0.236 0.252
1 Bolostage 0.238 0.259
IC Head 0.290 0.299
He4 Head 0.835 0.840
Booster Head 0.875 0.899
Backend 4 K Coldhead 3.09 3.22
4 K Mainplate 3.20 3.40
2 SQUID Bar 3.49 3.78
3 SQUID Card 3.55 3.84
Backend 50 K Coldhead 35.3 38.3
4 Backend 50 K Front 51.9 57.8
5 Backend 4 K Front 3.65 3.9
Optics Tube 4 K Coldhead <3.4 3.42
Optics Tube 50 K Coldhead 35.3 38.3
6 Collimator Lens 4.32 4.92
7 Optics Tube 4 K Bottom 4.33 5.13
8 Optics Tube 50 K Bottom 52.3 63.5
9 Lyot Stop 4.30 5.78
10 Aperture Lens 4.45 5.08
11 Field Lens 6.17 8.95
12 CHWP Solenoid 54.6
13 CHWP YBCO 58.1
14 CHWP 50 K Baseplate 50.9
15 CHWP Rotor 58.1
16 Sky Side Alumina IR Filter Baseplate 67.4
17 Sky Side Alumina IR Filter 67.3
optical power into the receiver. This configuration was meant to demonstrate adequate IR
filtering at the sky side of the CHWP (50 K) by measuring the lens base temperatures.
The majority of this filtering is achieved with radio transmissive MLI (RTMLI), and a
2 mm thick alumina plate mounted on the front of the CHWP. The Polarbear-2 RTMLI
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Figure 5.3: Run16b field lens load curve taken using a heater on the outer diameter of
the lens. Temperatures of other optical elements are measured for completeness. The
4 K coldhead is that of the optics tube PTC. The backend temperatures are largely
unaffected by the power deposited while taking optical element load curves.
Figure 5.4: Run16b Lyot load curve taken using a heater on the outer diameter of the
nylon disk. Temperatures of other optical elements are measured for completeness. The
4 K coldhead is that of the optics tube PTC. The backend temperatures are largely
unaffected by the power deposited while taking optical element load curves.
consists of a series of 2 mm thick foam circles (8 – 10 pieces/layers) loosely mounted on
top of the alumina sky side filter. RTMLI acts in a similar fashion as traditional MLI
constructed from metalized plastic layers (discussed in Section 3.2.3), where each layer acts
as an approximately isolated radiation shield with thermal endpoints of ∼50 K and 300 K
— with the key difference that the foam is transmissive to radio frequencies. For this run,
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Figure 5.5: BoloCalc simulation of the Polarbear-2b sensitivity as a function of
various optical element temperatures [111]. (Left) shows the array NET, while (right)
shows mapping speed. By far the largest degradation is due to elevated temperatures
at the Lyot, although this effect is still only a few percent if the Lyot climbs to ∼10 K.
Figure 5.6: Photos of the Polarbear-2b field lens on its mounting ring. Heatsinking
for all three lenses and both 50 K IR filters is achieved by clamping layers of 6N Al
ribbons to the lens and their mounting rings.
the detector side alumina filter was not installed due to manufacturing delays.
Table 5.2 also shows the base temperatures for run17b and the cooldowns for the
backend and optics tube are shown in Figures 5.7 and 5.8. Clearly, an appreciable amount
of heating of the optical elements occurs once the receiver is optically coupled (∼200 mW
to the field lens based on Figure 5.3), however, as demonstrated in Figure 5.5, these
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Figure 5.7: Cooldown plot of the Polarbear-2b backend during the cryo-optical
validation run (run17b). Base temperatures were reached at ∼127 hrs and are dominated,
as expected, by cooling the FPT through the He10 fridge.
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Figure 5.8: Cooldown plot of the Polarbear-2b optics tube during the cryo-optical
validation run (run17b). Base temperatures were reached after ∼90 hrs. The heating
feature beginning just before 120 hrs was from deliberately turning off the optics tube
PTC in order to raise the CHWP rotor above the YBCO 𝑇𝑐 of 93 K in order to re-center
the rotor using the gripper motors.
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temperatures would result in percent-level or lower degradations in instrument sensitivity.
Another potential cause for concern is the elevated UC head temperature, indicating ∼6 𝜇W
of additional loading. The focal plane in run16b contained only two detector modules (one
partially populated with readout), while for run17b four complete modules were installed,
so increased parasitic conductive loading via the readout striplines is expected, but this
is less than 1 𝜇W. The model used to generate the optical loading estimates in Table 3.4
assumes all optics have anti reflection coatings and that the lyot MMF is installed. Without
these two key components, the amount of IR which is transmitted from 300 K, through
the optical stack, to the bolostage can be significantly higher than designed. A more
accurate accounting of optical performance in the run17b configuration estimates 5 – 7 𝜇W
of loading, which is consistent based on the He-10 load curves in Figure 3.7. From the base
temperatures of run17b it is clear that there is room for improvement of both the optical
filtering, and the lens heatstraps. The former issue will be solved with the complete AR
coated optics, while the latter has both been shown to negligibly affect performance and
can easily be improved before final assembly in Chile.
Run17b was also meant to demonstrate operation of the CHWP [83] (i.e. proper
cooling and spinning of the rotor), however, a failure in one of the gripper motors resulted
in the inability to fully retract the gripper finger. This caused too much friction for the
CHWP rotor driver to spin up and complete demonstration of the CHWP could not take
place in run17b.
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5.2 Final Lab Tests and Deployment
The remaining lab verifications for the Polarbear-2b receiver are primarily final
checks and integration. This includes validation of CHWP operation, demonstration of
optical alignment procedures during assembly that properly focus the receiver, testing
and verification of properties of all seven detector modules for the deployed focal plane,
and noise and performance checks of the readout system with the Star Cryoelectronics
SQUIDs and complete focal plane (a complete focal plane was previously demonstrated in
the Polarbear-2b backend using Polarbear-2a SA13 SQUIDs while screening device
wafers for Polarbear-2a deployment). All items will be addressed in the final cooldown
(run18b) of the Polarbear-2b receiver before deployment by the end of 2019.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
If the business of physics is ever finished,
the world will be a much less interesting place in which to live.
— John Gribbin
6.1 Current State of the Field
Since the discovery of the CMB in the mid 20th century, the precision to which
we have measured the CMB has increased by approximately seven orders of magnitude,
which has only recently been sufficient to detect the lensing B-mode signal and place upper
bounds on 𝑟 of 0.06 [34]. The spurious BICEP-2 large scale B-mode detection in 2014 [40]
highlighted the need for foreground removal, and the measured amplitude of the lensing
B-mode signal [9] mandates sophisticated delensing capabilities for further bounds on 𝑟 to
be possible. Current generation experiments such as AdvACT, BICEP-3/BICEP Array
[113], [114], Polarbear-2 /Simons Array [4], [13], and SPT-3G possess 𝒪(104) detectors
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and capabilities for observation at multiple frequencies. Figure 6.1 shows a comparison
of current (and some past) CMB polarization experiments and their measurements of the
B-mode signal.
Figure 6.1: Current state of the field of CMB B-mode polarization measurements.
Figure provided by Yuji Chinone.
6.2 The Simons Array
As mentioned in Section 2.7, the Simons Array is a third generation CMB polarization
experiment which upgrades and expands the single Polarbear-1 instrument/telescope to
an array of three telescopes – each containing an upgraded Polarbear-2 receiver. The
Simons Array marks a factor of nearly 20 in terms of increasing the number of detectors
over Polarbear-1, and expands from the single 150 GHz observing frequency to four
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frequencies: 95, 150, 220, and 270 GHz. With these improvements to the focal planes of
the Polarbear-2 receivers, the Simons Array is poised to make measurements of the
CMB polarization map to unprecedented precision.
The first Simons Array receiver, Polarbear-2a, was deployed in December 2018
and is expected to begin CMB science observations in the coming months. The telescopes
for Polarbear-2b and -2c have been deployed and are ready for the integration of their
receivers. In this thesis, we presented work towards constructing and validating (in-lab) the
Polarbear-2b receiver. We detailed the cryogenic design and validation of the backend
cryostats for Polarbear-2b and -2c: demonstrating a millikelvin fridge hold time plus
recycle time in excess of 72 hrs for both cryostats. We also discussed efforts in mitigating
excess noise effects present in the DfMUX readout system (current sharing), and have
shown that, with a suitable SQUID (the Star Cryoelectronics AR112-EB2 device) to replace
the NIST SA4 SQUIDs used originally, the readout noise levels are ∼ 15−25 pA/
√
Hz
under biases typical during observation. This demonstrates sufficiently low readout noise
levels which enable photon-noise-limited observations of the CMB are possible using
the Polarbear-2b receiver. Finally, we presented initial results from integrating the
Polarbear-2b backend and optics tube cryostats, which indicate acceptable performance
of the cryogenics, the readout system/electronics, and detector arrays after full receiver
integration. A final run is required in-lab to demonstrate successful operation of the CHWP,
re-validate readout/detector performance with all detector modules and SQUIDs integrated
(this was done in a previous run of only the Polarbear-2b backend during a run dedicated
to performing quality control checks of detector modules deployed with Polarbear-2a),
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and demonstrate proper optical alignment of the receiver optics. Once these requirements
are met, the Polarbear-2b receiver will be deployed to the Atacama site in Chile, and
science observations are expected to begin by the end of 2019. The Polarbear-2c receiver
is currently undergoing similar integration and validation at UC Berkeley, and is scheduled
for deployment early in 2020.
6.3 Future Experiments
In combination with a need for multiple observing frequencies to enable foreground
subtraction, it is also clear that, depending on the science product, a combination of
telescope aperture sizes is needed for future experiments hoping to place the best constraints
or measurements of a variety of cosmological and fundamental physical parameters. One
such example is ∑𝑚𝜈, which cannot easily be constrained with large beam sizes since
measurements of ∑𝑚𝜈 come primarily from sub-degree scale features surrounding galaxies
and galaxy clusters. The CMB Stage 4 experiment (CMB-S4) [115] marks an attempt
at unifying many of the current field-leading collaborations’ efforts in measurements of
the CMB from the ground in order to drastically increase the overall program sensitivity.
This experiment will combine data from numerous telescope sizes and designs, with a wide
range of observation frequencies, and 𝒪(105−106) detectors.
The Simons Observatory (SO) [5] represents a first step towards such an effort and
is a unification of the ACT and POLARBEAR/Simons Array collaborations. The SO
experimental architecture contains both small aperture (large beam) and large aperture
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telescope designs [6] to target science products at their optimal angular scales. Deployment
of the first SO telescopes and receivers is expected to begin in just a few years [6].
In order to eliminate atmospheric limitations and obtain full-sky CMB maps,
satellite-borne telescopes are necessary. LiteBIRD is one such experiment currently under
development and partially funded [116]. The Simons Array is designated as a pathfinder
for LiteBIRD, with the intention to use many of the devices and technologies of the
Polarbear-2 receivers in LiteBIRD. The instrument will observe from the Earth-sun L2
Lagrange point for three years with 15 observing bands spanning 40 – 400 GHz and a total
of 2,200 detectors. With a target launch date near the end of the 2020s, LiteBIRD expects
to be able constrain 𝑟 to be less than 10−3. Finally, an exploratory study of a satellite
beyond LiteBIRD, PICO, has recently been published [117].
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